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GEi\JHRAL IN/RDDI rCI1DN 
~mentia and depression are among the most common menta! disorders in 
the elderly. The preva!ence of dementia rises rapid!y with age from 0.4% in peop!e 
aged 55-64 to more than 40% among peop!e aged 90 rears or over.! The preva!ence 
of depression in the elderly ranges from 1 to 10%, depending on the us cd defini-
tion.2 In recent years evidence has accumlliated that vasclliar disorders and vascular 
risk factors play a role in the development of cognicive impairment, dementia and in 
late-onset depression.3-S 
Cerebral white matter lesions are frequently seen on magnetic resonance imag-
ing scans of demented patients and patients with a late-ons et depressive disorder) 
but also appear on scans of non demented, non-depressed elderly.6-9 Apart frmn 
age, vascular factors have consistently been associated with the prevalenee anel se-
verity of these white matter lesions and are thought to play a tnajor role in their de-
velOptllent.3,8,1O,11 The whitc matter of tlIe brain can bc distinguished in a periven-
tricular and a subcortical reglon. Vcry few studies that investigated white matter le-
slons distinguished thc hvo different regions. 12- IS This may be important however) 
as 1esÎons in these different regions may have a different etiology and different clini-
cal consequenccs. 1ó 
The aim of this thesis was to repolt on thc frequency disttibution of the periven-
tricular and subcortical \vhite matter lesions in non-demented elderly people. Sec-
ondly to provide cpidemiological evidcnce for the relation behveen white matter 
lesions at the separate regions and neurobehavioral consequences, including cogni-
tive performance and indicators for depression. The studies presented in this thesis 
are based on the Rotterdam Scan Stud)'; a population bas cd stud)' among 1084 peo-
p!e 60 to 90 )'ears. The stud)' was carried out in 1995 to 1996 and designed to stud)' 
causes and conscquences of age relatcd brain changes. 
In chapter 2 previous studies on the relation betwcen white matter lesions and 
cognitivc function arc reviewed, \Vitll an clnphasis on methodological diffcrences 
and approaches. In chapter 3 thc neuroimaging l'esults on "white matter lesions as 
fOlHld in the shldy population are described, with a focus on gcndel' differences in 
white matter lesions at periventricular and subcortical regions. In chapter 4 the asso-
ciations between \vhite matter lesions and different measures of cognitive function 
are reported. Cognitive dysfunction was studied bath as subjective fai!ure of cogni-
tive function (chapter 4.1), and as objective cogllitive d)'sfunction (chapter 4.2). The 
association between white matter Iesions and a histoty of dcpression and actual de-
pressive symptoms is reported in chaptet 5. In addition to these mainly ctoss-sec-
tiona! studies, chapter 6 describes a !ongitudina! stud)'. Within a subsamp!e of the 
3 
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Rotterdanl Scan Study, we iuvestigated thc rclation bet\veen thc scverlty of white 
tuatter lesions aod rate of cognitivc deelinc as derived fro111 repeated mcasurcs of 
cognitivc function over a time span up to 8 ycars. Finally chapter 7 focuses on thc 
eviclencc gaincd in thc Rotterdatl1 Scan Study for thc tuediating role of cerebral 
white matter lesions in the relation between cardiovascular risk factors aud cognitive 
function. In chapter 8 wc look back at thc 1nain results of the studies on ncurobe-
hav10ral consequences of white matter lesions described in th15 thesis, aud disCllSS 
some strengths and weaknesses of thc studies. This thesis cOl1Cluclcs \vldl pointing 
to thc possible clinical implications of thc results and giving suggestions for future 
research on the topic. 
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COGj\'111VE COj{/{hI /I1Iü OF CEREBR4.L IFHITE 1\IArrJ-:R LESJOi\TJ - A /{1-:Y/JiIF 
The introduction of computer tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging 
(1{RI) has re'irealed unexpected cerebral findings of unktlO\Vn consequences. 
Changes in the white matter of the brain appear in bath nOl'mal and cognitively im-
paired elderly individu als and are cotnmon in demented patients. \"\'hite matter le-
sions are known under a variety of synonyms. On l'vlIU they are also termed white 
matter lesions, hyperintensities, foei, finclings or unidentified bright objects and on 
Cl' white tnatter lucencies or leukoaraiosis. 
The pathogenesis and the consequences of these white matter lesions have not 
been finnly established. The changes themselves do not have a single unique 
pathological substrate. Clinical, epidemiological and pathological snldies indicate a 
vascular origin for the majority of these changes. Tt is suggested tbat these white 
lnatter lesions precede tbe cortical atrophy as seen in Alzheuner's disease and could 
be important in the pathogenesis of neuropsychiattic changcs of the dementias (de 
la Monte, 1989). Their clinical significance in non-demented subjects remains con-
troversial. Lately the results of a couple of large-scale population based studies have 
been published concerning the role ofwhite matter lesions (W.tvIL) (Liao et al., 1996; 
Longstreth et al., 1996). 
In this papcr a review of the litcraturc is given with a focus on thc correlation be-
tween white matter lesions of unknown origin and cognitive function in the clderly. 
Emphasis is put on lnethodological considerations. 
A l'vfedline search for white matter lesions on CT or ~dRT) dementia and cogni-
tive function was llsed to select papers uscd for this review. 111e obtained papcrs 
\vere restricted to age groups older than 45 years. Refercncc \vill not be made to 
other well known causes of white matter diseasc as stroke) Binswanger's disease, 
multiple sclerosis) infectious diseases) post-traumatic \\'1'vIL, AIDS, metachromatic 
leukodystrophia, vitamin B12 defieiency) adult adrcnolcukodystrophy and amyloid 
angiopathy. 
Definition Of white matter lesions 
\"\!}üte matter lesions are discovered by imaging techniques and arc defined within 
that realm. Using computer tomograph)' (CT) these changes appear as lllcencies in 
thc white tnatter of the brain and can be punctate) patchy 01' diffuse. Hachinski 
termed thell1 "leukoaraiosis" iE there wcre no changes to dle ventricle and suki 10-
caU)' (Hachinski et al., 1987). On lvlRI scans the changes appear as h)'perintense on 
9 
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'1'2 and proton density \veighted images, \vithout leaving dear hypointense holes on 
TI images. The)' appear vel")' deady with the new fast FLAIR teehniques (Gawne-
cain ct aL, 1997). The plain that is nearIy ahvays used because of historical reasons is 
the axial plane. A consequcnce of tlus otientation is that thcre is an overrepresenta-
tion of the frontal and parietal lob cs, as compared to the occipital lob cs and that 
flow artifacts tnay limit the interpretation of the temporal lob es (Scheltens ct aL, 
1992). 
The neuropathologieal substrate of\'\'1vfL is still under discus sion. The location 
of \\l1\H ... is mainly categorizecl into hvo regions: deep subcortical ancl periventricu-
lar. This division is based on differenees in presumed euology and pathology. The 
deel' (subeortieal) white matter lesions (DWlvfL) could be the result of high blood 
pressure (Awad et al., 1986; Challa and Mood)', 1987) or due to ischemie origins 
(l3aloh and Vinters, 1995). Neuropathologieally they eorrespond to gliosis, demye-
linizatiotl, small vessel disease, widened Virchov-Robin spaces) atrophy and shrink-
age of axons and m)'elin around blood vessels (Challa and l'vlood)', 1987; Kirkpa-
trick and Hayman, 1987; Baloh and Vinters, 1995). The periventr.icular white matter 
lesions (PVWML) eould be the result of prolonged augmented periventrieular fluid 
concentrations, due to breakdown of ventricular ependym. Their pathological sub-
strate is dem)'elination and reaeUve gliosis (Sze ct al., 1986; Fazekas ct al., 1993; 
Seheltens et al., 1995). These PVW~vfL have not been found to be assoeiated with an 
ischemic origin unless they arc sa prominent that they becomc inegular (Fazekas et 
al., 1993). 
Quantification of white matter lesions 
Reported prevalenee of \'(flvfL ranges from 8.6% (Stc.ingart et al., 1987) to 95.6% 
(Longstreth ct al., 1996). This wide range is due to differenees in imaging method, 
technical setting of parameters of the imaging apparatus, scoring-methods of white 
matter lesions and the selected study-population. 
Imaging method, tec/mical settings & imaging parameters 
The ehoiee of the imaging apparatus is of influenee on the prevalcnee of \'\'1vlL. CT 
is a lcss sensitivc techniqllc for detecting \\l~H ... compared to :t\-llU and thcrefore 
studies using CT, not surprisingly, lind a lower prevalenee of \'\'1vIL (Erkinjuntu et 
al., 1987; ]ohnson et al., 1987). The smaller \'\'1vlL that appear as punetate on lI-lRI 
arc of ten not deteeted on CT images (\'\/ahlund, 1996). 
10 
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Thc image abtained b)' l\{RI or CT is influcnccd b)' a lot of technical aspects. 
The strcngth of the magnetic field of the lVllU unit uscd in thc studies varies from 
O.OZT (Ylikaski ct al., 1993) ta 1.5T (Schmidt et al., 1993). The use of higher field 
strengths tends to lead to detection of more \\trvIL. However, angulation, slice 
thickness and interslice gap also influence resolution, signal-to-noise ratios and paf-
tial volmlle effects and thus have to be taken into account. Purthermore, variations 
in window settings, echo - and repetition times will all give differences in contrast 
and thus detection. No uniform scanning protocol is used to this day, making the 
cOlnparison or even pooling of results a compelling task. \,'hen llsing CT eqlliplllent 
thc generation of the scanner is of unportance as later generation scanners dctcct 
\,\IJ'vIL with more sensitivity (Diaz ct al., 1991). Furthennare, in Cl' studies, as with 
I'\'OO, the slice thickness, interslice gap, angulation and other technical settings are of 
importance far the detection of WlVIL and camparability of studies. 
The different imaging specifications will affect the sensitivit)' of the scan for 
WML but is unlikel)' to influencc the severit)' distrilmtian of these changes in the 
population. Therefore, in cross-sectional studies it will mainly affect the power of 
the various studies to investigate the relation between \XIJ\H .... and cognitive function. 
In prospective studies, however, insensitivc scans may halnper thc investigation of 
increasc in \\1j~vIL. 
Scoring methods of white matter lesions 
The \vide range in prevalence is for a substantial part due to differences in scoring-
111cthods. Some investigators using l\HU do not take into account the punctate deep 
subcortical changes or the pencilthin lining around the ventrieles (Sze et al., 1986; 
Fazckas et al., 1993). The impartance of these kinds of changes has not been estab· 
lished (Sze ct al., 1986). Leaving dlem out of the analyses clearly results in a lawer 
prcvalence. 
The severity of WML is scored differend)' in CT and l\HU studies. In CT stud· 
ies the ex tent of \,l~IIL is mainly quantified tllfough subjective interpretation. Areas 
are scored if tbcy have decreased attenuatioll compared to normal appearing white 
matter. Severity is scared accarding ta d,e degree of attenuation (Ska og et al., 1996), 
the size of the area oflaw attenuatian (Diaz et al., 1991), or bath (Rezek ct al., 1987; 
Le)'s et al., 1990; Blennowet al., 1991; Amar et al., 1995). In MRI studies d,e num-
bel' and extent of \\'lvIL have mostly been graded, instead of using intensity scores. 
The atnount of grades diffcrs between studies. Sometimes grades are givcn per 
brain-region and a sum-score is ca1culated per brain (Junque ct aL, 1990; Fukui et aL, 
1994; Baum et al., 1996). Quantitative technigues using l\HU have been used to cal· 
11 
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eulate total Wwl!' voltnl1es (Almkvist et al., 1992; Boone et al., 1992; Sehmidt et al., 
1993; DeCarli et al., 1995). Although this teehnigue seems promising it is vely time 
consuming. Automatic quantification progt·ams are too little specific in determining 
\\11\'fL, which makes it necessar)' to trace regions of interest tnanually. 
In the fina! analyses of \\l1\rIT_~ a dichoton1Ï'zation in absent or present is of ten 
used Ïnstead of using the grading or quantitative measures (Steingart ct aL, 1987; 
Rao et al., 1989; Lopez et al., 1992; Sehmidt et al., 1993). l\lthough this diehotomi-
zation is of ten necessary to obtain enough statistica! power, it may obscure the re!a-
cion between \'(1ML and cognitive function depending on the eutoff. \\!]llle the 
larger extensive confluent lesions might corrclate (more) to cognitive function, the 
smaller lesions might not (or less). Aggregating both grades as 'present' would result 
in dinunished effect estimation. 
The regional distribution of \'\'I\-.[L is mainly categorized into hvo regions, peri-
ventrieular and deel' (subcortieal) white matter. PV\'(IJIJL are of ten divided in tlltee 
to four catego1"Îes with pencilthin lining and small triangular caps as the least severe 
and large confluent changes tllat expand far into the periventricular space or finger-
like into occipita! - or frontallobes as the tuost severe. A distinction behveen re-
gional periventricular areas is sotuetimes tuade (Almkvist et at, 1992; Fukui et al., 
1994; Baum et al., 1996) although not alwa)'s used in the analyses. Fazckas and co-
workers proposed to aggregate the scores for confluent DwrrvIL and inegular 
PVW.ML beeause the)' possibly share the same neuropathology, and to look sepa-
rately at other PV\\IJIJL scores and smaller DWJ'vlL (Fazekas et al., 1993). A prob-
lem with region specific rating seales used for PV\VIvlL and D\\IJIJL is that there is 
an overlap in the scores behveen the locations if large periventricular caps arc pres-
ent, which could also be scored as confluent DWJ'vlL (Scheltens et al., 1992). Othcr 
distributions for Wf1:'vIL. include separate ante1"Îor and posterior regions (Leys et al., 
1990; van Swieten et al., 1991) or frontal, parietal, tempora! and oceipital regions 
(Binetti et al., 1995). Hemispheres have been looked at separately but these revealed 
no differenees (Ylikoski et al., 1993; Skoog et al., 1996). 
\'(!],en stud)'ing specific eognitive correlates of \\1JI'lL it is of importanee to take 
into account the affected region, as cognitive functions are not equally distributed 
over the brain. If regional differences are not taken Ïnto account it is possible th at an 
existing relation of \,\/}\{L wÏth cognitive function in one region is diluted by the ab-
sence of relation in other brain regions. For the same reason severily scores have to 
be taken into account. By usÏng visual rating scales a distinction can be made be-
hveen the atnount of punctate, patchy or confluent lesÏons. Using quantitativc 
measurcs usually results in a total \\'1.[1, area per region irrespectivcly of size per 
hyperintensity. Etiology mal' differ between differently sized WlvlL and cognitive 
12 
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function mal' be differentl)' affected by differently sized \XI1vlL. Therefore visual-
rating scales might be a better choice than quantitative scales, Unfortunatell' most 
analyses of the relation between \''1\H .. aod cognitive function thus far used rather 
unsophisticated and global scales ta assess Wl'vIL. 
Selectioll of study popltlatioll 
Anatller part af the variatian in prevalenee and carrelates af Wl'vIL is due ta the se-
lcction of study subjects. The amaunt af marbidity and the age-range af the study-
populatian determine ta a large extent tl,e prevalenee af \Vl'vIL. \'(1hen selected pa-
tient series arc used (e.g. van S\vieten et al., 1990; van Swieten ct al., 1991; Almkvist 
et al., 1992; Baum et al., 1996), WJ\·IL will usually be mare prevalent than in the 
community because of the amount of risk factors present in the selectcd population. 
Using hospital series the main comparison made is demented versus healthl' volun-
teers. Camparing these groups )'ields differences in extent of WlvIL and cognitive 
function but theil' l'elatiol1 might still be unclear as the impail'ed cognitive fl1nction 
in the demented group could be due to cerebral cartical involvement. Another 
problem is that if \\llvIL have a subtle effect an cagnitive functian (Baum et al., 
1996), this effect could be averlaaked when studying demented subjects because of 
the ovenvhehning effect of cortica} dysfunction in these patients. Relatiog cognitivc 
functian ta WML in demented patients might be possible if within group analyses 
would be performed. 
Although man)' studies claim to be populatian-based, many made use af 
healthy volunteel' samples. There are only few studies where subjects were 1'andomll' 
sampled from a clearly defined and known base population. Population salnples can 
be distinguished bl' the extent of the exclusion criteria used. Extensive exclusioo 
criteria (Matsubayashi et al., 1992; Tupler et al., 1992; Schmidt et al., 1993; DeCarli 
et al., 1995) as \veil as tnînar exclusion criteria (Boone et al., 1992; Ylikoski et al., 
1993; Breteler et al., 1994; Langstretll et al., 1996) have been used. The amaunt of 
exclusion criteria and response ra te of participating subjects detennine the selective-
ness of tl,e snldy-population. If a highly sclected study-papulatian is chosen, the 
etiologic contrast \vill be limited. Comparing results of studies or even pooling thc 
results is complicated by the diffel'ences in selection criteria for studl'-subjects. 
Another important issue is sample size. Too small studies will not have enough 
statistical power ta meaoingfuily investigate ao)' correlate of \,ll'vIL, Furthermore, to 
be able ta adjust far all parameters that might influence the correlation Wl'vlL - cag-
nitive fllnction a sllfficient nllmbel' of subjects is needed. 
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Study populations differ in age distribution and age is an important detenni-
na nt of thc amaunt and severity of \\11'vrr~, Furthermorc age correlates with cognitivc 
function. The youngest subject that has been included in studies of \,(1J'vIL and cog-
nitive function is 19 years ",hile the cIdest is 91 (DeCarli ct al., 1995). Most shJdies 
use age ranges of 45 to 85 years. Age clistribution should be taken into account, not 
only fot its confounding effect) but also because thc extent to which selection anel 
survival bias lnay occut in a study vaties with age. 
WML and their correlation with cognitive 
function 
In studies on thc clinical sigl1ificance of \\'IVIL, cognitive nlllction has been l11eas-
ured with a vatiety of different instruments. In thc larget population-based studies 
limitecl tests were usecl on practical grounds (e.g. the lVlini lvlental State Examina-
tion), \vhereas more extensive neuropsychological test-batteries wete used in s111aller 
series of highi)' selccted subjects. Thc 1110St extensive ncuropsychological studies 
have been conclucted in 111e11101"y clinics thus giving dse to considerablc selection 
bias. 
The cognitivc domains that have been studled most in respcct to \,'lvIL are 
globalluental functioning, general intelligence, tnemor}', and executive functiolls like 
attention, speed of Juental processes, planning and strategie l"easoning. These do-
tuains al"C Jnost sensitivc to ead}' mental cleterioratioll ancl have disC1'iminatol"Y value 
for the subtypes of dementia syndromes (Derix, 1994). l'vlany research groups also 
take a mcaSUl"e for motor skills or reaction time Înto account (Hunt et al., 1989; Rao 
et al., 1989; Junque et al., 1990; Schmidt et al., 1991; Almkvist et al., 1992; l'vlatsuba-
yashi ct al., 1992; Schmidt et al., 1993; Ylikoski ct al., 1993; Baum ct al., 1996). Be-
sides, l11etamemory has been studied as a correlatc of \\'lvIL. 
The reslllts fOl" the cone1ation of\X'lvIL and cognitivc function have been conflicting 
in outcome. This might be due to dlffel"cnces in scodng niethocls fOl" \\'l'vIL, assess-
ment of cognitive function and adjuStlllcnts for confounders -and modificl"s. Studies 
addressing the conelation of \X1JVII-I with decline of cognitive function al"e limited. 
1'his due to the [act that 1110St studics have a C1'oss-sectional design 01" have toa little 
subjects in the follow-up (l'ein et al., 1990), or that follow-up time is too short to 
enable diffcl"ences ln cognitive function to occur 01" \X'lvIL to worsen. In thc [01-
lo\ving pal"t thc various cognitive domains conelated with \\'lvIL will be discussed. 
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Globalme1ltal fimctioning 
Global mental functioning has predominantly been investigated with the use of the 
l'vIini Mental State Examination (Folstein et al., 1975), Other groups used dementia 
rating scales like the Extended Scale for Dementia (ESD) (Hersch, 1979; Steingart ct 
al., 1987) the 3MSE (reng and Chui, 1987; Longstretll et al., 1996) or Blessed test 
(Blessed ct al., 1968; Hunt et al., 1989), 
In non-demented subjccts, a rclation between \\?lvIL and IVllvISE score was rc-
ported in the H70-studl' (Skoog et al., 1996) and tl,e study by Matsubal'ashi and co-
workers (Matsubayashi et al., 1992), The H70 study used CT and only looked at 
1110derate or severc \X11'vLL. l'vIatsubayashi and coworkers used lvllU and found a rcla-
tion only if they neglected thc small WJ'dL. Taken together these studies have been 
interpreted as evidence for a thrcshold effect: a substantial amount of \VtvIL needs 
to be present to have a measurable effect on the ]'vllvISE-score, It can be doubted 
however, tl,at tllis is truly a threshold effect of WlvlL. It could also result from crude 
scaling of\\1j\{T ...... , inscnsitive outcotl1e measures or small sample sizes. In the Cardio-
vascular Health Studl' (Longstretll ct al., 1996) a relation was found between Wl'vlL 
grade and a modified version of the lvIMSE, the 3MSE, tllat is more extensive and 
more sensitive than the original (Mallol' et al., 1997), Although many studies do not 
find a significant re!ation belween global cognitive tests as the MMSE and \'I'lvlL, 
the direction of thc rclation is always such that there is a poorer perfonll<tllCe al110ng 
subjects with more \X1l\>1L. Another problem with thc tnentioned screening tests is 
their focus on cortical ratllCr tl,en on subcortical dysfunction (Mallol' ct al., 1997), 
These consideratiolls ma)' explaill the cOllflicting results in studies using these global 
screening instnunents in healthy subjects (tabIe 1), 
In dementcd patients the above instnul1ents are also frcqucntly used with conflicting 
results (see table 2), Onll' the studies using CT scanners find a robust correlation 
with the l'vIMSE or ESD outcome (Steingart et al., 1987; Diaz et al., 1991; Ska og et 
al., 1996), The majority of snldies looking at global cognitive decline in demented 
subjects fail to find a statistically significant rclation with WlvlL after adjusting for 
age. In thc Detl1cntia Stud)' from London, Ontario where both CT and lvllU were 
used, a rdation was found using CT (Steingart et al., 1987; Diaz et al., 1991) but not 
using MRl (Mirsen et al., 1991), Leys and coworkers (Lel's et al., 1990) also used 
bath imaging tecluliques but failed to find anl' relation Witl, MlvISE-scores, this 
could be due to their smal! sample sizes, 
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Table 1 
White matter lesions and their relation to eognitive function within non-demented subjects 
Separate Cognitive domains 
Author Study population WMLscoring seores for Cognitive domains reported to reported to be unrelated Confounders PVWML/ be related with WML' 
withWMt:! considered 
DWML 
Baum '96 Hospital, baek-pain patients Sealing: - # DWML Ves - Global (IQ) - Attention (DS) Age 
(Neurorad) (39% WML, n=41,45-65 years) . # times grade (0-3) · Memory (complex visuaJ • Motor function IQ 
PVWML position) (reaction time) 
O.5T MR · Cl processing (Trai! AB) 
-Mood (0-6) 
Boone '92 Healthy volunteers Sealing: volume ofWML (4 Only - Memory (WMS) - Global (MMSE, WAI5- Age 
(Arch Neurol) (54% WML, n=l 00, 45·83 years) strata) DWML - Attention (DS)* IQ) 
1.5T MR • Cl processing (WCST*, Stroop, - Visuospatial abbilities 
ACT', fluency, SD5T) (RO) 
BreteJer '94 Population Sealing: 0-1 No - Memory (WL-CERAD) - Global (MMSE, Age 
The Rotterdam (27% WML, n=90, 65-84 years) 1.5T MR "Attention (DS) CAMCOG,IQ) Gender 
Study - Cl processing (Stroop, Trail Edueation 
(Stroke) AB*, Fluency") VentricJe/brain 
ratio 
DeCarli '95 Very healthy volunteers Sealing: volume ofWML No -Global (WAJ5-IQ) • Verbal memory (WMS) Age 
(Neuro!) (69% WML, n=51, 19-91 years) 0.5TMR - Visua) memory (WMS) Intracranial 
• Attention (DS) volume 
- Cl processing (Trail AB, Fluen· 
cy, SDST) 
Fukui '94 "Healthy" hospita) out-patients Sealing: Q..6 DWML Ves "Attention (LPOT) for frontal - Global (HDS) Age 
(Eur. Neurol) (88% WML, n=43, 42-86 years) 0-2 PV DWML - Attention (LPOT) Atrophy 
all per region - Cl processing (Stroop, WCST) - Cortieal tasks (RCPM) 
O.5T MR & CT forPVWML 
- Cortical tasks (Block design) 
for PVWML 
Hunt '89 Population sample Scaling: 0-4 Ne - Global( Blessed + Age 
Longit. Aging Pro- (74% WML, n=4.6, 50-90 years) 1.5T MR Jackebs, MMSE, WAlS) 
cess Study, New - Memery (WMS) 
Mexico - Attention (OS) 
(Neurel) - Cl processing (Fluency) 
- Cortical tasks (T oken 
test, Block design, RO, 
BNT) 
- Motor function (Finger 
tapping) 
Junqué '90 Selected patients with cerebro- Scaling: 0-4 per region Ne - Glebal (Blessed, BMD, MMSE, - Motor function (Finger Age 
(Arch Neuro!) vascular risk factors 040 total WAI5-IQ) tapping, reaction time) 
(100% WML, n=41, 51-80 years) l.5T MR - Memery (WMS) 
- Cl processing (SMST, Fluen-
cy*, Trail B, Stroop"') 
- Motor function (LMT)* 
- Meed (HAM-D) 
Longstreth '96 Population Scaling: 0-4 Partly - Glebal (3MSE) - Memory (other than for Age 
Cardiovascular (96% WML, n=3301, >65 years) 1.5T & 0.35T MR - Cl processing (SOST) names) Gender 
Health Study - Meed (CESD) Education 
(Streke) Silent stroke 
Meed (CESD) 
Hypertension 
Test experience 
Matsubayashi '92 Healthy volunteers Sealing: 0-2 PVWML Only - Glebal (MMSE, HDS)' Age 
(Streke) (82% WML, n=73, 59·83 years) 0.5T MR PVWML - Attentien (VCP)" Atrophy 
- Motor function (VCP)'" Lacunar infarcts 
Rao'89 Healthy volunteers Scallng: 0/1 Ne - Memory (series of tests) • Glebaf (WAI5-IQ, Age 
(Arch Neurol) (20% WML, n=50, 25-60 years) l.5T MR - Attention (OS) MMSE) Gender 
- Cl processing (Stroop, WCST, Education 
Fluency and others) Hypertension 
- Motor function (Finger tap-
ping, reaction time and others) 
- Cortical tasks (series of tests) 
Table 1 - continued 
Separate Cognitive domains 
Author Study population WML scoring scores for Cognitive domains reported to reported to be unrelated Confounders PVWMLI be related with WML1 
withWMLz considered DWML 
Sehmidt '91 Healthy hypertensive patients Seanng: Ojl No No domain in hypertensive - Memo')' (LGT) Age 
(Areh Neurol) (38% WML, n=35, 22-49 years) 1.5TMR patients - Attention (d2 test) Gender 
healthy volunteers No analyses reported within - Motor funetion Education 
(20% WML, n=20, 26-49 years) volunteer group. (reaction time) Treatment 
- Mood (Janke & Oebus) Atrophy 
Schmidt '93 Healthy volunteers (no neuro- Sealing: Ojl no caps and Only - Memo')' (LGT) - Mood (Janke & Oebus) Age 
Austrian Stroke psychiatrie disease) rims PVWM. DWML - Attention (OS) Ventridejskull 
Prev.Study (50% WML, n=150, 44-82 years) 1.5T MR -cr processing (Trail Sr ratio 
(Neurol) - Motor function (Purdue PS, Mean arterial 
reaction timer pressure 
Skoog '96 Sample of birth cohort from Sealing: 0-1-2j3 No - Global (MM5E)' - Memo')' (MIR, PRT, Infarets 
H70-study popu)ation CT! - Memo')' (TPMT)' TWMT) Edt1cation 
(Acta Neuro! (non-dem. 34% WML, n=134, 85 - Attention (OS) -cr processing (figure 
Scand) years) -cr processing (tdentîca) dassjfreation) 
farms)'" 
- Cortieal tasks (Synonym Test, 
crack, Bloek design, Coin 
test)' 
Steingart '87 Volunteers, stroke free, no Sealing: Oj1 CT! No - Global (ESD) - Motor function (gait) Age 
(Arch Neurol) dementia. - Mood (subjective Gender 
(9% WML, n=105, 59-91 years) depression/cognition) Edueation 
Infarets 
TupJer '92 Healthy volunteers Sealing: 0-3 and Only - Memo')' (BFRT) Age 
(Arch Neurol) (73% WML, n=66, 45-84 years) Dil for DWML DWML - Cl processing (SOST) Edueation 
1.5T MR 
Van Swieten '91 Healthy hypertensive patients Sealing: 0-2 No - Global (MMSE) - Global (WAI5-IQ) Age 
(Ann Neurol) (24% WML, n=34, 57-77 years) 2 regions - Memory (WM5-delayed recall) - Memo')' (15WLT, WMS Gender 
Healthy volunteers 1.5 T MR -cr processing (Trail AB, immediate reeal1) Edueation 
(spouses andjor outpatients) Stroop)"" . Attention (OS) 
(0% WML, n=18, 57-79 years) - Cl processing (SOST) 
Ylikoski '93 
Helsinki Aging 
Study 
(Arch Neurol) 
Population cohorts 
(no WML prevalenee reported , 
n==120, 55-85 years) 
Sealing: 0-48 total WML and 
0/1 PVWML & DWML 
0.02T MR 
Ves - Immediate memory (WMS) 
"Cl processing (TraiJ A, Stroop)"" 
• Global (WAI$-IQ) 
• Memo')' (Fuld, WMS) 
" Attention (DS) 
· Cl processing (Fluency) 
· Motor function (Finger 
tapping) 
Age 
." == reported as significant p< 0.05; 1 Cognitive domains reported to be related with WML: If the authors report a statistica!1y significant relation with WML or if the presented 
data show a trend towards a relation; ~ Cognitive domains reported to be unrelated with WML: tf the authors report that a relation is not present with WML andJor if the 
presented data show no trend towards arejation. For abbreviations see table 2 
Table 2 
White matter lesions and their relation with cognitive function within demented subjects 
Separate Cognitive domains 
scores for Cognitive domains reported to Confounders Author Study population WML scoring PVWMLj be related with WMl' reported to be unrelated considered 
DWMl with WML
2 
Almkvist '92 Oemented hospital referred Sealing: 0/1 per brain region Ves - Motor function (object as" - Global (MMSE, WAlS) Age 
(Arch Neurol) patients sembly, finger tapping. taetîle - Memo')' (WMS) Gender 
(46% WML, n=10S): identification of objects, reac- - AttentÎon (OS) Education 
47.6%, AD, 28.6% VAD, 7.6% tion time)* - Cl processing (SDST, 
other specific, 16.2% unknown Fluency) 
cause) 
Amar '95 Referred memory clinic patients: Scaling: No -Diagnostic groups as a Age 
(Age and Ageing) (50% PVWML, n=202, 45-93 0--3 size of PVWML + measure of g!obal cognitive 
years) 0--3 intensÎty of PVWML = function*: 
0-6 Jueency score. 1/ norma! 
CT! 2/ isolated amnesia 
3/ possibJe dementia 
4/ dementia (different types) 
Bennet '92 Memory clinic probable AD Sealing: 0/1 DWML Ves -Motor function (gait -Global (MMSE) None 
IJ Neurol) patients (many exclusion criteria) 0-3 PVWML disorders)* 
(27% OWML, 98% PVWML, O.ST MRI 
n=l 06,48-84 years) 
Diaz '91 Pro ba bie AD patients Scaling: 0/1 diffuse or focal, No -ESO total score" -Digit span from ESD Age 
The Dementia (40% WML, n=85, mean age 71 CT! -ESD subscores (23 parts)'" Gender 
Study, Ontario yes) Education 
(Arch Neurol) Duration of 
dementia 
Hypertension 
Harre1J '91 Probable and possible AD Sealing: # DWML Yes For PVWML: For PVWML: Age 
(Arch Neurol) patients 1-6 PVWML -slobal (MDRS) -MMSE in all groups Duration of 
(no prevalenee of WML given, 0.5 & 1 ,ST MRI -MORS in AD/Depr dementia 
n=43) -BPR$ in all groups Hatchinsky score 
prob/pos AD patients + 
depression. For DWML: 
(no prevalenee of WML given, -MMSE, MDRS, BPRS in 
n=18) all groups 
Lopez '92 Probable AD patients Sealing: 0/1 per 4 brain Only -Global (MMSE) - Memory Age 
(Areh Neurol) (50% PVWML, n=44, no age regions. PVWML -Attention (LPOT, OS) - Cortical tasks (RO, Edueation 
range given, mean 73 yrs) CT! -Cl processing (Flueney, Trail Bloek design) Duration of 
AB) dementia 
Aetivity of daily 
living 
(Blessed) 
Mirsen '91 Patients referred for dementia: Sealing: 0/1 PVWML, Yes -ESD score Age 
The Dementia -AD (64% PVWML, 93% DWML, 0-4 DWML. Gender 
Study, Ontario n=30, mean age 73 yrs) l.ST MRI 
(Arch Neurol) -Mixed (38% PVWML, 88% 
DWML, n=9, mean age 71 yrs) 
-VAD (75% PVWML, 100% 
DWML, n=4, mean age 70 yrs) 
Seheltens '92 AJzheimer's disease patients (no Sealing: 0/6 in PVWM and Ves Onset of Alzheimer's disease* Age 
(Brain) eardiae- or eerebrovaseular 0/24 in DWML. 
disease) 0.6T MR 
(no overall prevalenee of WML 
given, n=29, age 52-81 yrs) 
Skoog'96 Sample of birth cohort from Sealing: 0-1-2/3 No - Global (MMSE)' - Attention (digit span) Age 
H7o.study population CT! - Memory (WMS)~ Edueation 
(Acta Neurol (in demented subjeets 68% Cortical atrophy 
Seand) WML, n=98, age 85 yrs) 
Wahlund '94 Patients referred for dementia: Sealing: relative volume of Yes -Global (MMSE) None 
(Magn Res Imag) -Prob AD (30% WML, n=23, 66- WML in 6 regions 
84 yrs) 0.02T MRI 
·Poss AD (32% WML, n=25,67-
91 yrs) 
-VAD (77% WML, n=31, 70-89 
yes) 
Table 2 - continued 
Author 
Su[tzer '95 
(Arch Neurol) 
Tanabe'97 
(Am J Neum-
radiol) 
Steingart '87 
(Areh Neurol) 
leys '90 
(Areh N eurol) 
Study population 
VAD inpatients 
(1 00% WMl, n=11, 59-79 years) 
Referred dementia patients 
(100% WML, 12 prob. AD, 9 
pos. AD, 61-78 years) 
Referred dementia patients 
-mixed dementia+ VAD (75% 
WML, n=8) 
-prob. AD (32% WMl, n=91) 
-other dementias (29% WMl, 
n=14) 
Prob. AD patients: 
-earJy onset (n=14) 
-late onset (n=3) 
WML scoring 
Sealing: in four regions: 
0-3 DWML + 0-3 PVWMl 
= 0-6 total WMl. 
0.35 T MRI 
Separate 
scores for 
PVWML/ 
DWML 
No 
Sealing: % WML of brain No 
Segmentation technique 
1.5T MRI 
Sealing: Oj1 CT! No 
Sealing: in four regions: Yes 
0-3 DWMl + 0-3 PVWMl = 
0-6 total WMl. 
0.5 T MR! 
(also CT) 
Cognitive domains reported to 
be related with WML 1 
NRS score: 
-total NRS score"" 
-anxietyjdepression subscore'" 
-eognition subseore 
Cognitive domains 
reported to be unrelated 
withWMr: 
NRS score: 
-agi ta ti onj d isi n h ibi ti on 
subscore 
-behavioral retardation 
subseore 
-psychosis subseore 
-Global (MM5E) 
-ESD in mild and moderate AD -ESD in advaneed & 
severe AD 
-Global (MMSE) 
Confounders 
considered 
None 
None 
Age 
None 
*= reported as significant p< 0.05; 1 Cognitive domains reported to be related with WMl: If the authors report a statistieally significant relation with WMl or if the presented 
data show a trend towards a relation; ~ Cognitive domains reported to be unrelated with WMl: If the authors report that a re[ation is not present with WMl andjor if the 
presented data show no trend towards a re)ation. 
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Abbreviations for neuropsychological tests as mentioncd in tables 1 anel 2 
3MSE 
ACT 
BFRT 
BMD 
BNT 
BPRS 
CAMCOG 
CESD 
Cl processing 
d2 test 
DS 
ESD 
Fluenc)' 
Fuld 
HAM-D 
HDS 
IQ 
Jancke & Debus 
LGT 
LMT 
LPOT 
MDRS 
MIR 
MMSE 
NRS 
PRT 
Purdue PB 
RCPM 
RO 
SDST 
SMST 
Stroop 
TPMT 
Trail AB 
n<VMT 
VCP 
WAlS 
WCST 
WL-CERAD 
WMS 
~ Modified MMSE 
=:: Auditory Consonant Trigrams 
"" Benton Facial Recognition Test 
=:: Behavioral Measurement of Distllrbance 
=:: Boston Narning Test 
"" Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale 
"" Cognitive test of Cambridge Examination for Mental disorsers of the elderly 
"" Centre of Epidemiologie Studies on Depression 
= Central Information processing 
= Aufmerksamkeits~belastungstest 
= Di git Span 
=:: Extended Scale of Dementia 
=:: Verbal tluenc)' task 
:= Fuld object-memory evaillation 
:= Halllilton sca[e for depression 
:= Hasegawa Dementia Scale 
=:: Intelligence quotient 
=:: Jancke's and Debus's Eigenschaftswörterliste 
= Bäumler's Lehrn- und Gedächtnis Test 
= Luria's Motor Test 
= Letter piek out test; eancellation task 
= Mattis Dementia Rating Scale 
:0: MIR memory test 
= Mini "·tental Status Examination 
= Neurobehavioral Rating Scale 
::;: Prose Recall Test 
= Purdue Pegboard 
= Raven Colored Progressive Matrices 
= Rey-Osterrieth Complex figure 
= Symbol Di git Substitution Test 
= Sternberg Memory Scanning Task 
= Stroop Coulour-word charls 
-== ThurJlstone Picture Memory Test 
= Trail rnaking test A & B 
= Ten word memory lest 
= visllospalial cognitive performance test 
= Weehsler Adult lntelligence Scale 
::: Wisconsin Card Sorting test 
= vVord list learning test (Consortium to Establish a Registry tor Alzheimer's disease) 
:::: vVechsler Memory Scale 
General intelligence 
Several studies used scales to asses glohal intclligcncc (Rao et aL, 1989; Junque et aL, 
1990; Boone et aL, 1992; Schmidt ct aL, 1993; Ylikoski et aL, 1993; BreteIer et aL, 
1994; DcCarli ct aL, 1995; Baum et aL, 1996) In all studies but one (DcCarli ct aL, 
1995) no relation was found with \,']VIL This was similar for healthy subjects and 
far dCluentia patients. DeCarli and cawarkers used a compasite scare of verbal and 
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performance scaled scores of the \\Iechsler Adult lntelligence Scale (\\lA1S) 
(\'(!echsler, 1955) as a measure of general intelligence. The)' used tlus subset instead 
of the complete \\IAIS to avoid confounding by age. Tlus nught explain the found 
correlation, as the score on thc performance seaie is to a large extcnt dependent on 
subcortical sttueture and thus on the alnount of intact white matter, whcreas a com-
plete \';rAIS-IQ measurement is more cortically targetcd. 
Memory 
Virtua11y all studies included the complete or partial \\Ieehsier Memory Scale (\VJ'vIS) 
(\,\lechsler, 1945), wordlist learning tasks (\VLT) or other verbal- and visllospatial 
tasks for explicit mctnory. 
In non-demented subjccts, thc dependencc of memory on \''1vII. is eonttovef-
sial. Some groups, including OUfS, report significant relations (îvIatsubayashi et al., 
1992; Breteler et al., 1994; DeCarli et al., 1995; Ballm et al., 1996; Skoog ct al., 1996) 
while others do not (Steingart ct al., 1987; Hunt et al., 1989; Rao et al., 1989; 
Schnudt et al., 1991; Boone et al., 1992; Schnudt et al., 1993; 'Ylikoski ct al., 1993; 
Fukui et al., 1994; DeCarli ct al., 1995; Skoog ct al., 1996). Visual mem01y seems 
more of ten related with the presence of \\Il\·IL than verbal memory (DeCarli ct al., 
1995; Baum ct al., 1996; Skoog et al., 1996). 
In demented subjccts no significant rclations betwccn \\'1vfL and memory 
functions have been reported, except for the studl' bl' Skoog and coworkcrs (Skoog 
et al., 1996). In this shldl' vcrbal memOly correlated with \\IlvIL while visual memOly 
did not. 
Executive filllctiOllS 
Exccutive functions arc bclievcd to be controllcd hy the frontallobe and thc sub-
cortical structures that project to the frontal cortex (Cummings and Benson, 1988). 
They includc mental flexibility, interfcrcnee coring and eonceptual ttacking. Tests 
that are us cd in this respect are those that nleasure attention, speed of lnental pro-
cesses, anel sttatcgy driven tasks like the verbal fluency task. 
Attelltioll alld speed olmelltal prom:reJ 
Timed tests, which measure speed of mental processes, arc believed to be especially 
sensitive to subcortical discase processes (Cummings, 1986; Cununings and Bcn-
son, 1988). The tasks used are cancellation tasks like the Paper & PellCil Mem01y 
Scanning Test (Sternberg, 1975; Brand and Jo11es, 1987), performance tasks like the 
Stroop charts 1 & 2 (Stroop, 1935; Houx ct al., 1993) and concentration tasks like 
the Digit-S)'mbol substihltion test (Smith, 1968; Lezak, 1995), the Digit Span back-
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wards and forwards (\V'echsler, 1955) or the Stroop chart 3. Other aften included 
tests are the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (Milner, 1964) and the Trail making tests 
(Reitan, 1958). Attentional tasks are aften intel'mingled '\vith tasks that 111eaSUl'e 
speed of mental processes and difficult to interpret separateIy. Neady all studies 
inclucled same sart of task for 1neasurement of attention and speed of 1nental pl'O-
cesses. 
In non-demented subjects most of the timed-tasks that clepend on processing 
speed or sustained attention, relate with \,iML (Longstreth et al., 1996). The major-
ity of studies found poorer perf01'111ance on attention tasks among subjects \vith 
more \\l1\>fL, albeit not always statistically significant. Some of the conflicting results 
could be due to methodological problems. Schmidt and coworkers failed to find a 
relation with most measures of cxecutive functions, but in their analyses they cor-
rected for blood pressure (Schmidt et al., 1993). This ma)' have been overcorrection: 
as blood pressure is probabI)' in the causal chain of \'\1JvIL correction for it will di-
1ni11ish the relation behveen W'1\.fIJ anel cognition. Conflicting resuits are als 0 re-
ported b)' Boone and coworkers (Boone et al., 1992). These authors rcported sig-
nificant correlations onIy for the l110re complex executive functions, suggesting that 
the simplel' tasks \Vere not sensitive enough to pick up the subtle effect of \''1\{L. In 
health)' subjects Al.tnkvist and coworkers (l\l.tnkvist et al., 1992) did not find an)' 
correlations with W'lvlL. Ho\vever thc}' used an ultra-Iow field scanner which de-
tected Wj\·IL in anI)' 22% of U1eir 23 subjects. Such a low prevalenee combined with 
the small sample size yields little statistical power. Ylikoski and coworkel's (Ylikoski 
et al., 1993) also used an ultra-Jow field scanner but did find a correlation using 120 
subjects. 
In dcmented subjects relations behveen tests for attention ancl speed of mental 
processes and Wl\oIL are less clear (see table 2) although the amount of neurops)'-
chological tests perf01'111ed in those studies are less than in shldies using tlle nOll-
demented subjects. It is possible that Ollce dementia is present therc is ah'cady so 
much (cortical) brain damage that the subue influence of Wll'IL cannot be detected 
anymore. 
Plalll/il/g(Jlra/egit imJollil/g 
A defect of the semantic 111Cmory nehvork should fitst of all impair verbal fluency 
tasks (pollman et al., 1995). In non-dementcd subjects, verbal fluenc)' tasks corrclate 
with \vj\·IL (Junque et al., 1990; A1mkvist et al., 1992; Boone ct al., 1992; BreteIer et 
al., 1994) although lim..ited sample sizes prevent statistical significanee. Breteler and 
coworkers used hvo typcs of fluency tasks, a letter TI vcrsion (naming words begin-
ning with thc letter B) and an anitnal-naming versiol1. The lctter-B vcrsion corre-
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lated with \X/I'vIL while the animal version didn't. As the letter-B version is a more 
compelling task, this can be interpreted as \'\11\..0: .. having more impact on more C01n-
pleK tasks. Seemingly, reserve capacity of the semantic network is large enough to 
maintain a near-to-normal function when not too much demanding tasks are per-
fortlled. 
In demented subjects verbal fluency conelatcs highly \vith dementia sevcrity 
and allows discrimination of 1110st AD patients from controls (Pischer et al., 1988; 
Pollman et al., 1995). In a cr study Lopez and coworkers (Lopez et al., 1992) re-
ported lower performance on the verbal fluency task in AD patients with PV"IJ'vLL, 
c01npared to patients without these changes. Because of lü1lÎted sample size and 
litde contrast in test-results corrclations did not reach sigllificance. Using ultta-Iow 
field l'vIRI and more patients Almb:vist aud coworkers (Almkvist ct al., 1992) re-
pol'ted corrclations between verbal fluency performance and \"!vIL. They used uni-
vatÏate analyses and \\'IvfL \Vere dichotomized, thus giving ample 1'00111 fot con-
founding. Howcver, the trend was present within dementia subgroups as weIl as in 
hcalthy COllttols. There have been no studies with a sufficient amount of demented 
subjects to con trol fo1' confounding. 
Motor skills & reactioll time 
It has been hypothesized tint \,'lvII... could give a slowing of reaction time because 
of del11yelillization and affect the motor-skills by influencing the amount of afferent 
and efferent information necessa1'y for fine motor contro1. Tests used for this put-
pose are the Purdue pcgboard (fiffin, 1948), the fiuget tapping test (V ega, 1969; 
Ahllkvist et a1., 1992), and self-made reaction-time measurements. In these last tests 
subjccts have to push a button in reaction to a ceHain stitnulus (Almkvist et al., 
1992; Schmidt et al., 1993). In non-demented subjects correlations with \'\IJ'v·LL were 
never reported except for the study by lvlatsubayashi (JVlatsubayashi et al., 1992). In 
demented subjects correlations wete reported (Almkvist et al., 1992) though the 
analyses were not adjusted for agc, which was cleady differently distributed in the 
comparlson groups. 
Metamemory 
lvIetamemory is defmed as knowledge and beliefs -about on e's o\vn memory func-
tioning (Dixon ct al., 1988) and is othenvise known as subjective metllory. 
I\Jetamet11ory complaints are of importanee in the study of Y(llvIL in two different 
ways: they ean be one of the eOl1scquences of \V{\,IL or they can be a confounding 
varia bIe in thc rclation \\Tl'vIL - cognitive function. The latter manner will be dis-
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cusscd uncler quantification of possible confounders, Subjects with subjective lnem-
ory complaints and mild cognitive impairmcnt clecline faster than cognitivcly im-
paired subjects without memory complaints (Schofidd et al., 1997), and subjective 
memory complaints can be a prelude to other cognitivc pl'oblems. To our kno\\'-
lcdgc only t\vo studies took into account son1C lneasure for subjective 111en101)' con1-
plaints. Steingart and coworkers reported a trend (no p-value given) for the com-
plainers to have more white matter lesions (Steingart et al., 1987). In the Rotterdam 
Shlcly Breteler and cm,vorkers reportccl a significant correlation bet\veen subjective 
memory complaints and the severity of\,(!J'vIL (Breteler et al., 1994). 
Confounding variables 
In stuelying the rdation between \'(!J'vIL and cognitive function factors should be 
taken into account that may possibly confound that relation. Age, education, affcct 
status and subjective memory complaints may all suggest or obscure thc rclation 
between WJ'vIL anel cognitive function. Imaging finelings other than WlvlL can also 
act as confounders 01" possibly effect modifiers. These imaging findings indude cor-
tical- and subcorcical atrophy, brain volume, ischemic zoncs, and clinical- or silcnt 
infarcts. Hypertension, atherosderosis and other vascular risk factors may contrib-
ute to the devdopment of Wl\-IL but they do not have to be confounders. Adjusting 
for these factors \\'ould be overcorrection and cOl.dd result in a diminished correla-
tion between WJl·IL anel cognitive function (Schmidt et al., 1993). The same holds 
for adjustmcnt for dCl11entia severity score. Dementia severity scores are dependent 
on cognitive function of the patient and hy stratifYlng or adjusting for this contrast 
wiJ] be lost anel corrdations with \'(!J'vIL diluted. 
Practically all of the studies exatnining \Vl'vIL found these changes to correlate 
\\'1th age. As age is also corrclatcd with cognitive function it is dear that agc is a 
varia bIe that should always be adjusted for in studying the relation between \'(!J'vIL 
anel cognitivc function. Analyses in age strata provide the possibility of identifying 
effect modification. 
The level of education is associatcd w!th some of thc known cardiovascular risk 
factors for \"\l1\H .... , likc hypcrcholesterolemia, hypertension, tnyocardial infarction, 
and bodY-lnass index. Sincc the level of education is also is known to influence per-
formance on cognitive test batteries, education can be a confounding variabie. 
Peoples o\\'n believe about thcir tncmory, or metamc11101)', lnay havc a sub-
stantial itnpact in dctcnnining ho\\' much effort is invested in daily tnel110ry tasks 
(Banelura, 1989; Cavanaugh and Green, 1990; Lovelace anel Eugene, 1990; Lovelace, 
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1990). IE memory self-efficacy belicEs are 10w, less effort than nccessary wiII be in-
vested in 111Cl110ry tasks \vhich leads to low mctllory performance (Pands and Jollcs, 
1996). '1'0 the extent that metamemorl' itself is related to WML, it mal' eonfound the 
rclation between \\II"'fL and cogllitive function. No studies thus far have adjusted 
their analyses for the prescnce or degree of lnetal11cmory problenls. 
Emotion has been suggested to be altered bl' subeortieal function (Cummings, 
1986). Subeortieal disorders mal' affect neurobehavior bl' interrupting fronto-stria-
tal-thalamie circuits that regulate mood and cognition (Sallowal' et al., 1996). \,('1I·lL 
have been rcported to be involved in major deprcssion as weil as in bipolar disor-
ders Wigiel et al., 1991; J'vlcDonald et al., 1991; Al'lward et al., 1994; Dupont et al., 
1995). Cognitive decline can be the result of a structural brain degeneration but can 
also be thc result of laek of 111otivatioll, concenttation or interest that are seen in 
mood disorders (Mallol' et al., 1997). The development of depression "lid WtvlL 
l11ight be thc rcsult of an identical undedying disease process such as vascular events 
in deel' subcorticallocations (Brown, 1993). Affect status has much the same prop-
er tics as metamCl110ry; it can be a result of \\11'vIL but it can also alter cognitivc func-
tion. Both metamcmory and affect-status can be an outcome variabie when looking 
at the conscqucnces of \X11vIL, but thcy can also bc a confounder in thc relation 
WI\'lL - cogtlitive fU!lction. ll'loreover, affect status might modify the relation be-
tween WJvlL and cognitive function, in that people with affective disorders tllight be 
morc vulncrable for thc effeds of \"\'1HJ to cognition. These different lncchanisll1S 
have to bc checked in the analyses by respectivcly multivariate analyses and stratifi-
catiotl. Longstreth and coworkers (Longstreth et al., 1996) reported WJvlL to be re-
lated to depression using the Center of Epidemiologie Studies Depression Scalc 
(CES-D (Radloff, 1977)) as an outcome variabie. Whcn the CESD score was en-
tered in a mllltivariatc analyses with W'[vIL and cognitivc function thc rclation bc-
tween cognitive function, deprcssion and severity of \\1J\'.ITJ remained significant. 
This inelicatcs that thc rclation between \,(11'vU~ and cognitiv'-c functiol1 is not ex-
plained by thc Co-cx1stencc of dcpression. 
Future research goals and methodological 
considerations 
It is suil not dcar whethcr, and to what cxtcnt cognitive decline can be attributed to 
the progression of \'\1JvlL. Carefully carried out large-scale follow-up studies, uni-
form rating scales anel uniform outcome l11casures may help to solvc this issue. 
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A joint effart of research groups shauld be made ta develap a methad ta 
guantif)' the ex tent and lacalizatian of \'\'1vlL that is uniformI)' accepted. This rating 
scale shauld be available far CT studies as weU as for IvIRI studies. Scales, whether 
they are quantitativc or qualitative, should provide separate ratings for P'V\"!\{L, 
D\'\'1vfL and preferably more detailed localizatian of these changes within the brain. 
Automated quantitative methods are prolnising but need to provide vohllnes sepa-
ratel)' for different rcgions. In follow-up studies quantitative methods are of specific 
importance as the changes over the years may be small and difficuit to trace with 
visual rating scalcs. For clinical use a visual rating scaie lnight be more practical than 
a quantitative scaie. There should be consensus about tcchnical settings concerning 
1HU field strengths, slice thickness, interslice rustancc and inclination to 1nake 
shlclies comparable. 
Apart from guantification of\,\iIYlL there should be ratings of cortical- and subcorti-
cal atrophy and ventricular size. Ischemie areas, infarcts and other brain appearances 
should be taken into account. 
A major problcm in comparing the outc0111eS of the different studies on the 
rclatioll between cognitivc function and \,1J'vIL is that there is no unifornuty in neu-
ropsychological tests used and domains tested. The aggrcgation of tests pcr cogtU-
tive domain differs among studies and the analyses are s0111etimes performed using 
composite scores, sometimes using cutoff points. These scores are inconsistently 
corrected for pos si bIe confounders. The relation bct\veen cognitive function alld 
\'{'[vIL should be shldied with a dear focus on subcortical function. Analyses should 
be perfornled for tbe different tests separatcly. Once agreement is reached on wluch 
tests belong in which domain, cOlnposite scores can be c01nposed per domain. A 
eOlnposite score covering different domains, especially if they cover cortical as weIl 
as SUbc01·tical domains, can be given as an overall outcolne tneasure but should not 
be given as the onI)' measure. Using composite scores can dilute the strength of tbe 
relations for the separate cognitive domains and diminish the effect estimation of 
tbat relation. A generally accepted questionnaire about lnetamory should be in-
cltlded in the neuropsychological evaluation as a generally accepted depression scaie 
with an emphasis on negative symptoms to determine the role of affective status in 
the relation of \\'lvIL with cognitive function. 
One of the major drawbacks of many studies in non-demented subjects has 
been the selection of the study-populatian. j\{ost studies thus far used healthy 1'01-
unteers or had a pOOl' response rate. A popuIation-based approach, with a high par-
ticipation-rate, would be the preferred setting. Anotber drawback is the use of a 
cross-sectional design. This design linuts tbe inferences that ean be drawn for causal 
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re1ationships. A relation that has been found using a study with a cross-sectional 
design does not provide information for a causal relationship betwccn cognitive 
fllnction and \VI'vlL. 
In studies using demented subjccts, fe\v investigators perform within-group 
analyses. Subjects are 1110Stly stratificd in diagnostic gtoups or according to scverity 
scales (Steingart et al., 1987; Harrel! et al., 1991; l\'llrsen et al., 1991; Almkvist et al., 
1992; \Vahlllnd et al., 1994; Amar ct al., 1995). Prevalenccs of \,!JvlL arc then COffi-
pared to healthy controls. Because of ll1atching of mental deterioration witltin 
groups, there is inherently little spread of cognitive function. 1'0 dctcrmjne thc 
addcd effect of \,\ltvlL on cognitive fUl1ction in Alzheuner paticnts or in other spcci-
fied fOt1llS of dctnentia, within-group analyses should be pcrfonned. 
Probably the best design to study the clinical conseqllences of \,!JvIL is a 10n-
gitudinal population-based stud)' in clderly subjects. The time of follow-up is crucial 
for dIe conclusions that can be drawn. If the follow-up time is tOD short changes in 
severit)' of \VlvlL will be toa small to be detected and cognitive decline within the 
follow-up time could be too subtIe to be picked up in the neuropsychological tests. 
However, if follow-up time becoll1cs toa long survival bias lna)' pIa)' au increasingly 
important rale. 
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SEX DIFFERENCE IN THE 
PREVALENCE OF CEREBRAL WHITE 
MATTER LESIONS 
Abstract 
W1J1Ïtc matter lesions are frequently observcd on !vIRI scans of eldcrly n011-
demented ancl demented people. They are attributecl to degenerative changes of 
small vessels and arc implicated in the pathogenesis of cogniuvc dccline and 
dementia, Thcre is eviclence that especially periventricular white matter lesions arc 
related ta cognicive declinc, ,vhercas subcortical white matter lesIons may be rclatcd 
ta late-onset depression. \Ve report thc freql1cncy distribution of subcortical and 
pcriventricular white matter lesions) according ta age and gender. \Xlc randomly 
sampled 1084 subjects aged between 60-90 years from the genera I population. All 
subjects unclerwent 1.5T ~IRI-scanning; white matter 1eslons \Vete ratcd separately 
for thc subcortical region ancl the pcriventricular region. Of all subjects 8 percent 
\Vete completely free of subcortical white matter lesions, 20 percent had no 
periventricular white matter lesions and 5 percent had no white matter lesions in 
eithcr of these locations. The proportion with white matter lesions increased \vith 
age, similarly for Inen and women. \',lomen had more subcortical whitc matter 
lesions than men (total volume 1.45 mi versus 1.29 mi; 1'=0.33), mainll' caused bl' 
markcd differences in the frontal white matter Icsion volume (0.89 mI versus 0.70 
mI; p=0.08). Perivcntricular white matter lesiolls \Vcre also t110re frequent al110ng 
womcn than 111en (mean grade 2.5 versus 2.3; p=0.07). Also severc degrees of 
subcortical whitc 111atter lesions were 1110re common in WOillen than in men (OR 
1.1; 95% Cl 0.8-1.5) and periventricular white matter lesions (OR 1.2; 95% Cl 0.9-
1.7), albeit not statistically significant. In conclusioll, thc prevalcnce and the dcgree 
of cerebl'al white matter lesions increased with age. \"'('omen had a highcr degrce of 
white lllatter lesions than men. This may underlie tbe observation of a higher 
incidencc of dementia in women than in men, pal'ucularly at later agc. 
JEX DIFF.EREiVCE IN 71 IE PR1:l-AI.EIVCE OF CEREBIV-IL IVHJTE ,\VJ'lTER LEJIOj\'j' 
~üte matter lesions are frequently obselYed on MRI scans of elderl)' peoplc, 
they are attributed to degenerative changes of long penetrating arteries.1.(j Reportcd 
prevalence ranges froin 5 to 90 percent, depending on study design, study popula-
tion and rating scales.1.-1,7.,) \\lhite matter lesions can be distinguished into those in 
the subcortical and in the periventricular region. TIlere is evidence that especially 
perivcntricular \vhite matter Icsions are related to cognitive decline,1II whereas 
subcortical white matter lesions may be related \vith late-ons et depression. l1 Onlya 
few studies consider lesions in these regions separately,12.I4 but S0111e based their 
analysis on a summary score of subcortical and periventricular white matter 
lesions,I' as in other studies.'" Although it is well established that the prevalence of 
white matter lesions increases with age, little is known about site spccifie frequency, 
inch.lding possible differences between the subcortical and periventricular region, 
and the lobar location of the lesions. This distinetion may be of potential interest 
sillec the subeortical and periventricular \vhite matter lesions might have a different 
pathogenesis anel may result in different cognitive or motor consequences. Same 
studies reported a higher prevalcnce of white matter Icsions among wamen then 
tllen. I-3 The differences were however not statistically significant, and \Vere only 
reported for total white matter lesions. 
FrOill a population-based sample of subjccts over 60 ycars of age, wc report thc 
age and sex specific frequcncy distribution of either type of white matter lesions by 
Iobar location. 
Materials and methods 
Study populatioll 
The Rotterdam Scan Study was designed to study determinants anel cognitive C011-
sequences of age related brain abnormalities in the elderl)'. In 1995-1996, 1904 sub-
jects aged between 60-90 years were randomI)' selected in strata of age (5 years) and 
sex from two large ongoing prospective follow-up cohort studies, thc Zoetermeer 
Stud)' and the Rotterdam Stud)'. Bath studies have been described in detail else-
where. 15,16 In short, the Zoetermeer Study is a prospective poptIlation based stud)' 
among 10361 subjects, aged between 5-91 years at baseline, wlüch studies detelmi-
nants of chronic diseases. The Rotterdam Stud)' is a poptllation based prospective 
cohort study, among 7983 eldedy subjects agcd 55 ycars and over, which studies 
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determinants of neurological, cardiovascular, locomotor and ophtha11l1ologic dis-
cases in the clderIy. 
For the Rotterdam Scan Stud)' subjects were invited b)' a letter, and subse-
quentIl' contacted bl' tclephone. Upon "greement to participate a list of contraindi-
cations \vas revicwed in order ta assess eligibility (dementia; blindness; or presence 
of lvllU cantraindications, inclucling prosthetic valves, pacemaker, cerebral aneU1ysm 
clips, a history of intra ocular metal fragtnents, cochlear implants and c1austropho-
bia). From 1904 invited subjects 1724 were eligible. Complete information was ob-
t"ined, including a cerebral MRI scan, from 1084 persons (response rate 63 percent; 
568 from the Rotterdam Stud)' and 516 from tI,e Zoetermeer Study). Each partici-
pant signed an informed consent form. The study was approvcd hy the medical 
ethics cOl1uuittee of Erasmus Universit)7 Rotterdam, The Netherlands. 
MRI Scanning protocol 
In all participants an axial TI, 1'2 and Proton Density (PD) weighted cerebrallvCRI 
scan was made on a 1.5T 1\HU scan. Subjects rcnuited Erom the Zoeter1lleer Study 
were scanned with a IS!' ~m. Gyroscan (philips, Best, The Netherlands) and par-
ticipants from tlle Rotterdam Sluely were scanned with a 1.5T /vill. VISION 
(Sielnens, Erlangen, Germany). In order to provide comparabilit)r the follo\ving 
pulse sequences were applied: at the Gyroscan TI (TIl. 485 ms, TE 14 111S), T2 (fR 
2236, TE 90 ms) and PD (TR 2236 ms, TE 20 ms); anel at the VISION: Tl (ril. 700 
ms, TE 14 ms), 1'2 (TIl. 2200 ms, TE 80 ms) and PD (IR 2200 111S, TE 20 ins) Slice 
thickness \vas 6 mm and 5 mm respectivcly, with an inter-slice gap of 20 percent. 
The itnages \Vere printed on h<lrd copy w!th a reduction factor of 2.7. 
White matter lesiolls rating scale 
W'hite matter lesions were considered present if these \Vere hyper-intense on both 
PD and T2 weighted images and not hypo-intense on TI weighted images. \,'Iute 
matter lesions \vere distinguished into those in the subcortical and perivcntriclliar 
region. The numher and size of suhcortical white matter lesions \vas rated on hard 
copy according to their lal'gest dia1lleter in categories of small «3 mm), 1uedillt11 (3-
10 mm) or large lesions (>10 111m). In order to calculate the volume of subcortical 
\Vhite lnatter lesions on hard copy, thcy were considered to be spherical with a fixed 
diameter per sizc category (range 0-29.5 m1.). Periventricular whitc 1uatter lesions 
\Vere rated semi-quantitatively per region: adjacent to the frontal horns (frontal cap-
ping); adjacent to the lateral wall of lateral ventrides (hands), and adjacent lo the 
occipital hams (occipital capping), on ascale ranging from 0 to 3. The overall de-
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gree of periventricular white matter lesions was calculated hy adding up the scores 
for the three separate categories (range 0-9). Alllvilll scans were examincd b)' two 
taters frol11 a pool of four experienced raters. In case of a disagreement of more 
than one point, a consensus reading \vas held; in all other cases the readings of both 
readers wete avetaged. The intet- and intra-tater stuclies showed a good to excellent 
agreement. \\leighted kap pas for grading the periventricular \vhite matter were 
behveen 0.79-0.90. Fot total subcortical white matter vohune the inter- and intra-
tater intra-class correlation coefficient was 0.88 and 0.95, l'cspectively. 
Statistical analyses 
The prevalenee of white matter lesÎons was def11led as the presence of any white 
tnatter lesion (regardless of sÎze or location) in the brain. The rclation behveen the 
prevalence of white tnatter lesions and age \vas assessed by tneans of age and sex 
adjusted linear regression analyses. The frequency distribution of eitller type of 
whitc matter lesions was calculatcd b)' 10 )'cars age strata (60-70, 70-80 and 80-90 
years). The relation between sex and white tnatter lesions \vas assessed by l11eans of 
age adjusted linear regression with white matter lesions as the dependent variabie. 
Analysis of covariance was perfonned to obtain sex specific mean volume of sub-
cortical white matter lesÎons per 10 years age stratum or tlle lnean gtade of the peri-
ventricular white lnatter lesions. Sex differences for each category (0,1,2 and 3) of 
periventricular white matter lesions, per region, ,vere analyzed with the eh i-square 
test. There is incrcasing cvidcnce that therc exists a dose dependent relationship 
behveen sevcrity of white matter lesÎons and cognitivc consequences l ,2 and that es-
pecially the presence of severe white tnatter lesions is associated with a reduced 
cognitive function. IO•17 \,fe therefore separately analyzed severe subcortical anel pcri-
ventriClllar white nutter lesions per sex by lneans of an age corrected logistic regres-
sion model. \\?hitc matter lesions \Vere clichotomized at thc upper quintile of their 
distribution, which rcflccts severe \vhite matter lesÎons. The associations are pre-
sented as aclds ratios with a 95 percent confidence interval (OR; 95%CI) 
Results 
The overall response rate was 63 percent; it decreased wÎth age from 73 percent in 
subjects aged between 60-70 years to 48 percent in participants aged between 80-90 
years. Responders were thereforc significantly younger than non-respondets (mean 
age 72.4 years versus 75.9 yeats, p<O.OOl), whereas there was no sex clifference. 
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Figure 1 a 
Distribufion of subcortical white matter lesions by 10-year age category 
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Figure lb 
Distribution of periventricular white matter lesions by 10·year age category 
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In our stud)' 8 percent of all subjects were completel)' free of subcortical white 
tnattel' lesions) 20 percent had no petivcntricula1" white matter lesions and 5 percent 
had na white ll1atter Icsiolls in eithcr of these locations. Frequency of white tnattcr 
lesions strongl)' depended on age (figure I). Of subjects aged between 60·70 )'ears, 
about 13 percent were completely free of subcortical white n1attet lesions and 32 
percent was free of pcriventricular lnatter lesions, whereas for subjects aged between 
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Mean volume of subcortical white matter lesions per lobar location per 10-year age stratum. * 
60-70 years (n=466) 70-80 years (n=418) 
Lobar location men women men women 
(n=226) (n=240) (n=204) (n=214) 
frontal 0.23 (0.06) 0.43 (0.06)' 0.75 (0.12) 0.90 (0.12) 
parietal 0.25 (0.05) 0.26 (0.05) 0.50 (0.07) 0.45 (0.06) 
occipital 0.01 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.05 (0.02) 0.02 (0.02) 
temporal 0.00(0.00) 0.00(0.00) 0.01 (0.02) 0.00 (0.00) 
whole brain 0.49 (0.10) 0.72 (0.10) 1.31 (0.18) 1.38 (0.18) 
* Expressed as milliliter white matter lesion volume on hard copy (SE) 
, P < 0.05 
Table 2 
80-90 years (n=200) 
men wamen 
(n=94) (n=106) 
1.71 (0.31) 1.92 (0.29) 
1.25 (0.17) 1.23 (0.17) 
0.16 (0.05) 0.12 (0.04) 
0.05 (0.02) 0.02 (0.02) 
3.18 (0.48) 3.31 (0.44) 
Sex specific mean grade of periventricular white matter lesions per region per lO-year age stratum.* 
60-70 years (n=466) 70-80 years (n=418) 80-90 years (n=200) 
Lobar location men women men women men women 
(n=226) (n=240) (n=204) (n=214) (n=94) (n=106) 
frontal capping 0.5 (0.0) 0.6 (0.0)' 0.8 (0.1) 1.0 (0.1)' 1.3 (0.1) 1.5 (0.1)' 
bands 0.6 (0.0) 0.5 (0.0) 0.9 (0.1) 1.0 (0.1) 1.4 (0.1) 1.5 (0.1) 
occipitaJ capping 0.3 (0.1) 0.3 (0.1) 0.7 (0.1) 0.8 (0.1) 1.4(0.1) 1.4 (0.1) 
total periventricular 1.4 (0.1) 1.5 (0.1) 2.4 (0.1) 2.8 (0.1) 4.1 (0.2) 4.4 (0.2) 
• Expressed as mean grade (SE) 
t P < 0.05 
'P< 0.01 
overall (n=1084) 
men women 
(n=524) (n=560) 
0.70 (0.08) 0.89 (0.07) 
0.53 (0.05) 0.51 (0.04) 
0.05 (0.01) 0.04 (0.01) 
0.01 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) 
1.29 (0.12) 1.45 (0.12) 
overall (n=l 084) 
men women 
(n=524) (n=560) 
0.8 (0.0) 0.9 (0.0)' 
0.8 (0.0) 0.9 (0.0) 
0.7 (0.0) 0.7 (0.0) 
2.3 (0.1) 2.5 (0.1) 
Table 3 
Sex specific frequency distribution of periventricular white matter lesions grades per region per 1 O~year age stratum. 
60-70 years 70-80 years 80-90 years overall 
Location Grade men wamen men women men women men wo men 
(n~226) (n~240) (n~204) (n~214) (n~94) (n~l 06) (n~524) (n~560) 
frontal capping 0 50.0 42.4 29.9 22.9 14.9 8.5 35.9 28.5 
1 40.6 41.7 43.1 42.0 39.4 31.1 41.4 39.8 
2 8.9 14.6 25.5 33.2 40.4 51.9 21.0 28.8 
3 0.5 1.3 1.5 1.9 5.3 8.5 1] 2.9* 
bands 0 43.8 46.2 27.0 25.7 8.5 10.4 30.9 31.6 
45.6 43.8 51.0 45.8 43.6 35.8 47.3 43.1 
2 9.7 8.3 18.6 21.0 30.9 34.9 17.0 18.2 
3 0.9 1.7 3.4 7.5 17.0 18.9 4.8 7.1 
occipitaJ capping 0 71.7 72.4 48.2 42.5 25.6 23.6 54.2 51.8 
20.8 18.8 27.9 32.7 22.3 29.2 23.9 26.1 
2 6.2 7.1 18.1 17.8 34.0 25.5 15.8 14.6 
3 1.3 1.7 5.8 7.0 18.1 21.7 6.1 7.5 
Numbers are percentages . 
• p~0.005 (Overall eh i-square test). 
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80-90 years these percentages \vere 0 and 5, respectively. This age effect \vas sunilar 
for 11len and \VOillen. The prevalence of subcortical and periventricular white matter 
lesions significantly increased with 0.2 percent and 0.4 percent per year, respectively. 
Table 1 shows thc volUllle of subcortical \vhite matter lesions per 10 years age 
stratum by sex. Thc illean voltltue of subcortical white matter lesions was highest in 
the frontallobe, followed b)' the parietal, occipital and temporallobes. This applied 
to both sexes and all age groups. The mean volume of subcortical white matter le-
sions increased from 0.6 mI (SE 0.1) for subjects between 60-70 )'ears of age to 3.2 
mi. (SE 0.4) for individuals aged between 80-90 )'ears (I' <0.01). Women had greater 
volUll1es of subcortical white matter lesions than tnen (total VOltl111C 1.45 mI lJcrJIIJ' 
1.29 mI; p=0.33), tnainly caused by diffcrcnces in the volume of frontal white matter 
lesions (0.89 ml'ICIJIiS 0.70 mi; 1'=0.08). 
Table 2 sho\vs sex-specific mean grades of periventricular white matter lesions 
per 10 ycars category. The mean grade of periventricular white matter Icsions in-
creased from 1.5 (SE 0.1) for subjects between 60-70 years of age to 2.4 (SE 0.1) for 
individuals aged between 80-90 )'ears (p <0.01). The mean grade of the total peri-
vcntricular \vhite matter lesions \vas higher among wotncn than men (2.5 (SE 0.1) 
vemlJ 2.3 (SE 0.1); 1'=0.07), malni)' caused bl' the significant difference in severit)' of 
frontal capping between men and women in all age categor1es. 
Table 3 sho\vs the proportion of subjccts widl different degrees of periven-
tricular white matter lesions for cach of the three different locations per 10 years 
agc-strahl111. For all age categoties and at every location, proportionally tnore 
WOll1cn than tnen had dle most severe petivcntricular white 111atter lesions. 
Women had more severe periventricular (OR 1.2; 95% Cl 0.9-1.7) and subcor-
tical ",hite matter lesions (OR 1.1; 95% Cl 0.8-1.5) than men, especially in the fron-
tal region (OR 1.6; 95% Cl 1.2-2.1 and OR 1.6; 95% Cl 1.2-2.2, for severe frolltal 
pctiventricular and subcortical white matter lesions, respectively). 
Discussion 
Our study sho\vs tllat dle severity of subcortical and periventricular white matter 
lesions is dcpcndent on age and sex. Wie conftnlled the significant association be-
tween severity of whitc matter lesions and age. In additioll \ve showed that WOlnen 
tnorc of ten had white matter lesions of both kinds, especially in the frotltal region. 
The strength of tlus stud)' is its large number of clderl)' people, including ins ti-
tutionalized persons. Another important feature of our stud)' is the distinctioll be-
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hvecn \vhite matter lesions in the subcortical and tbc petiventr.icular regiol1, and nc-
o cording to lobe. 
However, SQme potential mcthodological shortcomings need ta be considcrcd. 
Our stud)' had a response rate of 73 percent in subjects aged 60~ 70 years decreasing 
to 48 percent in participants aged between 80~90 )'ears. This ma)' lead to selection 
bias, especiall)' in the okIest age categOly. We consider it likeI)' that if participation in 
Dur study \Vere rclatcd ta thc degree of white matter lcsions, this wDuld probably 
have resulted in persons \vÎth more severe \vhite matter lesions participating lcss. 
Therefore thc mean volume of subcortical white matter lesions and thc l11can grade 
of pcriventricular white matter lesions had probably been undcrcstimated. '1'his par-
ticularly applies ta thc oldest patticipants, among \vhich the response ,vas lowest. 
Howcver, \ve consider it unlikely that thc sex diffcrcnce for \vhite matter lesions has 
been influenced by selection bias, since the response rate was similar for inen and 
women in any age category. 
Another point of concern is the validity of the white matter lesions rating scale, 
since there is potential for illeasurement enor in this procedure. Although we chose 
anatomicallandmarks to separate the lobes we cannat exclllde that saine I11isclassifi-
catian accurred. As it is unlikely that this misclassificatian wauld be different for the 
sexes or age categories, and the resulting bias will be non-diffcrential. W/hen subcal'-
tical and periventricular white matter lesians are bath abundantly present, it may 
sOI11etimes be difficuit ta distinguish between the two. Ho,vever, our intra -and in-
ter-rater studies showed an excellent ta high reliability, suggesting that this was not a 
major problem in our study. 
An important aspect of our rating scale is that it distinguishes between subcor-
tical and periventricular white matter lesions whilc also their severity ,vas recorded. 
This ,vill allo,v us to cvaluate whether ,vhite matter lesions in these t\vo regions have 
a different pathogenetic background and different clinical corrclates. 
Our study showed that subcortical white matter lesian vohune was highest in 
the fwtltal and parietallobes, a factor twent)' and hundred higher than in the oc~ 
cipital and temporal lobes, respectivell" i\lthough the frontal and parietal lobos are 
larger thaü the occipital and the tcmparallobe, this difference can not explain thc 
vast difference in white matter lesion volume. Scheltens et al. found in a study of 24 
'normal' clderly subjects (Inean age 68.0 years) that the severity af \vhitc Inatter le-
sions was highest in the frol1tallobe. 18 This observation was even more tnarkcd in 
subjects suffering from Alzheimer's disease. The)' explained this finding bl' over~o 
representation of the frontal and parictallobe compared with the occipital and the 
temporal lobes axial slices. IS \\/e cannot exclude that we have re1ativcly overesti-
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lnated the frontal or parietallobcs, but again the magnitude of the difference in the 
volume of white l11atter lesions seems out of proportion to this. 
Our study COnf1t111S previous findings of a relatively high prevalenee and sevef-
ity of "\vhite matter lesions among WOlnen. This was also found in thc Cardiovascular 
Health Study and the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities Study.2J This could be 
lnainly attributed to thc significant differences for the subcortical and pCr1ventricular 
\vhite matter lcsions in thc frontal region. Tt is unclear how these sex differences 
must bc explained. It is possible that an increased susceptibility for ischemia of the 
brain secondary to the reduction in estrogen levels af ter menopause plays a role. The 
occurrence of hypoxia or ischemia in thc cerebral white matter is conunonly consid-
ered as an intermediate factor in the pathogenesis of \vhite matter lesions.r. Estro-
gens have important functions in the brain, including an increase in cerebral blood 
flow, protection against oxidative stress, stimulation of synaptogenesis and preven-
tion of neuronal atrophy.I'.l-21 The post-lnenopausal estrogcn reduction might l11ake 
the female brain lnore vulncrable by reduction of ccrebral blood flow (ischemia) and 
impainllent of neuronal repair mechanisms. This hypo thesis is supported by in vi/ra 
studies that showed protective effects of cstrogens on menopause-related cerebral 
damage by excitotoxicity and the action of free radicais, as occurs during cerebral 
ischemia.22-26 As there is a morphological and epidemiologiealoverlap bel:\veen vas-
cular dementia and Alzheimer's disease, thc increased prevalenee of ccrcbral white 
matter lesions in WOlnen cDuld llndcrlie the higher incidence of Alzheimer's disease 
among \vomen, even af ter adjustment fot prolonged life cxpectancy, especially at 
high ages." This hypo thesis about the possible rale of estragens is supported by the 
fin ding of a significantly incrcased incidcnce of Alzhcuner's disease among women 
who did not use estrogcn replacement therapy.28,29 
In eonclllsion, prevalencc of cerebral "\vhite matter lesions increased \vith age. 
\,'o1nen had more of ten severe white mattcr lesions eompared to men. Large pro~ 
spective population based studies are needcd to investigate what undetlies these dif-
fetences and in particular to investigate wh ether cstrogens play a part in the pres-
ence anel development of \vhite matter lesions and the attendant cognitive declinc. 
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CEREBRAL WHITE MATTER 
LESIONS AND SUB]ECTIVE 
COGNITIVE FAILURES 
Abstract 
Objective: Ta detcrmine the relation between severity of white matter leslons and 
subjective cognitivc failures and their reportcd progression. 
Design: Population based cross sectional ""!RI Shldy. 
Subjects: Random sample of 1084 elderly subjects from thc general population. 
Setting: The city of Zoetermeer and a suburb of Rotterdam in thc Netherlands, 
1995~6. 
Maiu outCOlllC lneasures: Severity of cerebral white matter leslons, subjective 
failure of cognitive functioning, and rcported progresslon of these failures over 
time. 
Results: \X'lüte matter lesions wete more severc for individuals repolting 
progression of subjectivc failm'cs of cognitivc functioning c01npared ta thcir non 
failing counteqJatts, espccially within subjects with better than average cognitivc 
performance (p= 0.008, for periventricular white matter lesions). \,'e found a linear 
relationship between thc severity of ,vhite matter lesions (in quintiles) and thc 
percentage of subjects reporting progression of cognitive failures (ptr~nd<O.OOl, for 
bodl regions of white matter lesions). Subjects with scvere white matter lesions 
reported progression of cognitive failurcs over thc last 5 ycars twicc as of ten, \vhen 
compared to subjccts with only little or no whitc matter lesions. No significant 
relations wete found between severity of subcortical whitc matter lesions and 
subjectivc cognitive failures when this relation was studied conditional on thc 
scverity of perivcntriculat white matter lesion. 
Conclusions: The severity of, especially periventricular, \vhite matter lesions was 
associated with more subjective fallures of cognitive function and in partiClllar with 
reporcing progression of these failutes. 
CEREBRAL 1F"llrIH ,\JATTER LEJIOiVJ A\lD SCIBjECT/VE COGiV/T/VE FA/U.'REf 
CmPlaints about memmy correlate pood)' with objective memor)' performance l,2 
but better \vith depresscd 1110od.3 However in a longitudinal population-based Shldy 
of non-dcmcnted non-depressed cldcrly, subjective 111emory complaints as weIl as 
dcprcssive symptoms predicted a dell1cntia syndrome 3 years later, even in subjects 
without cognitive impainncnt.4 Although in cross-sectional studies 111CI1101)' 
c0111plaints correlated bctter with depression than "\vith cognitive function, the above 
findings indicate that subjective cognitive complaints may be a prelude to cognitive 
impair1nent or that these complaints are 1110re sensitivc than neuropsychological 
tests to detect slight failures of cognitivc function. 
Cerebral white matter lesions (\,(/)\'[L) have been relatcd to cognitive d)'sfunc-
. tionS,6 and inay eventually lead to dementia.? A small cross-sectional population-
based shldy previously showcd an association behveen \\f1'vIL and subjective 111el11-
01)' complaints among eldedy subjects." Based on these find1ngs we hypothesize that 
when sevetity of \\'lvIL is onIy mild, subjectivc cognitivc failures could occur in the 
absence of detectable cognitive i111pail1nent. Incrcasing severity of\\'Ivrr~ "\vould then 
be accompanied by progression of cognitivc failures anel hy au increased possibility 
of l11casurablc cognitive impail1ncnt. 
The aim of this study was to investigate whether periventticular anel/or Sllb-
cortical \\1p,n~ are associated with the nUlnbcr anel/ or the reported progression of 
sllbjective cognitive failurcs, anel whether this association is conditional on the pres-
ence of objectivc cognitive impainncnt. Because the presence of cognitive com-
plaints could merel)' reflect thc presence of depressive sylnptoms, we studied 
"\vhcther the association bctween ,\\'rvIL and subjcctivc cognitive failures was condi-
tional on the presence of depressive symptoms. 
Methods 
Study Popttlatioll 
This study is part of thc Rotterdatn Scan Shldy, which was desiglled to Shldy deter-
minants and cognicive correlates of age related brain changes in thc elderly. In 1995-
1996, 1904 persons aged between 60 aud 90 )'ears were randomI)' invited in strata of 
age and gender, [rom participants of t\vo large ongoing cohort studies; the Rotter-
dam Stud)' and the Zoetermeer Stud)'. Bath studies have been described in detail 
elsewherc.9,10 
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One hlllldred and eighty persons had contra-indications for the study (demen-
tia, contraindications for l'vIRI scanning, blindness), so 1,724 were eligible. Complete 
data were obtained from 1,084 participants (63%). The protocol was approved bl' 
thc medical ethics cOl1unittcc of thc EraSl11US University Rotterdam, thc Nether-
lands, and all participants gave written informed consent. 
MRI scall1lillg 
lvlRI scanning was perfornled on 1.5-Tesla scanners (Gyroscan, Philips NT, or 
Magnetom Vision, Siemens AG). The scanning protocol inc1uded a series ofaxial 
proton-density (IR 2200ms, TE 20ms), T2-weighted (IR 2200ms, TE 80ms) and 
TI-weighted (for Gyroscan 1R 485111S, for Vision 'TI~ 700ms, TE 14ms) images. 
Sections were 5 or 6 m111 tltick (scanner dependent) with an interslice gap of 20%. 
Laser hardcopies ,vere printcd with a reduction factor of 2.7. 
White matter lesiolls rating scale 
Presencc, sevetity and location of different bruin parameters wete scorcd according 
to a protocol designed for tI,e Rotterdam Scan Study. \'\lJVlL were considered pres-
ent if visible as hyperintense on bath PD and T2 weighted images and not hypo-
intense on TI weighted images. \,'hen the largest diameter of the WlvlL was adja-
cent ta the ventriclc it was def111ed as periventricular, othcnvise as subcortical. Peri-
ventricular \'\l1vIL \Vete scored scmi-quantitatively as 0 (none), 1 (pencilthin lining), 2 
(s111ooth halo), or 3 (large confluent) for three separate regions (adjacent to frolltal 
horn5, adjacent ta the waH of the lateral ventricles, adjacent ta the occipital horns). 
The total periventricular WlvlL score was calculated by adeling the region-speeifie 
scores (range 0-9). Subcortical \\IJI,lL were categorized based on their maximum di-
ameter (as appearing on the hardeopy) as small (1-3 mm), medium (3-10 111m) or 
large (>10 111111). The number of subcortieal WlvlL was rated per size-category. In 
order to calculate a total subcortical W'1\,lL volume, on hard capy, \"\1J\U .. \Vere COI1-
sidered to be spherical with a fL'{ed diameter per size category. Other brain features 
that ,vete recorded from the 1vIIU images \Vere brain atrophy (cortical and subcorti-
cal) and the numbet of strokes. Cortkal atrophy ,vas rated visually on a four-point 
sevetity scale. Subcortical atrophy ,vas measured by the vcnttide-to-brain ratio 
(mean of the biventticular width assesscd at the frontal horns, body of the caudate 
nucleus, and at occipital horns of the lateral ventricles divided hy the matching btain 
width). 
Two independent readers out of a pool of four experienced physicians cxa111-
ined all scans. In case of disagreement of more than one point for periventricular 
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\,\f!vIL or cortical atrophy, a consensus reading was held, in other instances scores 
\Vere averagecl, Intra- and inter-rater studies sho\ved good to excellent agreement. 
Weightecl kappas for periventricular \,(IJ\'IL severit)' grades wcrc between 0.79-0,90, 
Interreader and intrareader-intraclass correlation coefficients for total subcortical 
\,1J\{L-volume was 0.88 and 0.95 respectivcly. Spearman's rank test for the corrcla-
tion between petiventricular and subcortical \'\1J\H ... was 0.7. 
SlIbjective Cognitive FaillIres 
A semi-structured interview based on the Cognitive Pailurc Questionnaire!! was 
used to obtain information on subjective failures of cognitive function. The intcr-
vie\v consisted of 15 questions about cognitivc problems (tabie 1). Responses \Verc 
Table 1 
Subjective Cognitive Failures Questionnaire 
Question Score %with R (ir)' 
range problems* 
Memory pmblems: 
Do yOll con si der yourself as forgetflll? 0-3 41.3% 0.75 
Do yOll experienee word-finding problems? 0·3 35.1% 0.67 
Do yOll ever forget names of family members or fricnds? 0-1 22.7% 0.48 
Do people teil yOll that you teil stories t\Vice? 0·1 23.5% 0.37 
Do yOll ever forget occurrences of the past one or two 0·1 7.6% 0.30 days? 
Do yOll worry about forgetfulness? 0·1 17.2% 0.44 
Do you experience hinder in everyday-life because of 0·1 8.9% 0.39 forgetfulness? 
Do you ever mis pi ace items at odd locations, !eave the 0-1 5.1% 0,22 
stove burning, or forget how ta use everyday appliances? 
Do yOll ever forget appointments? 0-1 6.6% 0.27 
Do you ever lose your way in yom neighbourhood or do 0-1 14.7% 0.15 
not recognise a person that is actually weil acquainted? 
Rc/ated cognili\'e pmb/ems: 
Have yOlJ experienced problems with planning of activities? 0·3 4.0% 0.25 
Do you have concentration prob!ems? 0-3 12,6% 0.45 
Do you think or act more slow!)' than you used to? 0-3 21.3% 0.52 
Do you feel more exhausted than you used to? 0·1 14.7% 0.39 
Do yOll ever feel so depressed th at yOll lase interest in Iife? 0·1 13.3% 0.32 
Scoring of items \vith 0-3 score range: 0"" na problems; 1 == doubtful problems; 2= moderate 
problems; 3= serious problems. Scoring of items \vith 0-1 score range: 0= no; 1"" yes. 
* Percentage of the study population reporting problems; indicating at least moderate 
problems on items having a score range of 0-3, and a score of 1 on dichotomous items. 
t Spearman's ROr): item score-tata I score correlation coeffieient. 
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added to a sutn~scorc fot "sllbjective cognitive failures" (SCF) with a lnaximml1 of 
25. Subjcctive failufc in rcmetnbering, word finding, planning, concentration, or 
slowness of thought had a higher \veight in thc sum-scores. 
In addition we assessed whcther subjcctive cognitive fallures of remclnbering, 
word finding, planning, concentration, or slowness of thought had progrcssed over 
thc past 5 years. Progression of su eh failures was defined as present when a subject 
reported little progression on mOfC than onc of these cognitive failm'cs or obvious 
progression of at least onc failure. 
Data on bath the SCP score and progressiol1 of SCP wcre complete for 1056 
subjeets. At least same subjeetive eognitive failures were reported bl' 762 (72%) 
subjccts, of who111 31% reportcd progtesslon of cognitive [ailures over the last 5 
years. 
Objective cognitive pelformance 
Cognitive performance was assessed by neuropsychological tests, including all ab-
breviated Stroop test consisting of three subtasks, the Papcr-and-Pencil lvIcnlory 
Scanning Task consisting of four subtasks,12,13 the Letter-Digit Substitution Task 
whieh is a modified yersion of the Symbol Digit Modalities Test,14 a yerbal fluenel' 
test and a 15 words verballearning test based on Rey's auditive recall of words. IS 
Performance across tests was made comparable by transforming the raw test scores 
into standardized Z-scores as described elsewhere. 1G As overall measure of cognitive 
performance ,ve used a c01npound score, referred to as Cognitive Index, which was 
calculated as the mean of the Z-scores on the i-letter subtask of the Paper-and-Pen-
eil ll-[em01")' Scanning Task, the reading subtask of the Stroop test, the Letter-Digit 
Substitlltion Task, the addcd score on thc learning trials of 15 worels verballearning 
test and the delayed recall of this last test. According to tertiles of the Cognitive In-
dex distribution ,ve categorjzcd cognitive performance in poor, avemgc or gooel. 
Other measurements 
Thc follo\ving characteristics wcre consielered as pos si bie confollnding variables: 
age, gender, level of education (according to UNESCO) 17 and ma ad disturbanccs as 
determincd with the Center of Epidemiologie Studies on Depression Seale (CES-
D)Y~ Additional neuroimaging findings considered as potential confounding vari-
ablcs in the relation between \"lvfL anel subjectivc cognitive failures or cognitive 
function, \vere cerebtal atrophy anel the presence of ally strokes. 
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Statistical allalysis 
To estimatc the influence of each individual item of the SCF-scale to the overall 
SCF-scorc \Ve calculated Spearman's correlation cocfficients. Differences in SCF-
scores between genders and age categories \Vete studied using analysis of covariance 
(ANCOVA) and linear regression analysis, respectively. 
\\le investigatcd the relation between \\'1\H . .J and subjective cognitive failurcs in 
dlfcc different ways. Fitst, \ve determined \vhethcr subjects \vith and without an}' 
subjective cognitive failures had different amounts of \\1J'vIT, by calculating the ad-
justed mean severity of WJVlL for both groups, taking the reportcd progression of 
subjective cognitive failures into account (ANCOVA). To investigate if the level of 
objectivc cognitive perfonnance modified this association \ve also analy;.;ed this re-
lation in strata of the Cognitive Index. 
Next, we invcstigated if an increased \\l~\'1L severity \vas associated with a 
higher SCF-scorc by performing ANCOVA with \\1J'vIL sevcrity (in quintiles) as the 
Table 2 
Charaderisfics of the 1056 participants who completed the Subjective Cognifive Failure 
Questionnaire 
Characterislic 
Mean age in )'ears (SD) 
Nllmber of wamen (%) 
Number of people with only primary ee/llcation (%) 
Mee/ian score on the CES-D* (interquartile range) 
Median score on the Mini Mental State Examination (interquartile range) 
Subjective cognilive failurcs (SCF) 
Number of p'eople with SCF (%) 
Median of the sum·score on the SCF questionnaire (interquartile range) 
Number of peopJe with subjective memory failures (%) 
Median sum-score of sub-questionnaire on subjective memory failures 
(interquartile range) 
Number of peopJe reporting progression of SCF last 5 years (%) 
Neuroimaging characteristics 
Mee/ian volume of subcortical WMl (interquartile range) 
Meclian grade of periventricular WML (interquartile range) 
Number of people with any cerebral infarct (%) 
Mean grade of cortical atroph)' (SD) 
Mean ventride-to-brain ratio (50) 
* Centre of Epie/erniological Studies on Depression ScaJe 
72.2 (7.4) 
549 (52%) 
359 (34%) 
4 (1-9) 
28 (26-29) 
760 (72%) 
2 (0-5) 
697 (66%) 
2 (0-4) 
232 (22%) 
0.19 (0.03-1.25) 
2.0 (0.5-4.0) 
137 (13%) 
1.1 (0.6) 
0.32 (0.04) 
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independent variablc and SCF-score as the dependent variabIe. For the test for 
trend over quintiles of \\ll'vIL sevedty, we us cd linear regresslon analysis (adjllsting 
for the same varia bles as in the ANCOV A). 
Finally, we studied \vhether more sevcrc \'\/1vIL (in quintiles) \Vete associated 
with a higher percentage of subjects reporting progression of subjcccive cognitivc 
failures, also b)' ANCOVA. Ta investigate whether the level of actual cognitive per-
formance modificd thc rclation bchveen \\l1H--, severity and reporting progression of 
suhjective cognitive failures, dununy variables wete consti1lCted for all 15 cOlnbina-
tions of quintiles of \'(IML severit)' and tertiles of the Cognitive Index. These 
dummy variables \Vere used as independent variables in the logistic regression model 
(using subjects with a good cognitive function within the lowest quintile of WlvIL 
sevcrity as thc reference category). 
Initially, all analyses \vere perfoftned for periventricular and subcortical \Xll\H_J 
separately and adjusted for age and gender with additional adjusunents for possible 
confounding variables. In addition to these analyses, we studied the relation between 
subcortical \\rrvIL and subjective cognitive failures independent of periventricular 
\\lJvIL and vice versa, by entering both sllbcortical and pe1'Ïventriclllar \\'lvIL simul-
taneously in the model. 
Resu/ts 
The correlation of the SCF-score with cl,e Cognitive Index was lower (/= -0.19, p< 
0.001) than with the CES-D-scorc (/= 0.35, p< 0.001). The most reported failures 
on SCF questionnaire (-40%) concern cd forgetfulness ancl word fin ding problems. 
The least frequent failures «7%) concerned forgetting appoinunents, misplacing 
items, or failures as forgetting to turn off or how to use appliances (TabIe 1). The 
mcan correlation of the items to the sum-score was 0040 (range 0.15-0.75; sec table 
1). lI{ore general characteristics of the stud)' population are shown in table 2. On 
average, women had morc subjective cognitive failures than 111ell (lllCan SCF-score 
acljustecl for age 3.5 and 2.8, respectively). This gender clifferencc remained when thc 
analyses \Vere corrected for cognitive performance, but disappearcd when the score 
on the CES-D \'las taken into account. 111e SCF-score increased 0.4 per 5-yeal' in-
crease in age GD,,,nd<O.OOI). Adjusting for score on thc CES-D a",1 Cognitive Index 
halved the effect estimatc of this relation (the SCF-score increased 0.2 per 5-year 
increase in age, ptrend= 0.14). 
Periventticulal', but not subcortical \X1JVIL, tended to be 11l0re severe in subjccts 
with subjective cognitive failures compared to subjects without such fallures (age 
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Figure 1 
Age and gender adjusted l11ean severity (SE) of white matter lesions for subjects without 
subjective cognitive failures (SCF), with SCF but without reporting progression of SCF and 
subjects who reported progression of SCF, in strata of objective cognitive performance 
(tertiIe, of the Cognitive Index). 
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No C: Subjects who reported na SCF (n,;;115, n=116, n:=63 respectively). 
Cognilive performance 
Poor 
NoC cp· cp+ 
cp· Subjects who reported SCF but denied progression of these failures over Ihe last 5 years (n=175, 
n=181, n=171 respectivel)'). 
CP+ Subjects who reported SCF and reported progression of these failures over the last 5 years (n=59, 
n=68, n"'108 respectively). 
* Significantl~, different from No C-subjects within th is stratum (p = 0.008) 
and gender adjllsted differencc in periventricular \\?~\'lL score was 0.2; p~ 0.09, and 
in subcortical \'(IJI'[L volumes 0.12 mI; p= 0.52). In figure 1 the age and gender ad-
jllsted severity of periventricular \\'1vfL is given in strata of actual cognitive perf0l111-
ance for subjccts with and without subjective cognitive failures, taking the reported 
progression of such failures over the last 5 years into account. The diffcrcnce in 
\'\'1H. severity bet\veen subjects without subjective cognitive failures anel subjects 
reporting progression of such failures over the last 5 years was most outs poken in 
sllbjects with a good cognitive performance. The comparison of subcortical \Vl' ... lL 
volUlues bet\vccn sllbjccts with and without any subjective cognitive complaints in 
strata of cognitive performance never reached statistical significance (all p> 0.25). 
An adclitional fmcling was that both periventricular (figurc 1) and subcortical 
(data not shown) \\'1H~ severity incrcased with lower cognitive performance. 
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Figure 2 
Score on the subjeelive cognitive 
failure (SCF) questionnaire per 
quintile of white matter lesion 
severity adjusted for age anel 
gende, (SE) 
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Additional adjustment for level of educatioll, cerebral atrophy and presence of 
stroke did not change any of the above relatÎons. 
As shown in figure 2, subjccts with more severe \\'lvIl, had higher SCF-scorcs 
(ptr<:nd< 0.001 for qllintiles of periventricular \\11'vIL;pucuJ= 0.02 for qllintilcs of sub-
cortieal WtvlL) although differenees were smali. Af ter adelitional adjustment for pos-
sible confounding varia bles (including level of cogl1itive performance and score on 
the CES-Dl, the differenees in SCF-score between the lowest and highest C[uintile of 
periventricular or subcortical \VrvlL dccrcased ta 0.6 or 0.9, respectively (ptrt:ml~ 0.02 
for C[uintiles of perivelltrieular \X'1vIL; P""d= 0.08 for C[uintiles of subcottical \X'1vIL). 
\"\lhen the relation between periventricular \\1J'vIL and SCF-scorcs was analyzed con-
ditional on thc scverity of subcottical \'{ll'vlL and vice versa, na significant trends 
wete found for either quintiles of pcrivcntricular or subcortical \\1J'vIL (ptrcnd~ 0.13 
and pt[cnJ~ 0.75, respectively). 
The percentage of people rcporting progression of sllbjective cognitivc failures 
over time increased lincarly with the scvcrity of both periventricular and subcortical 
WtvlL. \'\'hen adjusted fot age and gellder, onl)' 15% of subjects with nOlle to mild 
\\'l'vIL Oowest quintile) reported progression of subjectivc cognitivc fallures, which 
percentage increased up to 30% fot subjects with severe W},-IL Qlighest C[uintile) 
(pucnJ< 0.001 for both regions of\\IJ'vIL). These relations rcmaincd \vhen additionally 
adjusted for possible confounders (including the level of cognitive performance and 
the CES-D score). However, whcn the association between perivcntricular \'\'!vIL 
and progression of subjective cognitive fallures was studied conditional on thc sc-
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Figure 3 
The risk for reporting fJrogression of subjeclive cognitive failures over the last 5 years per 
severity of periventricular white matter lesions in strata of objeclive cognitive performance, 
expressed as age and gender adjusted odds ratios. 
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verÎly of subcortical \'\tJ\rfL and vIce versa, the associations with periventricular 
\,'lvIL remaincd (plr~nd= 0.10), whereas for subcortical \,\I1',,1L the association disap~ 
peared (ptr~!ld= 0.42). This motivated us to focus on periventricular \'\'1\HJ for the 
stratified analyses. 
\,\lhen we stratified people on the level of eognitivc performance (tertiles of thc 
Cognitive Index), all increased scverity of periventricular \'\'l\U .. was relatcd to all 
increased risk of reporting progression of subjective cognitive fallures over time in 
all threc strata (figure 3). Alllong subjects with a good cognitive performance, sub~ 
jects within the highest quintile of the perivelltricular \,\I1'\'IL severity had all ap~ 
proximatcly 2.5-fold increascd risk (OR= 2.3, 95%CI: 0.9-5.9) for reporting pro· 
gres sion of subjective cognitive fallures compared to subjects in the lowcst guintile 
of periventricular WML. Subjects who had a poor cognitive performance had higher 
risks for reporting progrcssion of subjectivc cognitive failures compared to subjects 
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wtth ao average or good cognitive performance, irrespeetivc of the severity of \'\~IL 
(figure 3). 
Discussion 
In this study, the severity of white matter lesions \vas associatcd with subjeetive 
cognitivc failures and to reporting progression of sueh failures. The relation was 
found for periventrieular as well as for subcortical \VïvIL but marc consistently for 
petivetltricular \\'tvlL. To our kllowledge this is the fitst large-scale population based 
study on the relationship between cerebral white matter lesions and subjective cog-
nitive failures. 
Before we interpret these results ,ve have to dlscuss thc nature of subjective 
cognitive failurcs. Subjective cognitive failures are not identical to subjectivc cogni-
tive complaints. Failures are everyday mishaps in eognitive tasks, only rcported 
when activcly asked for, and differ from cornplaints in that the latter are reported 
spontaneously or have been thc reason for seeking medical adviee. The eognitive 
problems on whieh we report in this study represent at least subjcctive cognitive 
failures but eould include eognitive complaints. 
In a study by Bretcler and eoworkcrs an associatioll was rcported between 
whitc matter lesions and memory complaints or failures, although no inferenees 
eould be made to the location of \\'~\'IL and na stratifieation was perfottl1ed on ob-
jeetive cognitive performance.H \,\le found more severe \\l1\·IL in subjects reporting 
subjeetive eognitive failures eompared to subjects without su eh failurcs, especially in 
subjeets ,vith a better than avcrage cognitive performance. lllÎs finding is of impor-
tanee as eomplaints about cognitive funetion ma)' precede measurable cognitive dys-
funetion11) or even dementia.'"' Additionally wc observed more severc \VlvIL in sub-
jeets who reported progression of subjectivc eognitive failures eomparcd to subjeets 
who denied progression. This is in line with an earlier report hy Schofield and co-
workers, who reported that memory eomplaints pet se did not rclate to memol)' 
impairment, but subjects who reported new memory eomplaints aftel' 1 )'ear of fol-
Iow up ,vere 5 ti111es more likely to have measutable cogniti'lte impairment compared 
to subjects who still uenied having memory problems.20 
The assodation betweetl subjective cognitive failurcs and indicators for depres-
sion (CES-D score) was stronger than with cognitive function. Tt could therefore be 
argued that subjeetive cognitive failures arc a proxy for depression rather than for 
cognitive dysfunction. This however does not exclude the possibility that suhjective 
eognitive failures eould be a prelude to cognitive dysfunetion. The results are CQ1n-
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patible with this hypothesis as, flrstly, we found a more robust association between 
subjective cognitivc failure's and periventricular than with subcortical \,lîvlL, while 
periventricular \,'1vIT ~ are reported to have an association with cognitive dysfunc-
tion21 ,22 whereas subcortical \VtvIL have been rclated to depression.3,23 A second 
indication for subjective cognitive failures being a prelude to cognitive dysfunction 
is seen in figure 1, where a stcpwise increasc of the perivcntrlcular \VC'vIL severity is 
observed when wc cOlllpare 1) people without subjective cognitivc failures and with 
a better than average cognitive performance, 2) people with subjectivc cognitive 
failures and repolteel progression of subjective cognitive failures, anel 3) people with 
cognitive dysfunction with or without subjectivc cognitive failures. 
Taken together, the relationship bchveen \\1J\H~ scverity and subjective cogni-
tive failures followed a kind of dose-dependent pattern. On the lawer end of the 
\,'1\U~ severity distribution are subjects without subjective cognitivc failures and with 
a gooel cognitive performance, followed by subjects with subjcctive cognitive fail-
ures but still without lneasurable dysfunction. At the high end are subjccts who te-
port subjective cognitivc failures that had progressed over the last five )'ears, and 
who, upon measurement of cognitivc function, are found to per farm \vorse on cog-
nitivc tests than average. Our data suggest that rcporting progression of sllbjcctive 
cognitivc failures might be an earl)' warning sign relatecl to progression of\,'1\H~ and 
imminent cognitive decline. 
Although in tllis stud)' we asked for progression of subjective cognitive failures, 
thc study is not longitudinal. Prospective studies arc nceded to confifm that pro-
gression of \,\11vIL severity is indeed accompanied by progression of sllbjectivc cog-
nitive [ailures anel evcntually to 111eaSllrable cognitive impairment. 
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CEREBRAL WHITE MATTER 
LESIONS 
AND COGNITIVE FUNCTION 
Abstract 
Cerebral white matter lesions (\'\'!VIL) have been assaciated with cogmt1ve d)'s-
functian. Whether periventricular or subcartical WlvlL relate differently ta cognitive 
funcuon is still uncertain. In additio1l, it is undenr whethcr \,lJ"IL are related to 
specific cognitive d01nains, sneb as memory or psycho111otor speed. \,/c detennined 
thc relation of periventricular and subcortical \\'lvfL with cognitivc function In 1084 
elderl)' subjects randomI)' sampled from tl,e general populatiotl. Quantificatian of 
\'\1J'vIT ... was asscssed by tneans of an extensÎve rating seale on 1.51' l'vIRI scan images. 
Cognitive funcuon was assessed using multiple neuropsychological tests from which 
\ve constlucted compound scores for psychomotor speed, memol)' performance 
and glabal cognitive function. When anal)'zed separateI)', batll periventricular and 
subcortical WML were relatcd ta allmeasures of the neuropsychalogical tests. When 
periventricular \,'l'vlL \vete analyzed conditional on subcortical \\I1'v1L and vice versa, 
thc rclation betwecn periventricular \,'lvIL and global cognitive function remained 
unaltered Cp","d far quintiles = 0.001) whereas tlus relatian with subcartical WlvIL 
disappearcd (ptcend for quintiles :;::::; 0.97). Subjects with most severc perivcntrlcular 
\\'!vIL performcd nearly onc standard deviation below average on tasks involving 
ps)'chomatar speed (-0.85 SD, P = 0.001), and more than half a standard deviatian 
belaw average far global cognitive functian (-0.61 SD,p < 0.001). Tasks that invalve 
speed of cagnitive processes appear to be more affected bl' WlvlL than mem01y 
tasks 
CEREBRAL IFIIlTF, J\1/IïThR LRJJONJ /INIJ COCi'UnVE H'iVC.TlOiV 
Lerebral white matter lesions (\'\IML) have been associated with cognitive lln-
pairment in demented and non-detnented elderl)' subjects.'-3 There have been a 
number of reports associating \\/lvIL to speed of cognitive processes.4-G The subcor-
tical structures of the brain arc thought to be cspccially important for the speed of 
cognitive processes and tl1emory Eunction,1-9 The white tuatter of the subcortical 
SU11ctures can be distinguished into the area just under the cortex and the area sur-
r0U11ding the ventricles. TIle subcortical region has a high density of short looped u-
fibers, which conncct adjacent cortical areas, whereas thc periventricular region 
contains tnany long association fibers that connect the cortex with suhcortical nuclei 
like the striatum and tnore distant cortical areas. lO \\lhite matter lesions in these 
separate regions m.ight affect cognition in different ways. In tllost of the research 
performcd to date, the different locations of WJvIL have been rated and combined 
in a single score,l,l1 or anI)' one of the two regions has been considered.G,12-14 Studies 
that analyzed periventricular and subcortical W)",lL separately are limited and incon-
clusive about their distinctive relationship with cognition.5,15-17 
The aim of the present shldy was to determine ,vhedler the location alld sever-
ity of white matter lesions arc rcflectcd in different aspects of cognitive function in 
an clderly population. The study was conducted in 1084 non-demented Dutch sub-
jects aged 60-90 years. 
Subjects and Methods 
Study Populatioll 
The Rotterdatll Scan Stud)' was designed to stud}' determinants alld cogl1itive corre-
lates of age related brain changes in the elderly. In 1995-1996, a random sample of 
1,904 subjects aged between 60 and 90 ycars was invited by strata of age and gender, 
from participants of two large ongoing cohort studies, dle Rotterdam Study and the 
Zoetermeer Study. The Rotterdam Study is a prospective population-based study 
among 7,983 elderly subjects aged SS years and over, designed to study determinants 
of chronic diseases in dle clderly.18 The Zoetermeer Study, also a population-based 
stud}', is cOl1cerned with prevalence of various chronic diseases. 19 Bath studies have 
been described in detail elsewhere. 18,19 
Since 180 of the invited 1,904 subjects had contra indications for the study 
(dementia, contra indications for J'vilU scanning, blindness), 1,724 were eligible. 
Complete data were obtained in 1,084 participants (response 63%). The study was 
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approved by thc lvled.ical Ethics Conunittee of the Erasmus University and \Vrltten 
consent was obtained from each participant. Comparccl with non-participants, the 
participants of the stud)' were )'ounger (mean age difference 3.8 )'ears, p < 0.001) 
and more educated (5% more subjects with university level education, p = 0.05). 
Baseline systolic blood pressures lneasurcments for subjects originally invited fr0111 
thc Zoetermeer Stud)', ,vete significant lo\ver in participants c01npared to non-par-
ticipants (age and gender adjusted difference; 2.4 mm Hg, p = 0.03), whereas this 
was not significant for subjects originally invited from the Rotterdam Stud)'. Base-
line I'vlini lvIcntal State Examination scores wete available for subjects originally in-
vitcd frotll thc Rotterdam Shldy anel \vete higher in participants comparcd \vith not1-
participants (age and gender adjusted mean difference 0.4 points,p < 0.001). 
MRI scanning 
JI'lRI scanning was performed on 1.5-Tesla scanners (Gyroscan, Philips NT, or 
Magnetom Vision, Siemens AG). The scanning protocol ineluded a series ofaxial 
proton-density {'fR 2200, TE 20, NEX 1, matrix 192x256, flip angle 80°}, T2-
weighted {TR 2200, TE 80, NEX 1, matrix 192x256, flip angle 800 } and 1'1-
weighted {for Gyroscan TI, 485, for Vision TR 700, TE 14, NEX 1, matrix 
192x256, flip angle 700 } images. Sections were 5 or 6 mm thick (scanner dependent) 
with an interslice gap of 200/0. Aftel' optimization of the images on thc scanner 
screen, data was archived on magnetic optical disk and laser hardcopies wete printed 
with a reduction factor of 2.7. 
White matter lesiollS rating scale 
Presencc, severity and location of morphological brain characteristics wete ratcd 
according to a protocol desiglled for the Rotterdam Scan Study. \\'!vIL were consid-
ered present in case of hyperintense lesions on both proton density and T2 wcighted 
images, not hypointense on Tl weighted images. \\~len the largest diameter of the 
\,'lvIL was adjacent to the vcntricle it was dcftned as perivcntricular, otherwisc as 
subcortical. Pcriventricular \,!!vIL ,vere rated semi-quantitativcly as 0 (none), 1 (pen-
cilthin lining), 2 (smooth halo), or 3 (large confluent) for three separate regions, ad-
jacent to frolltal hams (frontal caps), adjacent to the wail of the lateral ventrieles 
(bands) and adjacent to the occipital hams (occipital caps). The total periventricular 
\\'!vIL score was calculated b)' adding the region specific scores (range 0-9). Subcor-
tical \,'!vIL were categorized according to their maximum diameter (as appearing on 
the hardcopy) as smail (1-3 mm), medium (3-10 mm) or large (>10 mm). The num-
ber of subcortical \,'!vIL was rated per size-categol")' for the frontal, parietal, occipital 
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and tClnporal lob es. Distinction betwcen lobes was according to anatomical land-
marks. \'(Ie approximated a total subcortical Wl'vlL volume (in mi on hardcopl') bl' 
assuming subcortical \\'îvll ... spberical ,vith diameters of 2 nU11, 6 mm or 12 mm (ac-
cording to their size-categ01Y) and adding these volumes. Od,er features recorded 
from the MIU images were brain atrophl' (cortical and subcortical) and the presencc 
and number of strokes. Cort.ical atrophy was rated visuallyon a four-point severity 
scale. Subcortical atrophy was measured by tbe ventricle-to-brain ratio (mean of tbe 
biventricular width at the level of the frontal, and occipital hams and at the level of 
the body of the caudate nuclei divided bl' thc corresponding brain width at th ase 
levels). 
Two independent readers from a pool of four expedenced pbysicians examined 
all scans. In casc of disagreement of more than one point a consensus teacling was 
held, in other instances scores were averaged. Intra- and inter-tater studies showed 
good to excellent agreement. Wcighted kappas for periventricuIar \,(l/'vlL severity 
grades were bchvecn 0.79 anel 0.90. Interreader and intrareader-intraclass corrclation 
coefficients for total subcortical \,(l/'vlL volume were 0.88 and 0.95, respectively. Of 
all subjects only 5% had na Wl'vlL at all, wh ere as 20% were free of periventricular 
\'(llvlL and 7% had na signs of subcortical \,(l/'vlL. 73% of all subjects had bath peri-
ventricular and subcortical \\llvlL. Pearson's correlation cocfficicnt between peri-
ventricular and subcortical \,f1tlL ,vas 0.6. 
Measlt/'emellt of cogllitive fimctioll 
Cognitive fl1nction was assessed with neuropsychological tests that were consielercel 
to be sensitive and suitable for use in this study populauon. These tests took no 
longer than 30 minutes to conlplete. The tests wete aimed to assess the speed of 
cognitive processes, memory function and global cognitive function anel were cho-
sen bccause of their robustness in detecting age-related impail'ment anel sensitivity 
to subcortical dysfunction.20 To evaluate speed of mental processes four tests \Vere 
used: an abbreviated Stroop test consisting of three subtasks, the Paper-anel-Pencil 
lvlenl01-y Scanning Task consisting of four subtasks,21.22 the Letter-Digit Substitution 
Task which is a modified yersion of d,e Sl'mbol Digit lvlodalities Test?, and a verbal 
fluency test in which as man)' animals as possible had to be namcd ,vithin 60 sec-
onds. l'vIetllolT fllncUon was cvaluated by a 15 words verballearning test; a test used 
to evaluate the ability to acquire and retain new ver bal informaUon based on Rey's 
auditive recall of words.24 As mcasurcs for global cogllitive funcUon v,re used a conl-
bination of above-mentioned tests2S as weIl as the widely used rvlini lvlental State 
Examination (l'vrMSE)." Most of d,ese tests have been used in other large-scale 
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studies of cognition.27,28 Thc tests wete carried out in quiet rooms anel administered 
hl' trained investigators; a stop\vatch vvas uscd in timed tests. 
Performance across tests was luadc comparablc hy transfonning thc raw test 
scores illto Z-scores as described elscwhcrc.25 \,'c calculated compound scores for 
psychomotor speed, memory pcrfonnance anel global cogl1itivc function fron1 these 
Z-scores. Thc compound score for psychomotor speed was calculatcd as thc meun 
Z-scores for the I-letter subtask of the Paper-and-Pencil MemOly Scanning Task, 
the reading subtask of the Stroop test and the Letter-Digit Substitution Task. The 
sign of thc speed score was inverted to lnake it reflect above average performance 
when positivc anel belaw average perforlnance whcn ncgative. A compound score 
for memory function was calculated by taking the mean of two Z-scores fr01u the 15 
words verballearning test; one for the added scores on three learning trials of dus 
test, and one for the delayed recall of this test. As overall measure of cognitive 
function a c01npound score was used, referred to as Cognitive Index. It was calcu-
bteelas the mean of the Z-scores on the I-letter subtask of the Paper-and-Pencil 
]VlemOfy Scanning Task, the reading subtask of the Stroop test, the Letter-Digit 
Substitution Task, the added score on the learning trials of 15 words verballearning 
test and the delayed recal! of this last test. If, eluring testing, the test assistant en-
countered problems, a code was given for test status, reflecting reliability of the test 
result. Separate codes \vere given for lack of motivation, presence of a cognitive or 
physical handicap, or deviation from the instructions. For 99% of all subjects a 
score for psycho111otor speed and memory performance could be ealculated of 
which 91 % completed all tests without any recording of test problems. Lack of mo-
tivation possibly interfered \vith testing in 2.7% of subjects, deviation from the test-
instnlCtions in 0.70/0, technical clifficulties in 0.4% (like a brok en pel1Cil or stopwatch 
failure) and 5.7% had combinations of these possible problems. 
Other Measuremellts 
The follo\ving characteristics \Vere considered as possible confounding variables: 
age, gender, level of education (according to UNESCO)" and mood disturbanccs 
(eletermined with the Center of Epielemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D)).311 
These data \Vere obtained during a two-hour visit of each participant to the loeal 
research facilities. Additional neuroimaging f111dings consielered as confounding 
variables in the relation bet\vecn \VIvlL anel cognitive umction \vere cortical and 
subcortical atrophy and thc prcsence and number of any strokes. 
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Table 1 
Characteristics of the Rotterdam Scan Study participants by age-category and gender (mean (SD)). 
Age-category (years) Gender 
Characteristics 
60·69 70·79 80·89 Male Female 
Number of subjects 466 418 200 524 560 
Age 65.2 (2.6) 74.6 (2.8) 83.7 (2.8) ï2.2 (7.2) 72.4 (7.7) 
% only primary education 30.0% 33.8% 49.0% 2ï.3 % 42.3 % 
Tata! subcortical WML volume 0.6 (1.6) 1.4 (2.6) 3.3 (4.5) 1.3 (2.9) 1.5 (2.9) 
Number of large WML 0.4 (1.4) 1.0 (2.5) 2.8 (4.6) 1.0 (2.8) 1.1 (2.8) 
Number of medium WML 1.6 (3.0) 2.9 (4.3) 5.0 (4.9) 2.4 (3.7) 3.0 (4.4) 
Number of sm all WML 15.5 (17.3) 22.8 (22.1) 26.4 (18.8) 18.2 (18.3) 22.3 (20.3) 
Tota! periventricular WML score 1.4(1.6) 2.6 (2.1) 4.2 (2.4) 2.3(2.1) 2.5 (2.3) 
Score frontal' caps' 0.6 (0.6) 0.9 (0.8) 1.4 (0.8) 0.8 (0.7) 0.9 (0.8) 
Score 'bands' 0.6 (0.6) 0.7 (0.9) 1.5 (0.9) 0.8 (0.8) 0.9 (0.8) 
Score occipital' caps' 0.3 (0.6) 0.9 (0.8) 1.4(1.0) 0.7 (0.9) 0.7 (0.9) 
°10 with previous stroke on MRI 6.9% 16.8% 18.0% 14.3 0/0 11.3% 
Cortieal atrophy score 0.8 (0.4) 1.2 (0.5) 1.7 (0.6) 1.2 (0.6) 1.0 (0.6) 
Ventricle-to-brain ratio 0.30 (0.03) 0.32 (0.03) 0.34 (0.04) 0.32 (0.04) 0.31 (0.04) 
Chapte,. 4.2 
Statistical allalysis 
Thc relationships of periventricular and subcortical \XlIvIL with cognitive perform-
ance ,vete assessed by means of multivariate regression with adjusttuent for age, 
gender and cducationallevel. \'lt-,U .. were analyzcd in quintiles of sevcrity to allow 
for a non-lincar relationship with cognitivc function. Analyses of covariance (AN-
COV A) \vete perfoftned to obtain adjusted mean cognitive performance by quintiles 
of \,'lvIL severit}'. Additional adjustments \vete made for the prescnce of depressive 
symptoms, severity of btain atrarh}' and number of strokes. For thc test of trend of 
thc ANCOVA results, quintiles of \\~tfL severity were considered as a continuous 
variabic in a multiple linear regression tllodeJ, with adjustment fot thc same vatiables 
Table 2 
The relation between WMl severity and neuropsychological-test outcome (regression 
coeffjcients and 95% Cl, controlling for age, gender, educationallevel and test status). 
Difference in test-result per unit increase of WML 
Neuropsychological test Subcorlical WML Periventricular WML 
in 011 (95% Cl) in grades (95% Cl) 
(range 0-29.5) (range 0-9) 
Mini Mental State ExamÎnation (score) -0.05 (0.00 ; -0.10) ·0.08 (·0.02 ; ·0.15) 
Stroop test 
Reading (parI 1 in sec) 0.14 (0.03 ; 0.26) 0.27 (0.12; 0.43) 
Naming (part 2 in sec) 0.29 (0.15 ; 0.44) 0.48 (0.29; 0.68) 
Interference (part 3 in sec) 0.43 (·0.08; 0.94) 1.07 (0.40; 1.74) 
Paper & Pencil Memory Scanning T ask 
1 IelIer (sec) 0.30 (0.09; 0.51) 0.50 (0.22 ; 0.79) 
2 lellers (sec) 0.61 (0.27; 0.96) 1.05 (0.59; 1.52) 
3 lellers (sec) 0.62 (0.21; 1.01) 0.94 (0.40; 1.48) 
Letter Digit Substitution T ask 
(number of letters/min) ·0.20 (·0.33; -0.06) ·0.42 (·0.61 ; ·0.24) 
Verba I tluency 
(number of animals/rnin.) ·0.15 (·0.26; -0.04) -0.27 (-0.41 ; ·0.11) 
15 words verballearning test 
Total in 3 trials (number of words) ·0.09 (-0.21 ; 0.02) -0.23 (·0.38; -0.08) 
Delayed recall (number of words) -0.05 (·0.11 ; 0.01) -0.14 (-0.21 ; ·0.06) 
Recognition (number of words) ·0.06 (·0.11 ; -0.01) ·0.11 (·0.18; ·0.04) 
Cognitive Index (Z-score) ·0.02 (-0.04 ; ·0.01) ·0.05 (-0.07 ; -0.03) 
Simple psychomotor speed (Z-score) ·0.03 (-0.04 ; ·0.01) -0.05 (-0.08; -0.03) 
Memory performance (Z-score) -0.02 (·0.04; 0.00) -0.05 (-0.07; ·0.02) 
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as in the ANCOVA. To stud)' the relation between cognitiye function and subcorti-
cal W1J\tfL conditiol1al on the severity of periventricular W1J\'IL and vice versa, pcri-
ventricular and subcortical W'1vIL \Vcre entered simultaneously in thc tl1ultivariate 
model. 
Results 
Characteristics of the 1084 participants of the study are given in Table I. As ex-
pected, age was related to the seyerity of bath periventricular and subcortical \\'!vIL. 
Af ter adjustment for age, wotllen tended to have more \\'1VfL than men (clifference 
in mean periyentricular \'('!vIL score is 0.2, P = 0.07 and in l11ean subcortical W~,IL 
volume 0.16, p = 0.34). 
Increasing seyerity of bath periventricular WJ'vIL and subcortical \\'!vIL corre-
lated consistently with worse performance across all tests of cognitivc function 
(Tabie 2). Additional adjustments for score on the CES-D, degree of cerebral 
atroph)' and number of cerebral infarcts did not alter these results. 
The rclation between WJ'vIL in quintiles of severity and global cognitive func-
tion is shown in Figure L The Cognitive Index was related with severity of both 
subcortical WlvIL Ip,,,nd < 0.001) and periventricular \X'!vIL Ip",nd < 0.001) (Figure 1, 
llppcr panel). Bccause subcortical and perivcntricular \'\1J\,IL \Vere highly corrclated 
\ve assesscd the relation between cognitive fllnction and subcortical \'\1JVIL condi-
tional on the prescnce of perivcntricular W'!vIL and vice versa (Figure 1, lo\ver 
panel). The relations with the Cognitive Index remained thc same fot periventticular 
WJvIL Ip",nd = 0.001) but largely disappeared for subcortical \'('!vIL Ip",nd = 0.75). 
Thc analyses of psychomotor speed and memory showed sÎ1nilar rcsults. For sub-
jects with the most severc periventricular W.'lvfL (score 9) performance for psycho-
motor speed was -0.85 SD (95% Cl: -1.31 to -0.39) below ayerage, while for the less 
severe periventricular W~{L (score 0-6) this difference was only -0.15 SD (95% Cl: 
-0.35 to 0.05). For mem01y these scores were -0,45 SD (95% Cl: -0.99 to 0.09) and 
-0.19 SD (95% Cl: -0.34 to -0.04), respectively. 
When periventricular WJ'vIL were anal)'zed (conditional on subcortical \\'!vIL 
severity) for frontal, occipital and lateral regions separateI)' (Figure 2), mainl)' the 
lateraI bands showed a c1ear relationship with the cognitive compound scores (Cog-
nitive Index ptrmd .::::; 0.006, psych01llotor speed ptn::nd .::::; 0.003, memory puend .::::; 0.22). 
For the other perivcntriclllar regions the relationships were not significant (ptn::nd > 
OAO). For subcortical WJVIL we separatei)' anal)'zed totallesion volume per lobe and 
the number of subcortical \\'!vIL per size categof)'. When anal)'zed conditional on 
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Figure 1 
The relatioll between WMl 
severity and cognitive fundion 
(expressed as mean Z'scores 
(+SEM) for Cognilive Index 
adjusted for age, gender, 
educationallevel anel test status. 
-e- periventricular vVML 
---0-- subeortieal WML 
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Figure 2 
The relation between severity of 
periventricular WMl at th ree 
locations and cogllitive function 
(expressed as Z-scores (+SEM) for 
cognHive performance adjustcd for 
age, gelUier, cducationallevel and 
test status. 
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pcriventricular \'\'hIL severity) 110 relation was found betwecn subcortical \'\'lvlL and 
any of the thrce cognitive compound scores. 
\,/c also studied \\'l\[L severity in relation to tbc 1:'vll'vISE score, as another test 
for global cognitive function. OnIy pcriventricular \,/fIt,tL in the occipital region 
showcd significant associatÎons w1th the i\{1\{SE score (ptrl.-nd = 0.0"15) conclitional on 
other locations of \\'1ITL. This relationship did not change af ter additional adjust-
ment for score on the CES-D, degree of cerebral atrophy and nu mb er of strokes. 
Discussion 
This population-based stud)' in a large sample of clderl)' subjects is the f1l:st to find 
that separate regions of \,\I!vIL rdate to different cognitivc domaÎns. \Vie ObSClvcd, 
on the basis of multiple neuropsychological tests, that mainly periventr.icular \'\/I.."lL, 
rathet than subcortical \\11vIL, were associated with cognitive impairment. 
It could be argued that, although the response rate in this stud}' was reasonable, 
response bias might have affected Dur results. Participants fronl this stud}' ,vere 
)'ounger and had lower blood pressures than non-participants. As aId age ancl high 
blood pressutc are cstablished risk fact01's fot the presence and severit)' of \\'l\.fl., 
the gtoup with the most severe \,'l\{L is ptobabl}' underrepresented in our stud)'. 
Baseline IvllilSE scores (1990-1993) could anI)' be compared between participants to 
non-patticipants of the Rotterdam Stud}', but it is likcIy that thc compatÎsons ,vould 
be the salne if we had been able to include the Zoeternleer Study. Participants had 
higher baseline IvI1vISE scores than non-participants. lvlost likcly the sclection can 
anI)' have impeded the detection of the association between \,11'vIL and cognitive 
funcuon. Our findings thus would constitute a conservauve estimauon of the rela-
tion between \\'l\{I., severity and cognitive function. 
\,lhy periventriculat and subcortical \'\'IvIL have a different rclation with cogni-
tive function is as yet not deal'. Subcortical \VtvIL probably disi1.1pt mainly short 
cortico-cortical connections consisting of arcuate U-fibers \vhich have a high density 
in the areas just underlying the gray matter, whcteas the pcriventricular \,'l'vIL affect 
areas with a high dcnsity of long associaung lracts that conneet more distant cortical 
areas with each other. IP•H The performance on the multiple neuropsychologieal tests 
that we used depends on the connections between many corucal areas, not neces-
sarily adjacent, and thus depends upon thc long associating tracts. This 1l1ight ex-
plain why cognitivc function is especially impaÏl'ed in inruviduals with periventricular 
Wi\lL. 
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The cognitive function most affected by \,lI'vIL was ps)'chol11otor speed) in 
agreement with previolls stlldies . .J,5,32 Our findings are in line with the notion that 
mainl)' the speed of cognitive processes is climinished in subcortical dementia.1,:n 
Schmidt et al sllggested that onl)' complex mentaI processes were affected by \V~IL) 
leaving simple tasks unaltered.r. In contrast) wc fOllnd that the affected speed COtn-
ponelHs a1so involved simple timed psychomotor tasks. 
There have been onIy three studies in volunteers on the nellropsychological 
corrclates of \\'1\'IL \vith separate analyses for sllbcortical and periventricular 
W~dL.5.15.'" Onl)' onc of thcsc studies was population-based.5 The shldies b)' 
\'1ikaski et a!5 and Fukui et aPG showed speed of cognitivc flltlction to be rclated 
with periventriclliar \,'1\<11,) but not with subcortical \"\'1\1L. Baum et aJl5 have rc-
po1'ted the contrary. The relation between cognition and subcortical \X11'vII--, has never 
been reported conditional on the presence or severity of periventxicular \VlvlL and 
vice versa. In order to have an idea about the relation of a distinct brain characteris-
tic with cognitive function) it is important to control for athcr features. Our stud)' 
suggests that subcortical \\'1\H~ have onl)' a marginal independent relatioll with cog-
nitivc function as opposed to periventricular \\'lvII.~. 
In conclusion) this stud)' suggests that \\'lvIL are rclated to impairment of cog-
nitive functions) in particular those that involve a speed cOlllponent. 13)' means of 
the compound scores for cognition we \vere able to re1ate nlore robust measures of 
cognition to \"\'1\H. than with separate tests. The reported relations remained stabie 
when relations were studied with periventricular \VtvIL conditional on subcortical 
\\l1\H .I) even when we adjusted for other brain abnormalities (atrophy and stroke) 
and for other characteristics that could influence cognitivc outcome meaSures such 
as educatiollal level alld the pres en ce of depressive symptonls. Although our find-
ings are biologically plausible and ver)' robust) they need further confirmation in 
prospective studies. 
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CEREBRAL WHITE MATTER 
LESIONS AND DEPRESSION 
Abstract 
Background: There is evidenee for a vaseular etiology in late-life depression. 
Cerebral \Vhite matter lesions are thought to represent vascular pathology. In 
psychiatrie patients white matter lesions have been related to affecti\TC disorders and 
to a history of late onset deprcssion. Thc rclation between \Vhite matter lesions and 
mood disturbances in the general population is not known. We determmed whether 
depressive symptoms are more frequent in people with cerebral white 111atter lesions 
and wh ether a history of dcpression anel age of onset of depression arc related to thc 
presence and scverity of white matter lcsions. 
Methods: In a population based study of 1,084 persons between 60 and 90 years we 
scored the prescIlCc and severity of subcortical and pcriventricular white matter 
lesions using magtlctic rcsonancc imaging. Thc presence of depressive symptoms 
was assessed using the Center for Epidemiologieal Studies Dept<'ssion Seale. A 
standardized questionnaire was used to obtain data on history of depression. We 
examined thc relation between ,vhitc matter leslons and depressive symptoms and 
history of depression using multiple logistic regression analysis. 
Results: Persons with severe white matter lesions (upper quintile) had 3 to 6 times 
as of ten depressive symptoms as c01npared to persons with onIy mild or 110 white 
matter lesions (lowest quintile) (subcortieal OR=5.8; 95%CI 2.1 to 16.3 and 
periventrieular OR=2.9; 95%CI 1.7 to 7.6). In addition, individuals with severe 
subcortical, but not periventricular, white lnattcr lesions (upper quintilc) compared 
to persons with only mild or no white matter lesions (lowest quintile) had 4 times 
more of ten a history of late onset depression (OR=3.9; 95%CI 0.9 to 16.1). 
Conclusions: 111c sevcrity of subcortical white lnattcl' lesÎons is related to the 
presencc of clepressive sympt0111s as ,veH as to a history of late Ollset depression. 
CERRflRAL 1F7-IITE MATtER LHJIONJ A.l'.,I]J DEPREJJ/ON 
~ the majority of persons with a depression syndrome the age of onset is in the 
late twenties, but it is also conunon to have an ons et af ter age forty.I,2 Betweell 10/0 
and 2% of e1derly persons suffer from a major depression.3 \\;1hen a flrst depressive 
episode occurs in late life, a different etiology is suggested as cotupared to a younger 
age of onsct.4 Tt has been suggested that a cerebro-vascular component is probably 
more important in the etiology of late-life depression than gene tic or psychological 
factors. 5-8 Interest in cerebrovascular disease as a risk factor for depression has 
grown in the past five years, and associations bet\veen factors as hypertension and 
transicnt iscb.aemic attacks with depression have been reported.9 Cercbtal white 
matter lesions (\\11\'1L) arc thought to result from eerebrovaseular brain damage.1O 
Studies on the relation behveen \'(!J\rfL and depression have been performed onI)' 
within psychiatrie patients or eontrasting psychiatrie patients to volunteers. \'(lithin 
the clinical setting, severity of \\'1IiL has been related to the presence of 
depression II-B and with poor outeome of depression.!4 Furthennore, ,vhen 
studying persons with a late-life dcpression, all increased severity of \X1JYfL has been 
associated with a later age of onset.5,11,15 Although these clinical studies provide 
clues to the relation bet\veen \,(!J\H~ and depression they have litn1tations because of 
the highly selected study population. No large-scale epidemiological studies have 
been Pllblished concerning the role of W1vlL as determinants of late-life depressive 
symptotus in the cOll11llunity. 
The aim of the present study was to investigate \Vhether eerebral \Vhite luatter 
lesions are associatcd with the presencc of depressive symptolus in dderly pers ons. 
Purthc1'111ore ,ve studied \Vhcther a history of dcpression is assodated to scverity of 
W1vlL and whether this is the same for depressive episodes that started early in life 
and those that started in late-life. The study was conducted among 1084 Dutch 
persons aged 60-90 years. 
Subjects and methods 
Subjects 
The Rotterdam Scan Study ,vas designcd to study detenninants anel cognlUve 
corrdates of age rdated bmin changes in the elderly. In 1995-1996, 1904 persons 
aged behveen 60 alld 90 ycars \Vere ralldomly invited by strata of age and gender, 
froiTI participants of two large ongoing cohort studies; the Rotterdam Study and the 
Zoetermeer Study. The Rotterdam Study is a population based prospective cohort 
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stud)' among 7983 elderl)' persons aged 55 )'ears and over, which is designed to 
study determinants of neurologie, cardiovascular, enclocrinal ancl ophthaln10logic 
diseases in the elderl)'. The Zoetermeer Shld)' is a population based prospective 
cohort study that was originally concerned with prevalenee of various chranie 
discases. Bath studies have been described in detail elsewhere,l(j,17 
Of the 1,904 invited subjects 180 persons had contra-indications for the study 
(dementia, contra-indications for JvIRl scanning, blindness), and therefore 1,724 
were eligible. Complete data were obtained from 1,084 participants (response rate 
63%). The protocol was approved by the medical ethics committee of the Erasmus 
University Rotterdam, thc Netherlands, anel all participants gave writtcn infof1l1cd 
consent. Among thc invited subjects, participants in thc stud)' were younger (lnean 
age difference 3.8 years, p < 0.001) and more educated (5% more subjects with 
university level education, p = 0.05) when compared to non-participants. Baseline 
blood pressures measurements for subjects originating fr01n thc Zoeterlneer Stud)', 
were lower in participants compared to non-participants (age and gender adjusted 
difference in diastolic blood pressure 0.8 mm Hg, p = 0.25, s)'stolic blood pressure 
2.4 mm Hg, p = 0.03), whereas this was not significant for subjects originating from 
thc Rotterdatll Stud)'. Baseline lvlini lvlental State Examinauon scores were availablc 
for subjects originalI)' invited from the Rotterdam Study and were higher in 
participants compared with non-participants (age and gender adjusted mean 
difference 0.4 points,p < 0.001). 
Magnetic reSOT/ance imaging 
MRI scanning was performed on 1.5-Tesla scanners (Gyroscan, Philips NT, or 
1Vfagnetom Vision, Siemens AG). Thc scanning protocol includcd a series ofaxial 
proton-density (PD) (TR 2200, TE 20, NEX 1, matrix 192x256, flip angle 75°}, T2-
weighted (TR 2200, TE 80, NEX 1, matrix 192x256, flip angle 80a } and Tl-
weighted (TR 700, TE 17, NEX 1, matrix 192x256, flip angle 90a } images. Ta cover 
thc whole brain, sectÎons wete 5 Of 6 mm thick (scanner dependent) with an 
interslice gap of 20%. Af ter optimization of thc images on the scanner screen data 
were archived on magtlcuc optical disk anel laser hardcopies were printed (using a 
reduction factor of 2.7). 
White matter lesiolls ratillg scale 
Presence, severity and location of different bruin parameters wete scored according 
to a protocol designed for the Rotterdam Scan Stud)'. WML were considered 
present if visible as hyperintense on both PD and T2 weighted images and not 
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hypointense on Tl wcighted images. Periventdcular \\fn"IT., were scoted senu-
quantitativcll' as 0 (none), 1 (pencilthin lining), 2 (smooth halo), or 3 Qarge 
confluent) for tllree separate regions (adjacent to frontal horns) adjacent to the wàll. 
of the lateral ventricles) adjacent to thc occipital horns). The total pedventricular 
\'(il'vlL score was ealculated b)' adding the region-speeifie scores (range 0-9). 
Subcortieal Wl\'lL were eategorized based on their maximum diameter (as appearing 
on the hardeopl') as small (1-3 m111), medium (3-10 mm) or large (>10 mm) and 
counted for the frontal, parietal, oeeipital and temporallobes. Separation of lobes 
was according to anatomicallandmarks. \\fe approximated a total subcortical \\fn"IL-
volume by considering tlIe subcortical \'\!J\,a. to be spheres with diameters of 
respectively 2 mm) 6 111111 .or 12 111111 (for the different size catcgories) and adding 
these volumes. Other brain features that \vere recorded from the rvIRI images \vere 
cerebral atroph)' (cortieal and subcortieal) anel the presenee and number of strokes. 
Cortical atrophy was rated visuallyon a four-point severity scale. Subcortical atrophy 
was 111easured by the ventride-to-brain ratio (l11ean of thc bi-ventricular width 
assesscd at the frontal horns, body of the caudate nucleus) and at occipital horns of 
the lateral ventrieles divideel b)' the eorresponeling brain width). 
All scans \Vere examincd by two independent readers from a pool of four 
experienced physicians. In case of disagreement of !nore than 1 point fot 
periventricular \\i1\,fL. or cortical atrophy scores a consensus rcading was held, in 
othcr instanees the mean of two scores were avcraged. Intra- and intcr-reader 
studies silOweel a gooel to excellent agreement. Weighted kappas for periventricular 
\"\!J\.fL scverity grades \Vere between 0.79-0.90. Inteneader and intrareader-intraclass 
cone1ation coefficicnts fot subcortical \\!J\'lL-volume were 0.88 and 0.95, 
respectively. 
Of all persons onll' 5.0% had no Wl'vlL at bod, periventricular and subcortieal 
locations, 217 (20%) were without anl' sign of periventricular Wl'vlL, while 81 (7.5%) 
\Vere \vithout any subcortical W'1vIL. 
Depl'essive sympto/lls and histol'Y of depl'essioll 
During a two-hOllr vis!t at thc local research facility all participants undcrwent an 
extcnsive evaluation. A semi-stmctured intcrview by a trained physician (JCdG) 
FEdL) included questionnaires about phl'sieal and mental health anel a recording of 
all concunently uscd medication. For the prescnce of actual dcpressive symptm11s 
the Center of Epidemiologie Studies Dcpression Seale (CES-D) was useel as a self-
report questionnaircY~ Deprcssive symptolns \vere defined as present when thc 
subject scored at or above 16 points on the CES-D.18 Persons who used 
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antidcprcssivc medication wete definecl as having depressive symptoms irrespective 
of their actual CES-D score, because we considered that depresslve symptoms 
probably had been the indication for the medication prescription.!9 
All participants were asked for their history of depressive episodes. To obtain 
more specificity, we carcfully excluded normal reactions to stressful events or 
normal grief. If deprcssive episodes had occurred, thc persons ,vete asked for thc 
age of ons et and whether the episodes had prompted to ask medica I advice. \\7e 
defined depression as those depresslvc episodes that had required attention of a 
general practitioncr, psychoiogist, or psychiatrist. This definition includes minor 
depression as defined by the Research Diagnostic Criteria,20,2! and also includes 
l110rc scvcrc clepression syndromes as lnajor depresslon or bipolar dcprcssion. \\/e 
used the age of 60 years as cut-off point to de fine late onset and eady onset 
depression.4,!5 
The CES-D questionnaire was completed by 1074 persons of whom 79 
persons scored at or above thc cut-oEf point of 16. Antidepressive medication was 
used by 20 persons of whom 12 scored below the cut-off point of the CES-D. 
Therefare, 91 persons fulfilled our defmition far the presence of depressive 
symptoms. Eight hundred and twenty two persons reported never having had 
depressive episodes. Of the 262 persons who reported previaus depressive episodes 
193 lnet our criteria for depression, and of these 185 retnetnbered the age of onset. 
Onset beforc thc age of 60 years was reported by 132 persons versus a late onset in 
53. As cxpccted, at the time of the intclYicw, persons who reportcd a late ons ct were 
older (mean 75.5, range 61.6-89.7) than persons who reported an eady onset (mean 
68.5, range 59.0-87.1). 
Other measllrements 
The fo11owing varia bles \vere considercd as possiblc confounding variabics: agc, 
gender, level of education (Unitcd Nations Educational, Scientific anel Cultural 
Organization, UNESCO), 22 and cognitive function as measured by the Mini Mental 
State Examination (i'vIMSE).23 l\dditional neuroimaging fmdings considered as 
potential confounders in thc relation between \\ll'vIL and depression were presence 
of any stroke,24 and cerebral atrophy.25 
Statistical analysis 
All analyses were adjusted far age and gender. Demographic characteristics and 
depression variables were compareel between persons without (n=54) anel with 
(n=1030) any WrvlL at subcortical or periventricular !acatian using analysis of 
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covariance (ANCOVA). Because 95% of subjects had at least same \,11vIL we 
subsequently stuelied the rclation between severity of W~I"IL and depression 
varia bles. 1'0 allow for a non-linear relation between \\'1vIL severity and CES-D 
score or prescnce of depressive symptoms wc analyzed these re1ations in quintiles of 
the \VML-severity elistribution using analyses of covariance (ANCOVA). In 
adelition, logistic regressioll analysis was llsed to calcttlate odds ratios (OR) for the 
association bet\vecn severity of \\fj\,IL (in quintiles) and thc prcsencc of dcpressive 
symptoms using the lowest quintile of\\'I\,IL severity as the refcrence catcgory. 
The rclation between severit)' of \,!WIL and age of onset of a reported history 
of depression (in ycars) was analyzed using multiple linear regres sion, additionally 
adjusting for age-square. We used logistic regres sion to calculate adds ratios (OR) 
Table 1 
Characteristics of participants without any white matter lesions and of participants with 
periventricular and/or subcortical white matter lesions. 
White matter lesions 
Characteristics Absent Present p' (n=54) (n=1030) 
Mean age in years (SO) 66.8 (4.9) 72.5 (7.4) <0.001 
Gender (men/women) 22(32 502/528 0.15 
No of subjects with primary edllcation onl~! (%) 13 (24.1%) 352 (34.2%) 0.41 
Median score on the Mini Mental State Examination 
(range) 29 (24-30) 28 (13·30) 0.51 
No of subjects with stroke on MRI (%) 4 (7.4%) 134 (13.0%) 0.73 
Median grade of cortieal atrophy (range 0.0·3.0) 0.8 1.0 0.20 
Mean ventricle-to·brain ralio (SD) (range 0.21-0.45) 0.30 (0.03) 0.32 (0.04) 0.08 
Depre55iofl variables: 
No of subjects with depressive symptoms (%) a 1 (1.9%) 90 (8.9%) 0.06 
No of subjects using anti-depressive medication (%) 1 (1.9%) 19 (1.8%) 0.84 
No of sllbjects with a histor)' of minor depression 
(%)b 13 (24.1%) 179 (17.4%) 0.71 
No of subjects with early-onset (%)C 13 (24.1%) 119 (11.6%) 0.21 
No of subjects with late-onset (%)d 0(0.0%) 53 (5.1%) 0.19 
# Analyses of covariance adjusted for age, gen der anel educationallevel, where appropriate. 
,\ Defined as CES-D scores:?: 16 or the use of anti-depressive medica ti on 
b Defined as depressive feelings which prompted medical attention 
C Early onset defjned as depressive feelings starting <60 years which prompted medical 
attention 
d Late onsel c1efined as depressive feelings slarting :?:60 years which prompted medical 
attention 
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for the association between sevetit)' ofWlvlL (in quintiles) and histor)' of depression 
(with the people that never reported depressive episodes as the eontrol-group and 
the lowest quintile of \,('lvlL severity as the referenee group). For all above anal)'ses 
additional adjustments were made for score on the :tvllvlSE, sevcrity of cerebral 
atrophl' and the presenee of anl' stroke. 
As periventricular Wl\·lL and subeortieal WlvlL severit)' eorrelated eonsiderabl)' 
(Spearman's p =0.7, p< 0.01), we additionally analyzed the rclations between 
depression variabics and the scverity of periventricular \,'1vfL conditional on the 
scverity of subcortical \,'lvIL and vice versa by entering bath variables 
sîmultancously in the multivariate model. 
Results 
Depressive symptoms alld white matter lesiolls 
Characteristics of the 1084 participants of the Rotterdam Scan Studl' arc given in 
Table 1. In the group without an)' white matter lesions (n=54) there were na 
subjects with a score higher than 16 on the CES-D wlUle in the group with \,('lvlL 
this level was reached in 7%. There was a significant difference (p= 0.01; analysis 
adjusted for age, gender and educational level) in mean score on the CES-D 
between the group without an)' \\'lvIL (CES-D score=3.9 (SE 0.8) compared to 
those with any \\'lvlL (CES-D score=6.0 (SE 0.2». This difference remained when 
the analysis was additionally adjusted for score on the MMSE, cerebral atrophy or 
presenee of stroke. Ivlean CES-D scores per quintile of W~vlL severity revealed a 
trend (periventricular \,('lvIL p",oJ= 0.02; subeortical WlvlL P",,,d = 0.21) for higher 
scores in more scvere \\'1vfI ... , when adjustcd fot possible confounding by agc, 
gender, educational level, score on the MMSE, cerebral atrophy and presenee of 
stroke. The mean CES-D scores of the upper four quintiles were higher than in the 
lowest quintile (differenee in CES-D score = 1.6 (p< 0.001) for periventticular 
WlvlL and 1.3 (p= 0.007) for subcortieal \\'lvlL). Depressive s)'mptoms were more 
aften present in higher WlvlL quintiles (Figure 1). In the lowest quintile of \\'lvlL 
onI)' 2 to 3% of all persons met thc criteria for dcpressive symptoms, whilc in thc 
other quintiles rlüs varied between 6 and 13%. Table 2 shows odds ratios per 
quintile of \\'lvlL severit)' for the presence of depressive symptoms when 
additionally adjusted for score on the MMSE, cerebral atroph)' and the presence of 
stroke. Persons in the lügher quintiles of the \\'lvlL severity distribution had odds 
for thc prcscncc of depressivc symptoms that \Vere up to 6 t1nlcs thosc in thc 
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Figure 1 11 perivenlJirular fIJj sulxortical 
Presence of depressive 
symptol11s* per WMl severity 
quintile (adjusted for age, 
gen der alld educationallevel 
(+SE)). 
16% ............................................. . 
*Oefrned as CES-O score z 16 or the 
use of anti·depressive medication. 
Table 2 
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quintiles of WML severity 
The relation between severity of white matter lesions (WMl) and the presence of 
depressive symptol11s (CESD:? 16 or the use of anti·depressive medication) expressed as 
odds ratios. 
Model 1 ' Model2 b 
Severity of \lVML in quintiles 
OR (95% Cl) OR (95% Cl) 
5ubcortical WML (range in mi) 
1" (0.00·0.02) 1.0 Ref. 1.0 Ref. 
2"' (0.03·0.10) 4.5 (1.6;12.5) 3.8 (1.3;10.8) 
3,d (0.11.0.38) 5.9 (2.2;16.0) 4.3 (1.5;12.1) 
4" (0.39·1.87) 4.2 (1.5;11.7) 2.9 (1.0;8.9) 
5~ (1.88·29.52) 5.8 (2.1;16.3) 4.7 (1.5;15.0) 
Periventricular WML (range in scores) 
1" (0.0·0.0) 1.0 Ref. 1.0 Ref. 
2"d (0.5.1.0) 1.9 (0.7;4.9) 1.5 (0.6;3.9) 
3,d (1.5.2.0) 4.7 (1.9;11.3) 3.2 (1.2;8.1) 
4'h (2.5.4.0) 4.0 (1.6;9.8) 2.5 (0.9;6.8) 
5~ (4.5·9.0) 2.9 (1.1;7.6) 1.6 (0.5;4.8) 
a Adjusted for age, geneIer, level of education, presence of stroke, cerebral atrophy, and 
score on the Mini Mental State Examination. 
bAs Illodell, but the relation between periventricular WML and the presence of 
depressive symptoms conditional on the severity of subcortical WML, and vice versa. 
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Figure 2 
Severily of white matter lesions in subjeds without cJcpressive episodes anel in subjects \VUh 
early-onset anel late-ons et depressiol1 (means adjusted for age, age2, gender anel educational 
level (+95% Cl)). 
4 ... --------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------
Subcorlical WML (mI) Periventricular WML (grades) 
3 
o P---'--.-
Never Early onset Late onset Never Earl}' onset Late onset 
depressed depressed 
referenee eategory. Although the strength of the assoeiations slightly diminished 
",hen subcortical \\ll'vfL \Vere studied conditional on severity of periventricular 
\\Tj~vIL and vice versa, the patte!!1 of morc depressive sylnptolns among pers ons with 
Blote sevcre W!!vIL did not change. 
History of depressive episodes alld white matter lesiolls 
Among peoplc ,vho reported a previous depression, an increase in \"Xl~'t'IL severity 
was associated with a later age of onset (per grade periventricular \,'1vlL sevcrity, agc 
of onset was 1.3 years later (1)=0.14) and per volume unit subeottieal WlvIL age of 
onset was 1.1 )'ears later (1)=0-01))- \'('hen we diehotomized age of onset of 
depression in earl}' and late onset, \ve found that persons who had had a late onset 
of depression have more severe periventricular and subcortic<ll \\'l'vlL than persons 
who had had an early onset of depression. People who had had an early onset 
depression did not diffet in \"'{'l\rIJ J severity from those people who never had 
depressive episodes (Figure 2). 
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\,\lhen the association between severit)' of WJvlL (in quintiles) and histor)' of 
depression was cxpressed in odds ratios (Tabie 3), na mcteased odds ratios wete 
fml11d for reporting a previous depression in higher quintiles of the W~IL severit)' 
distribution. Howevel', when we analyzed this telation in strata of age of onsct of 
depression. scvcrity of \,llvlL was associatcd with a histoty of late onsct (ptrend = 0.03 
for subcortieal W~IL, P,,,od = 0.13 for periventrieular W~IL) but not for an earl)' 
onset of depression Cp""'d > 0.9 for bath subcortieal and periventrieular \V~IL). 
Additional adjustmcnts for thc presence of stroke, cetebral atrophy and score on the 
MMSE did not change these results. When the association between subcortieal 
\"\1J'vIL severity and late onsct of depression was studied conditional on 
pcriventl'iculal' \\'!vII ... severity and vice versa. the association with subcortical \X'1vlL 
severity became stronger and rClnained l11arginally significant (puend = 0.09 for 
subcortieal W~IL), whereas tlus disappeared for periventricular W~IL Cp","" = 0.79 
for periventricular W~IL). 
Table 3 
Severity of white matter lesions and the relation with a reported history of depression 
and wilh Us age of onset (odds ratios and 95% Cli adjusted for agc, gender and 
educationallevel). 
History of depression a 
Severity of WML in Yes h Early onset Late onset Late onset ç 
quintiles (n~193) (n~132) (n~53) (n~53) 
5ubcortieal WML 
1" 1.0 Ref. 1.0 Ref. 1.0 Ref. 1.0 Ref. 
20d 1.3 (0.8;2.2) 1.4 (0.8;2.5) 2.0 (0.5;7.2) 2.1 (0.6;8.0) 
3,d 1.2 (0.7;1.9) 1.1 (0.6;1.9) 3.4 (1.1;10.8) 3.6 (1.1;12.6) 
4~ 1.1 (0.6;1.9) 1.0 (0.5;1.8) 2.9 (0.9;9.3) 3.3 (0.8;12.7) 
5'h 1.3 (0.8;2.3) 1.1 (0.6;2.2) 3.6 (1.1;11.3) 3.9 (0.9;16.1) 
Periventricular WML 
1" 1.0 Ref. 1.0 Ref. 1.0 Ref. 1.0 Ref. 
20d 0.7 (0.4;1.2) 0.8 (0.4;1.3) 0.5 (0.1;1.7) 0.4 (0.1;1.4) }'d 1.1 (0.7;1.9) 1.0 (0.6;1.8) 1.7 (0.6;4.5) 1.0 (0.3;3.1) 
4~ 1.2 (0.7;2.0) 1.2 (0.7;2.1) 1.5 (0.5;3.9) 0.7 (0.2;2.4) 
5'h 1.0 (0.5;1.7) 0.7 (0.4;1.5) 1.5 (0.6;4.2) 0.6 (0.2;2.4) 
aThe group without a history of depressive episodes (n=822) was used as the con trol group. 
b Of the 193 people who reported a history of depression, 8 did not remember the age of 
onset. 
ç Additionally adjusted for presence of stroke, cerebral atrophy, MMSE·score and conditional 
on the severity of either periventricular or subcortical WML, as applicable. 
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Discussion 
This sh1dy relates structural braln alterations of tbe white matter to indicators of 
current and fornlcr deprcssion. This Shldy is unique in that ît is population-based 
and indudes a large sample of elderly persons to assess the relation between Wl'vlL 
and depression. \\fe report a significant association betwcen severlty of \,\11\'11., and 
thc presence of depressive sylnptoms and histor}' of late onset depresslon. 
There are same lncthodological issues that nced to be discusscd. A ftrst point 
that needs attentlon is the possibility of sdectiotl-bias in OUt sample. Participants of 
OUt study wete yOllnger and had lawer blood pressurcs than non-participants. As 
aId age and high bloodpressure are established risk factors for the presellCe and 
se"erit)' of WlvlL, people with the most severe \'('lvlL were probably 
undcrreprescnted in Dur Shlcly. Likc\visc) persons \vith cUiTent mood disturbance 
ma)' have been undcrreprescnted,26 In our sample, the tnean score on thc CRS-D 
and the percentage of pers ons who scored at or above the cut-off \vas lo\ver than 
that found by others,27,2H Although we cannot exclude that the rclation between 
\,1J\U--, and depression was different among non-participants, we consider this 
unlikely. The probab!e under representation of both people with the most severel)' 
affected brains and depressed individu als tna)' have resulted in underestimating the 
strength of the associatiotl between \\ltvIL and depressive sytnptoms, 
A second issue to consider is our case finding. \\Ie used the cut-off of 16 points 
on the CES-D2!) to define the presence of depressive symptoms, A previous stud}' in 
an elderly Dutch population that used the same cut-off point, reported a sensitivity 
of 1000/0, and a specificity of 88% for tnajor depression and a positive predictive 
value of 13.2% for diagnosis of DSM-III affecti"e disorder. 28 DSM diagnosed 
affective disorders are frequent in the elderI)', although the)' comprise only the top 
of the iceberg of all people with depressed mood.7 For the definition of a history of 
depression we used answers on a standardi~ed questionnaire. WIe ascertained the 
severity of the reported depressive episodes b)' carefully attempting to rule out 
nornlal reactions to stressful cvents and b}' adding the itel11 of having consulted a 
physician to the definition. The used definition indudes the criteria of a lninor 
depression as defined by the Research Diagnostic Criteda,21 and may include tnore 
severe depression. Because the questionnaire is retrospective it is possible that recall 
bias has occurred. It may be that subjects with the most severe \\1~v1L more easily 
forget dcpressive episodes because of coexisting cognitive problems. This bias 
however would lead to underreporting of depressive episodes espedally in people 
with the lnore severe \\l!vIL and as such an underestimation of the re1ation behveen 
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\\/C'vfL and deprcssive episodes. Another problenl with retrospcctive questionnaires 
is that pcople arc more likely to remember the more scvere depressive episodes. 
This \Vould onIy aid in differentiating between clinically relevant depressive episodes 
and adequate reactions to grief or anxiety. 
\'('e found presence as weil as severity of \\'I'vIL rclated to the presence of 
dcpressive symptoms. This relation \vas found for subcortical as \Veil as for 
periventricular \'i/J'vlL, although the odds ratios for subcortical WlVlL were higher 
and more robust. In this general population \'(11vfL \Vere relatcd with a history of late 
onset, but not with earl)' onset of deprcssion, as has heen rcported from patient 
series.3o \\1hen we made the distinction bct\veen suhcortical and pedventr1cular 
WlvlL we foune! only subcortical WML related to history of late ons et depression, 
which is also in line with reports [rom patient series.4,15,25,31,32 
Ho\V should \VC intctpret our results? It is possiblc that the depressive 
symptoms arc a psychological reaction to declining cognitiv-c function becuuse of 
\\I1\H ... , Howevcr, we fot11ld thc rclation to be independent of cognitive status as the 
rclation bet\vcen \\I1\H~ and depressive symptoms remained when wc controllcd for 
the score on the MlI.[SE. Another possible explanation could be that other cerebral 
characteristics, corrclated to the presence of\\1~vfL, are responsiblc for tbc observed 
association between \\!f\U--, and depression. Ventricular enlargement, presencc of 
stroke and cortica} atrophy has all been related to mood disturbanccs.25 Howcvcr, 
the found relation bct\veen \\11\{J.., severity and depressive sytnptoms did not change 
\Vhen we controiled for these pos si bIe confounders. \'\fc found especially subcortical 
WlvlL rdatee! with indicators of depression. Subcortical pathways, in particular intact 
corticostriatal connections, are important for the expres sion of normal luood and 
motivation,33,34 making it biologically plausible that subcortical \VlvlL that intenupt 
these connections can cause mood alterations. An alternative hypothesis for the 
association bet\veen \Vt\,fL and depression would be that it is not tbc 
cerebrovascular pathology that leads to thc dcpression, but rather that those subjects 
who are prone to depression have an increased risk of vascular disease.35 If this 
\vould be the case, we would have expected a more prominent association with early 
onset lninor-depression tban with late onset) making this explanation less likely.lI 
In sun1maty, this population-based study of a random sample of eldedy 
demonsU'ated an increasing risk for depressive symptomatology with increasing 
severity of \'(1JVIL. In addition we found a rclation between a history of late onset 
dcpression and severity of 111ainly subcortical \"lvrL. These findings can have 
implications for clinical practice. Presence of depressive sylnptoms in an elderly 
individual sbould prolupt physical examination and possibly EeG-monitoring and 
neuroimaging in search fot cerebrovascular 1'Îsk factors as possible causes for these 
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symptoms. Anothcr implication rcgards the possiblc prevention of late-life major 
depression. Since \,livlL are thought to have a mainly cerebrovascular ctiology36,37 
recognizing this high risk group lnay provide an opportunity to prcycnt depressive 
symptoms from evolving into a major depressive disordcr. 1,27,38 
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PERIVENTRICULAR CEREBRAL 
WHITE MATTER LESIONS PREDICT 
THE RATE OF COGNITIVE DECLINE 
Abstract 
Background: Thc prospect of declining cogt11t1ve functions is a major feat for 
manyelderIl" It is important ta identify risk factors that influence the rate of cogni~ 
live decline. Cerebral whitc matter lesions have been associated with cognitive dys-
function in cross sectlonal studies, but longitudinal shldies arc scarcc. \\'e cxamincd 
whether the ratc of decline in cognitivc perfonnancc as mcasured by the I'vIini rvIen-
tal State Exan-unation over a pedoel up ta cight ycars, was related to thc scvetity of 
cercbral whitc matter lesiol1s at two clisUnct locations as assessccl by magnetic reso-
nance llnag1l1g. 
Methods: Pram 1990 to 1998, repeated lYIini Mental State Examination scores were 
obtained far a sample of 568 elderl)', aged 55 to 85 at baseline, from a population 
bas cd langitudinal study. For each individual a decline in cognitive performance per 
yeat \vas calclllated. In 1995-96 cerebral !nagnctic resonancc imaging was clone ancl 
thc sevcrity of white mattcr lesions ,vas rated for perivcnu'icular and subcortical re-
gions separatei)'. 
Findings: lvlore sevcre whitc matter lesions ,vere associated with a greater decline 
in ivIini l'vlental State Examination scores over a mcan of follow up period of 5.5 
years (SD 1.5). For subjects with the 1110St scvere pcriventricular whitc mattcr le-
slons, the rate of cognitive decline was 2.5 times faster than avcrage (95% confi-
denee Întciyal 1.4 to 3.3). Therc was no relation behveen severity of subcortical 
white matter Icsions and rate of cognitive dccline. 
Interprctation: The scvcrity of perivcnu'icular, but not subcortical, white lnatter 
lesions is associated wüh an incrcased rate of cognitivc decline. 
PEIUVEN11UC.l IL4R CEIUiBR/lL IFHI1E l'f/l1TER LEf/Oi\'S PRElJ/CTCOGNrnVE DECL/jVE 
fl"sions in the cerebral white matter have been associated with cognitive im-
pairment in demented and non-demented elderly subjects. 1-3 lvrost studies to date 
\Vere cross-sectional. TIle fe\V longitudinal studies that have been performed either 
had small sample sizes or did not distinguish different regions of whitc matter 
lesions (\XflvlL) and \Vere inconclusive.+8 
Thc \vhite matter of the brain can be distinguished into the area just under the 
cortex (subcortical) and the area adjoining dle ventricles (periventricular). \,Ihite 
lnatter lesions in these two regions may affect cognition in different \vays.] In 1110st 
of the rcseart:h perfotlncd to date, \VivIL have been ratéd and combined in a single 
score,I,9,1O or only one of the two regi.ons has been taken into account. I 1-14 Thc few 
studies that analyzcd periventricular and suhcortical \X11vIL separatel}' in relation to 
cognition \vere cross-seclÎonal and did not allo\v ftrm concIusions. 1S-18 
The aim of thc present stud}' \vas to investigate whether severity of \vhite mat-
ter lesions is associated with thc rate of cognitive decline anel whether this is differ-
ent for periventricular and subcortical WJvlL. We based our stud)' on a random 
sample of 568 non-demented Dutch clderl)' aged 60-90 )'ears who have been fol-
lowed for a period of up to eight )'ears. 
Methods 
Study Popltlatioll 
The Rotterdam Scan Stud}' was designed to study determinants and cognitivc corre-
lates of age-related brain changes in the elderl)'. In 1995-1996, a random sample of 
elder!)' persons ageel between 60 and 90 )'ears was invited b)' strata of age and gen-
der, from patticipants of two large ongoing cohoH studies; the Rotterdam Study and 
thc Zoeterlneer Stud}'. Onl}' for the Rottcrdam Study data on cognitivc measures 
were obtained on multiple occasions; therefore thc present stud}' is bascd on thc 
subjects invited from the Rotterdam Stud)'. The Rotterdam Study is a prospective 
population-based study among 7,983 elelerl)' subjects aged 55 )'ears anel over, de-
signed to stud}' determinants of selectcd chronie diseases in the eldcrly.19 The Rot-
terdam Stud)' had its baseline assessment in 1990-93 and has regubr follow up ex-
aminations; the first in 1993-94 anel the second started in 1997. 
For the Rotterdam Scan Stud)', in 1995-1996, 965 subjects were selected from 
the cohort of the Rotterdam Stud}'. Since 125 of them had contra indications against 
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participation (overt dementia, contra indications for ]\;IRI scanning, blindncss), 837 
were eligible. MRI images were obtained in 568 participants (68%). 
The study was approved by the Medical Edücs Comnüttee of the EraSlllllS 
University and written consent was obtained fro111 each participant. Among the 965 
invited subjects, thc 568 participants, c0111pared to non-participants of the Rottcr-
datn Scan Study were younger (mean age diffcrence 4.9 years,p < 0.001), 1110re edu-
cated (2.4% more subjccts widl university level education, p = 0.05), had lower 
blood pressures at baseline examination (age and gender adjusted difference in sys-
tolic blood pressure 2.5 m111 Hg, p < 0.05) and higher baseline lvlini 1\-1ental State 
Examination scores (age and gender adjusted mean differencc 0.5 points, p < 
0.001). 
MRI scanning protocol 
MRI scanning was perfonned in 1995-1996 on a 1.5-Tesla scanner (Magnetom Vi-
sion, Siemens AG). The scanning protocol included a series ofaxial proton-density 
(IR 2200ms, TE 20ms), T2-wcighted (IR 2200ms, TE 80ms) and Tl-weighted (IR 
700ms, TE 14ms) images. Sections were 5 m111 thick \vith an interslice gap of 20%. 
Laser hatdcopies wete printed \vith a reduction factor of 2.7. 
White matter lesiolls rating scale 
Pres en ce, severity and location of morphological brain characteristics were rated 
according to a protocol designed for d,e Rotterdam Scan Study. Wl'vlL were consid-
ered present if lesions \vere hyperintense on bath proton dcnsity and '1'2 weighted 
images, and not hypointense on Tl \veighted images. \,\/hcn the largest diameter of 
the \'\I1\.fIJ \vas adjacent to the vcntricle it \vas defined as perivcntticular, otherwise as 
suhcortical. Periventricular \'I1\H ... were rated semi-quantitativcly as 0 (none), 1 (pen-
cil-dün lining), 2 (smooth halo), or 3 (large confluent) for three separate regions; 
adjacent to the frolltal hams (frontal caps), adjacent to the wal! of the lateral ventri-
cles (bands) and adjacent to the occipital hams (occipital caps). The total periven-
trienlar \\lJ'vlL score was calculated by adding d,e region specific scores (range 0-9). 
Subcortical \\I1\H...I were categorized according to their maximum diameter (as ap-
pearing on d,e hardcopy) as smal! (1-3 mm), medium (3-10 mm) or large (>10 mm). 
The numbet of subcortical \\I1vIL was rated per size-category for the ftontal, parie-
tal, occipital and temporal lobes. Distinction between lobes was according to ana-
tonücal landmarks. We approximated a total subcortical \\lJ'vlL volume (in mI on 
hardcopy) by assuming that subcortical Wl'vlL were spherical with diameters of 2 
mm, 6 I11m or 12 mm (according to their size category) and by adding these vol-
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Ulnes. Odler features recorded from the lvIRI images \vere brain atrophy (cortical 
and subcortical) and the presence and number of infarcts. Cottical atrophy was rated 
on a four-point scycrity scaie. Subcortical atrophy was measured by tneans of the 
ventriclc-to-brain ratio (mcan of the bivcntricular width at the level of the frontal 
and occipital hams, and at the level of the bod)' of the caudate nuclei, divided b)' the 
corrcsponding brain width at those levcIs). 
Two independent readers from a pool of four experienccd physicians cxamined 
all scans. In case of disagreetnent of more than one point for severity of periven-
tricular \'\'l'vlL or cottical atrophy a consensus reading \vas held) in othet instances 
scores \Vete avetaged. Intra- and inter-rater studies showed good to excellent agree-
ment. \\'eighted kappas for perivcntricular WI1\,fL scverity gradcs \Vere behvecn 0.79 
and 0.90. Interreader and inttareader-intraclass corrclation coefficients for total sub-
cortical WML volume were 0.88 and 0.95, respectivel)'. Of all 568 subjects onl)' 5% 
had no \\'lv1L at all, whereas 16% were free of periventricular WML and 8% had no 
signs of subcortical \'(Il'vlL. 87% of all subjects had at least some degree of both 
periventriculat and subcortical \X'lvII." Peatson's correlation coefficient between 
pcriventricular and subcortical W'l\H ... was 0.6. 
Measurement of cognitive decline 
In the regular sUiveys of the Rotterdanl Study the 1vlini lvlental State ExatTlination 
(l'vll'vISE)20 is administered to all participants as part of the screening for dementia21 
Although this test \vas originally developed as a screening instrument for dementia, 
it has proven to be areliabie measurc of global cognitivc function, at least on the 
population leve1.22-24 We also included the l\HvISE in the neuropsychological tests of 
the Rotterdam Scan Stud)'. Until November 1998, 26 of the 568 participants in the 
Rotterdam Scan Study had died, one hael moved out of the study area, and 376 had 
alread)' been invited for the next follow up in the Rotterdam Study. Since 42 rc-
fuscd, 334 participants were examined a fourth time with I'vllvISE. ivfean tatal follow 
up time was 5.5 years (SD= 1.5, range 2.5-8.1). On the basis of the three or four 
I'vITvfSE-assessments, and assuming a linear declinc over time in the follow-up pe-
riod, we calculated individual slopcs of decline in MMSE score for all 568 partici-
pants. 
Other measurements 
The following characteristics \Vere considered as possibie confounding varia bles: 
age, gender, level of education (according to UNESCO criteria)2S anel affective 
status (determined with the Center of Epidemiologie Studies Depression Scale 
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(CES_D))2r. 'I1,esc data were obtained during a t\vo-hour visit of each participant to 
thc 10eal research facilities at the time of l'vIRI assessment. Additional neuroimaging 
charactcristics considercd as confounding variables in thc relation bctween \"X/iv1L 
and cognitivc function \Vete cotUca! and subcortical atrophy, and the prcscnce and 
number of any infarcts. 
Statistical analysis 
\\7e calculated individu al slop cS for decUne in lvlMSE scores, with the use of a ran-
dom effcct model (pROC ML'{ED) from SAS Systems for Windows (release 6.12). 
\'\'e used all available lv!1·ISE measurements as outcome varia bIe and time of mcas-
urement as independent variabie, with time at baseline examination as t:::::O. 1\s ta11-
dOlll effects \ve used thc intercept and time of l'vllvISE measureJnent. 1'0 compute 
the estimated slop es and intercepts of the individual Ml'vlSE scores wc added the 
estimated fixed effect and the individual random effect. 
Thc relation between age at thc time of lvIRI scanning and tate of cognitive 
decline was assessed hy gender adjusted analyses of varianee \vith age in 10 year 
strata. Thc difference in rate of cognitive decline between genders was analyzed by 
age adjusted analyses of varia nee. The relations bct\veen thc severity of pcriven-
tricular and subcortical \\11vIL and the ratc of cognitivc de cline \vere assesscd hy 
Tab!e 1 
General characteristics of the 568 participants at the time of neuroimaging 
Characteristics 
Mean age in years (SD) 
No of wamen (%) 
No of subjects with only primary education (%) 
Median score on the CES-D* (interquartile range) 
No of subjects with depressive symptoms* (%) 
Median score on the Mini Mental State Examination (interquartile range) 
Neuroimaging characteristics 
Median volume of subcortical WML (interquartile range) 
Median total periventricular WML score (interquartile range) 
No of subjects with aid infarcts on MRI (%) 
Mean grade of cortica! atrophy (SD) 
Mean ventride-to-brain ratio (50) 
* CES-O = Center for Epidemiological Studies on Oepression Scale 
* Depressive symptoms defined as present \vhen CES-D score:?: 16. 
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73.6 (8.0) 
284 (50%) 
177 (31%) 
4 (1-9 ) 
32 (6%) 
28 (27-29) 
0.38 (0.04-2.14) 
2.5 (1-4) 
79 (14%) 
1.2 (0.6) 
0.31 (0.04) 
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Figure 1 
Mean MMSE scores at four mcasurements at mean follow up time with hHlication of the 
time of MRt 
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Jneans of multivariate regression \vith adjustment fot agc (at the tUne of IvllU scan-
ning) and gender. Additional adjusttnents wete Jnade for educationallevel, prescnee 
of depressive symptoms, severÏty of brain atrophy and number of infarets. \'('lvIL 
\vere first analyzed in quintiles of seve1'ity to allo\v for a non-linear relationship with 
cognitive dceline. Quintiles were ehosen to allow sinlllar severity distributions for 
pedventrieular \'(/IVIL, whieh \Vcre rated on a setni-quantitative rating sealc, and sub-
cortieal \\'1YU--" which were rated continuously. As a next stcp we analyzed the rela-
tion behveen finer subdivisions of \Vl'vIL severity and eognitive decline, by eatego-
rizing the sevel'ity of periventl'icular \,{'1YIL in thc originall0 severity eategories, and 
subcortieai \\;tML in deciles of the distribution for the ANCOVA anaiyses. I'or the 
test of trend, thc same 5 or 10 eategories of \'(/lvfL severity were considered a con-
tinuous variabie in a multiple linear regrcssion model) \vith adjust1l1ent for the sa111e 
variabies as in the ANCO"V A. 
Ta stud)' thc relation between eognitive function and subeortieai Wl'vlL condi-
tiotlal on the severity of pel'iventrieular \\1I'vIL and vice versa, perivcntrieular and 
subcortieal \\'lvIL wcre entered sitnultaneously in the multivariate modcl. 
Results 
Characteristics of the stud)' population at the titne of l'vfRI assesslllcnt are given in 
tabic 1. At baseline examination (1990-93) the mcan lVll'vlSE score was 28.i (SD= 
1.6), at flrst follow up (1993-94) the mcan was 27.9 (SD= 1.6), at the timc of I'vlRI 
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Table 2 
The Relation Beween Severity of White Matter lesions and Rate of Oecline on the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) Score 
Expressed in Score per Year (SE)_ 
PeriventricuJar WML Subeortieal WML 
Quintiles of WML Mean rate of dedine on the MMSE score Mean rate of decline on the MMSE score 
Severity Model l' Model 2' Model 3' Model l' Model 2' Model 3' 
r l -0_08 (0.01) -0.09 (0.01) -0.08 (0.02) -0.10 (0.01) -0.10 (0.01) -0.12 (0.01) 
2nd -0.10 (0.02) -0.09 (0.02) -0.09 (0.01) -0.10 (0.02) -0.08 (0.02) -0.10 (0.02) 
3" -0.07 (0.01) -0.08 (0.01) -0.07 (0.0 1) -0.10 (0.01) -0.10 (0.01) -0.10 (0.01) 
4'" -0.11 (0.01) -0.11 (0.01) -0.11 (0.01) -0.10 (0.01) -0.10 (0.01) -0.09 (0.01) 
5'" -0.14 (0.01) -0.13 (0.01) -0.14 (0.01) -0.12 (0.01) -0.12 (0.01) -0.09 (0.01) 
Test for trend p = 0.001 P = 0.007 P = 0.02 P = 0.17 P = 0.21 P = 0.57 
, Model 1: Adjusted for age and gender. 
t Model 2: As model 1 but with additiona! adjustment for level of education, presence of depressive symptoms, cerebraJ atrophy, and 
presenee of old infarctis). 
:j: Model 3: As model 2, but for periventricular WML conditionaJ on severity of subcortical WML, and vice versa. 
PEIU VEJ,\lJWO 'I jlR CERERRAL I/YJ-ITTE MAITER I"HSIONS PREDICrCOGNmf/E DECUNH 
Figure 2 
The relation betwccn scverity of white matter Icsions (WML) anel cognilive decline 
expressed as (age and gendcr adjusted) rate of declinc in MMSE score per year (SE). 
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scanning (1995-96) it was 27.6 (SD= 2.2) and at the last follow up in 1998 it was 
27.5 (SD= 2.1). The average slope of the decline on the i'vIlviSE score was -0.10 
(SD= 0.13) per year (figure 1). 
The rate of cognitive decline depcnded on the age of the participants and was 
more than double in subjects over 80 years compared with subjects in the age-range 
60-69. Mean gender-adjusted rate of decline in l\·lliISE scores per year for the 10 
years age categories were -0.07 (SE = 0.01), -0.09 (SE = 0.01) and -0.17 (SE = 0.01) 
for age ranges 60-69, 70-79 and 80 years and over, respectively (all p< 0.05). No 
gender differences in age-adjllstcd mtes of cognitive decline ,vere found. 
\,'hen individuals were categorizcd in quintiles of \,{/1vIL sevetity, steepcr slopes 
of decline in MMSE scores were found in higher quintiles of \';'.tvIL severity (tabie 
2). The difference bet\veen the lowest and highcst quintile of severity v,ras statisti-
calIl' significant for perivcntricular Wl'v1L (p= 0.002) but not for subcortical Wl'v1L 
(p= 0,46). Similarly, the test for trend over quintiles of\'('l'v1L severit)' was statisticalIl' 
significant for petiventricuhr \'?IvLL only. The association between severlty of peri-
ventricular \,(!IvIL and rate of decline of lvf1\,fSE scores remained af ter adjusttnent for 
possible confounders as educationallevel, CES-D score, cerebral atrophy and pres-
ence of stroke on l\,nu (ptrl'ml-::::' 0.007) and when analY2ed conditional on severity of 
subcortical Wl'vIL (p,,,"u= 0.02). 
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\\'hen severity of \'(1J\;IL was studicd ,vith fin er subdivisions as shown in figure 
2, tnore severe periventricular \'\11vIL \Vere associated with a steeper slope of decline 
in lvIMSE scores (adjusted for age and gender, p"md< 0.001). Individuals with the 
most severe periventricular \'(1JVfL (n= 9) had a decline in :tvfl'vISE score per year that 
was nearly 2.5 tUnes greater than average (mean slope = -0.24; 95% Cl: -0.33 to -
0.14). Thc association with periventricular \''lVII.. remained aftel' addition adjustment 
for possible confounders as eclucational level, CES-D score, cercbral atrophy and 
presence of stroke on :tvflU (p"cnd< 0.001). Whel1 the analyses were performed COI1-
ditionally on scvcrity of subcorticnl \'\1J'vIL, individu als with the inost scvcre periven-
tricular \X11'vIL had a decline in l'vllvlSE score per year that was still more than twicc 
as stcep (mean decline = -0.22; 95% Cl: -0.32 to -0.12) than the average decline. 
Subcortical \,(1JVfL were not associated (figure 2) with cognitive decline. There were 
na significant differences in the slopes between deciles of subcortical \\1JVfL 
(p=0.16); the test for trend over these e!eciles of subcortical WlvfL was not signifi-
cant (p",nd= 0.12). J\djustl11el1t for possible confounders did not change these asso-
ciations. 
Discussion 
WIe invcstigatccl thc relation betwccn decline in cognitive fUl1ction over a pedod of 
up to 8 years and the severity of cerebral ,vhite matter lesiol1s, in a large sample of 
non-demented eldedy people. The rate of decline over this time period as measured 
b)' the lvlMSE was rclated with the severit)' of periventricular but not with subcorti-
caI \,(1JVfL. 
In the selection of our study population same bias has occurred, as participants 
of our study \vere younger, and more educated aod had lower blood pressures than 
those who did not participate. As all these factors are associated with \V:tvfL as weil 
as with cognitive perfonnance, there probably is an under-representation of subjects 
with the most severe \\1JVfL and the highest degree of cognitive e!ecline. It is unlikel)' 
tllat the relation between severity of WlvfL and cognitive e!ecline woule! be different 
in non-participants, and therefore the selection bias ,vill only have weakened the 
relation between scverit)' of\,(1JVfL and rate of cognitive decline. 
There are important methodological differences that distinguish our stud)' from 
prcvious investigations. l\'Iost previous studies found rclations behveen cognitive 
function and W:tvfL ani)' in a cross-sectional e!esignl ,IO,!I,17 Three longitudinal stud-
ies investigated the relation behveen \,1NIL and cognitive dedine, but hvo ,vere U11-
derpo,vered because of small sample size or short time intel"Vals, used only de-
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mented patients, or had different scanning protocols at baseline and follow up.4,6 
Although in thc shldy by Swan and co-workcrs a rclation between \,'lvII.. vohune 
and dec1ine of l'vITvISE measurelnents was found, this was basccl on only t\vo I'vI1vfSE 
111eaSuretnents ancl \,l1'vlL werc not distinguished in perivenu'icular or subcortical 
regions.8 W'e addresscd the issue ,vith 111ultiple 111easurements of cognitive perform-
ance over a long time interval, in relation to scvcrity of periventricular or subcortical 
\\fJ\IL. 
Although the lvIlv[SE is a rough measure of global cognitive function, the rate 
of its dec1ine nevertheless correlated with the severity of \X'l'vlL. The mean overall 
decline was 0.1 points per year alld is in accordance with prcvious studies.22,27 The 
rate of declinc as found for individuals witb tbc highest WlvfL severity was in be-
t\veen that found for normal agjng and for individuals with Binswanger's discase,28 
which attests to the clinical relevance of these results. Becausc wc made only a single 
~ilRI scan, we cannot be sure that the decline in cognitive performance can be at-
tributed to progressioll of \'TlvII ... , despite our adjustment in thc analyses for cerebral 
atrophy and presence of infarcts. Serial I'vfRI assessments, arc needcd to confirm 
that periventticular lesions of the ,vhite matter are an important factor in the devel-
opment of cognitive decline in the elderly. 
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CARDIOVASCULAR RISK FACTORS 
FOR CEREBRAL 
WHITE MATTER LESIONS AND 
COGNITIVE FUNCTION 
Abstract 
Objective: Ta determinc ta \Vhat extent ccrcbral whitc matter lesions tllcdiate the 
relation bct\veen cardiovascular risk factors and cognitive function. 
Design: Population based cross sectional MRI study. 
Subjects: Random sample of 1084 clderly subjects, aged 60-90 years, from the gen-
eral population. 
Setting: The city of Zoetermeer and a suburb of Rotterdam in the Netherlands, 
1995-1996. 
Main outcOtne measures: Severity of periventricular and SUbc01tical white matter 
lesions and global cognitive function as assessed with multiple neuropsychological 
tests. 
Results: Hypertenslon, atrial fibtillatiol1, nleasures of atherosclerosis, and myocar-
dial infarcuon wete all associated with in particular tnore severc petiventricular white 
tnatter lestons and warse scores for global cognitivc functions. Thc scverity of pcri-
ventricular \Vhite matter lesions, but not subcortical white tnatter lesions was rclated 
to lo,ver scores for cognitive function. Seventeen to sixty-seven percent of thc asso-
ciation between cardiovascular risk factors and cognitive function coul~ be ex-
plained by white matter lesÎons. 
Conclusions: Results of this study are compatible with the hypo thesis that white 
tnatter lesions mediate the association between cardlovascular risk factors and cog-
nitive function. 
CARDIOV/1JCUL4R RISK FACTORS FOR CRRE13RAL 11IiHL ANlJ COGi\'rnVE HINCnOi\' 
~agnetic resonance images of demented and non-demented elderl)' people 
aften show cerebral white matter lesions (\'(lj'vIL),!·) Man)' studies have related these 
\VtvIL on the one hand to vascular risk factors!,H including h)'pertension,'·) 
atherosclcrosis,7 and cardiac diseaseJB-1O and on the other hand to cognitive dysfunc-
tion and dementia. lI Vascular disorders are thought to pla)' a role in thc d~velop­
tnent of cognitive impainnent and dementia,12-17 and it has been hypothesized that 
dus llught occur through white matter lesions. 1,3,lB-21 W'e assessed in a population-
based study whether cardiovascular risk factors are associated with cognitivc func-
tion and, if so, ta what extent cerebral white tuatter lesions are an intermedia te in 
this relation. 
Methods 
Stlldy PopttZatioll 
This stud)' is part of the Rotterdam Scan Stud)', a prospective population based 
stud)' which was designed to study determinants and cognitive corrclatcs of age re-
lated brain changes in the elderly, In 1995-1996, 1904 persons aged between 60 and 
90 years were randomi)' invited in strata of age and gender, from participants of two 
large ongoing cohort studies; the Rotterdam Stud)' and the Zoetermeer Study, Both 
shldies have been described in detail elsewhere.22,23 
One hundred and eight)' persons had contra-indications for the stud)' (demen-
tia, contraindications for MRI scanning, blindness), so 1,724 were eligible, Complete 
data were obtained from 1,084 participants (63%), Compared with non-participants, 
the participants of the stud)' were )'ounger (mean age difference 3.8 years,p < 0.001) 
and more educated (5% more subjects with university level education, p = 0.05). 
Baseline systolic blood pressure measurements fot subjects invited from the original 
Zoetenneer Stud)' were sigtuficant lower in participants compared wid} non-partici-
pants (age and gender adjusted difference; 2.4 mm Hg, p = 0.03), whereas this was 
hot significant for subjects invited from the original Rotterdam Stud)'. The protocol 
of the study was approved by the medical ethics committee of the Erasmus Univcr-
sit)' Rotterdam, the Netherlands, and all participants gave written infonned consent. 
Measurement of cardiovascular risk factors 
\,fe evaluated cardiovascular risk factors that had been associated with white matter 
lesions as weIl as with cogt1itive function in previous studies. 111ese risk factors were 
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hypertension,2,14,15,18.24 atrial fibrillation, 16,25,26 measurcs for atherosclerosis (plaques 
in the carotid arteries and the ankle-to-brachial indcxI2,7) and myocardial infarc-
tion,l,12 Information on these risk factors was obtaincd as part of the physical ex-
atnination in the Rotterdam Scan Study. 
Blood pressure was tncasurcd two times on tbc fight arm with a random zero 
sphygtnol11anol11eter in sitting position. The average of these t\vo meaSUrC1l1ents was 
used. Hypertension was defined as a diastolic blood pressure 295 mm Hg and/ or a 
sl'stolic blood pressure 2160 mm Hg and/or the self reported use of blood pressure 
lo,vering merucation. 
As a measure for atherosclerosis in the cerebral arteries we assessed thc pres-
ence of plaques in the carotid arteries uitrasonographically using a 7.5 JvlHz sector 
transducer (A TL UltraMark N, Advanced Technology Laboratories, Bethcl, Wash-
ington, USA). Plaques were defmed as a focal widening relative to adjacent seg-
ments, with protrusion into the lumen of onl)' caldfied deposits or a combination of 
calcifications and non-calcificd l11ateriaL They were scored as present or absent on 
thc antetÏor and posterior wall of the left and right-sided comn10n carotid artery, 
bifurcation and internal carotid artery, leading to a total plaque severity score rang-
ing from 0-12. Data were available for 974 subjects (90%). In a random 110 subjects 
data wcre not obtained because we lacked thc technical assistance to perform these 
measuretnents. 
The ankle-to-brachial index was used as an indicator of peripheral athcrosclc-
rosis and was assessed by taking the ratio of the systolic blood pressure lneasurcd at 
thc tibial artel)' to thc systolic blood pressure mcasured at the right arl11 with a ran-
don1 zero sphygmomanometcr, in sitting position. Blood pressure in the tibial artel)' 
was measurcd ,vith a 8 1Vlhz contintlOUS wave Doppier probe and a rand0111 zero 
sphl'gmomanometer, in supine position (Huntleigh 500D, Huntleigh Technologl', 
Bedfordshire, UK). Subjects Witl, an ankle-to-brachial index less than 0.9 were con-
sielcrcd to suffer from peripheral arterial rusease,27,29 lvleasurements were availablc 
for 1048 subjects (97%). Because the tibial arte1y was sometimes closed completell' 
or the Doppler-sounds were toa weak to assess the blood pressure properly ·we 
could not obtain data from 3% of participants. 
Thc prcsence of atrial fibrillation anel lnyocardial infarction was assessed as 
indicators of cardiovascular disease. A 12-lead EeG could be recorded from 960 
subjects (89%) bl' means of an ActA electrocardiograph (ESAOTE, Firenze, Itall') 
and was stored digitalll" For the detection of rhl'thm disturbances we used a 10 sec-
onds resting EeG. For 124 subjects EeGs could not be evaluated because of tech-
nical problems with the EeG recorder. All EeGs were processed bl' the Modular 
EeG Anall'sis Sl'stem (.tvfEANS).29 The program provides a rhytlu11 and contour 
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intcrpretation) and has been extensively evaluated.29-31 For atrial fibrillation) and 
tnyocardial i11farction the 1\{EANS interpretation was used. 
Measuremellt of white matter lesiolls 
J'vllU scanning was perfort11ed on 1.5-Tesla scanners (Gyroscan, Philips NT, or 
Ivlagnctom Visio11) Siemens AG). The scanning protocol included a series ofaxial 
proton-density (TR 2200ms, TE 20ms), T2-weighted (rR 2200ms, TE 80ms) and 
Tl-weighted (for Gyroscan TR 485ms, for Vision TR 700111S, TE 14ms) images. 
Sections were 5 or 6 mm thick (scanner dependent) with an interslice gap of 20%. 
Laser hardcopies were printed with a reduction factor of 2.7. 
Presencc) severity and location of cercbral \vhite matter lesions werc sco1'cd 
according to a protocol designed for the Rotterdam Scan Study. WJ"vIL were consid-
ered present if visible as hyperintense on bath PD and 1'2 weighted images and not 
hypointense on Tl weighted images. When the largest diameter of the \'(!1vIL was 
adjacent to the ventricle it was defined as perivcntricular, othenvise as subcortica1. 
Pel'Ïventricular \\"'l'vIL were scored semi-quantitatively as 0 (nonc), 1 (pencilthin lin-
ing), 2 (smooth halo), or 3 (large confluent) for three separate regions (adjacent to 
the frontal horns, adjacent to the wall of the lateral ventricles, adjacent to the oc-
cipital hams). The total periventricular \'(!1vIL score was calculated by adding the 
region-specific scores (range 0-9). Subcortical \"lvII... \vere categorized based on their 
maximum diameter (as appearing on the hardcopy) as small (0-3 I11m), medium (3-
10 mm) or large (>10 mm). 11,e number of subcortical \'\!1vIL was rated per size-
categor)'. In order to calculate a total subcortical W~·IL volume, on hard copy, \'(!1vIL 
were considered ta be spherical with a fixed diameter per size category. 
Two independent readers out of a pool of four cxperienced physicians exaln-
incd all scans. In case of disagreement of morc than one point for petiventricular 
"'lvII" a consensus reading was held, in othel' instances scores were averaged. Intra-
and intcr-ratcr studies showed good to excellent agreement. "'eighted kappas for 
periventricular \\"11\11L severity gradcs were bet\Vecn 0.79-0.90. Interreader and intra-
rcader-intraclass correlation coeffidents for total subcortical \'(ll:'vlL-volulllc \Verc 
0.88 and 0.95, respectivcIy. Spearman's rank test for the cor.relation between pcri-
ventt'Ïcular and subc01·tical \\"'lvf1. was 0.6. 
Cognitive fimctioll 
Cognitive functlon was assessed by neuropsychological tests, including an abbrcvi-
ated Stroop test consisting of tb ree subtasks) tbc Paper-and-Pencil î"femory Scan-
ning 1'ask consisting of four subtasks,32-34 the Lettcr-Digit Substitution Task \Vhich 
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is a l110dified vcrsion of the Symbol Digit lvlodalities Test,35 a verbal fluency test and 
a 15 -words verballearning test based on Rey's auditive recall of words. 3(j Perform-
ance across tests was made comparable by transforming thc raw test scores 1nto z-
scores as described elsewherc.37 As a measurc for global cognitive functlon wc used 
a compound score, rcferred to as Cognitive Index. It \vas calculated as thc mean of 
thc Z-scores on thc ane letter subtask of the Papcr-and-Pencil 1vIemory Scanning 
1'ask, the reading subtask of the Stroop test, the Letter-Digit Substitution Task, the 
added score on the learning trials of the 15 word, verballearning test and the de-
laJ'ed recal! of this last test. 
Statistical al/alysis 
Thc analysis took a four-step approach. \'(fe dOC1l111cnted: -1) thc relation between 
cardiovascular risk factors and severity of v"hite matter lesioos, 2) the rclation be-
tween \vhite matter lesions aud cognicive funccioo) 3) the relation betwccn cardio-
vascular risk factors aod cognicive [unccian, and 4) thc relation between cardiovas-
cular tisk factors and cognitivc function) conditional on thc severity of white matter 
lesions. 
Por all analyses we used multivariate linear regres sion tl10dels in which wc ad-
justed for age and gender. In addition the level of education (according to 
UNESCO") was considered as a possible confouneling variabIe in al! stll(lied rela-
oons with cognitive function. I'vIissing values \vere handled in the multivariate tllod-
els by the tuissing variabie indicator method. J9 The rclation behveen the severity of 
\,'lvIL in bath thc petiventricular and subcortical region and cognitive function was 
studied, with and without adjustment for the severity of W'lvlL in the ather region. 
The relation bctween cardiovascular risk factors and cognitive function was studied 
in separate tnodels for each of the cardiovascular risk factors, and with the score on 
the Cognitive Index as the dependent variabIe. Next, h)' adeling the severit)' of \'(IJ'vlL 
(both subcortical anel periventricular) to these modcls, we stuclied to what extent the 
relation bet\veen cardiovascular risk factors and cognitive fuoction was 111ediated by 
Wl'vlL. The mediating effect of Wl'vlL was estimated b)' the percent of change in the 
effect estimates as calculatcd for the rclation bet\veen cardiovascular risk factors and 
cognitive function with and \vithout adding \,'TvIL to thc model. 
Results 
In table 1 the characteristics of the stud)' poplllation arc giyen per age categor)'. On 
averagc, older subjects had less education and performed worse on cognitive tests 
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Table 1 
Characteristics of the study population by age category 
Characteristic T otal population Age 60-69 Age 70-79 Age 80-90 (n= 1084) (n= 466) (n=418) (n= 200) 
Mean age (SO) 72.3 (7.4) 65.2 (2.6) 74.6 (2.8) 83.7 (2.8) 
%women 52 51 51 53 
% with only primary education 34 30 34 49 
Mean score on the Cogn"lflve Index 0.00 (0.74) 0.34 (0.59) -0.10 (0.68) -0.62 (0.71) 
Cardiovascular risk factors 
% with hypertensiont 51 43 52 68 
Mean systolic blood pressure (SO) 147.4 (21.6) 143.0 (21.14) 149.7 (21.1) 152.7 (21.7) 
Mean diastolîc blood pressure (SO) 78.7 (11.7) 79.7 (11.2) 78.6 (12.0) 76.4 (12.1) 
% with atrial fjbri1lation 3 2 3 7 
% with carotid plaques 62 50 70 75 
Median severity of carotid pJaques* 2 (0 - 4) 1 (0 - 1) 2 (0 - 4) 3 (0 - 5) 
% with peripheral atherosclerosis* 17 10 18 33 
% with myocardial infarction 10 9 12 10 
Severity of white matter 'esjons (WML) 
Median periventricuJar WML score* 2.0 (0.5 - 4.0) 1.0 (0.0 - 2.0) 2.0 (1.0 - 4.0) 4.0 (2.0 - 6.0) 
Median subcortical WML volume* 0.20 (0.03 - 1.28) 0.08 (0.07 - 0.37) 0.25 (0.04 - 1.31) 1.52 (0.28 - 3.80) 
*;0:: interquartile range; t "" defined as a diastolic blood pressure ~95 mm Hg andJor a systolic blood pressure ~160 mm Hg andjor 
the use of blood pressure lowering drugs; *= defined as ankle-to~brachial index below 0.9. 
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than younger subjects. Thcy had als a lnorc cardiovascular risk factors and 1110rc sc-
vere whitc lnatter lcsions. Of all subjects onI}' 5% had na \,'lvII., at all, whercas 20% 
were free of periventricular \\1l'vlL and 7% had na signs of subcortical \\Il'vlL. 73% 
of all subjects had bath periventricular aud subcortical \\IJ'vlL. The severity of peri-
ventricular \'i/fvlL ranged from 0 to 9 and for subcortical \\IJl'fL from 0 to 29.5 mI. 
Subjects with carruovascular risk factors had lnore severc \"X'lvIL than subjects 
without cardiovascular risk factors (tabIe 2). This was observed for all five cardio-
vascular risk factors for cspecially pcriventricular \\'I'vlL. \'?hen \ve studied the rcla-
tion between thc sevcrity of periventricular or subcortical \,'IvLL and cognitive func-
tion for the t\vo regions of \'\11·{L separately, we found that thc sevcrity of lesIons in 
bath regions couelated strongly with cognitive function. Thc change in Cogl1itivc 
Index per increase in periventricular \'i/fvlL score was -0.05 (95% CT: -0.07 to -0.03). 
The change in Cognitive Index per increase in subcortical \'(llvlL volume (mI) was 
-0.02 (95% Cl: -0.04 to -0.01). Becallse periventricular and subcortical \\IJvlL are 
highly cotreJatcd, we assesscd the rclation between cognitive function and subcotti-
cal \\IML conditional on the severity of perivcntricular \'i/fvIL, and vice versa. The 
rclations between periventricular W'1\H .. and cognitive function did not change for 
these analyses (change in Cognitive Index per increase in pcriventticular \\'lvIL score 
was -0.05 (95% Cl: -0.07 to -0.03). Subcortical \'(Il'vlL were not related to cognitive 
function when wc investigated the rclation conditional on the scvetity of perivcn-
tricular WML (change in the Cognitive Index per increase in sllbcortical Wll'lL vol-
ume (mI) was 0.00 (95%CI: -0.02 to 0.02)). 
Table 2 
The increase in white matter lesion severity at perivelltricular and subcortical regiolls in 
relation fo fhe pres en ce of cardiovascular risk fadors 
Risk factor 
H\'perlension (n~ 556) 
Alrial fIbrilIation (n~ 31) 
Plaques in the carotid arteries, per point (range 0-12) 
Peripheral atherosderosis (n= 177) 
Myocardial infarction (n~ 99) 
Difference in white matter lesions 
severity according ta the presence of 
cardiovascular risk factors 
Periventricular 
(score) 
Subcortical 
(volume-mi) 
0.5 (0.2 la 0.7)' 0.62 (0.29 to 0.95)' 
0.7 (0.0 10 1.4)' 0.32 (-0.6710 1.31) 
0.1 (0.0100.1)' 0.06 (-0.01 to 0.13)' 
0.3 (0.0100.7)' 0.21 (-0.24 to 0.67) 
0.3 (-0.1 to 0.7) 0.09 (·0.48 10 0.67) 
*= p~O.05; t = p< 0.10; All values are means (95% Cl) adjusted (or missing values, age and 
gender. 
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Table 3 
The decrease in cognitive performance in relation to the presence of cardiovascular risk factors with and 
without taking severity of white matter lesions into account 
Difference in score on the Cognitive Index 
according to the presence of cardiovascular 
risk factors 
Risk factor Unconditiona! 
on WML severity 
Conditional 
on WML severity %MRC 
Hypertension (n~ 556) 
Atrial fibrillation (n~ 31) 
Plaques in the carotid arteries; per point (range O~ 12) 
Peripheral atherosderosis (n= 177) 
Myocardial infarction (n= 99) 
-0.09 (-0.16 to -0.01)* -0.06 (-0.14 to 0.02) 
-0.18 (-0.42 to 0.06) -0.15 (-0.37100.09) 
-0.02 (-0.03 to -0.00)* -0.01 (-0.03 to 0.00) 
-0.03 (-0.13 10 0.08) -0.01 (-0.11 to 0.10) 
-0.03 (-0.16 to 0.10) -0.01 (-0.14 to 0.12) 
*= p::::;;O.05; All values are means (95% Cl) adjusted for missing values, age, gender, and educationaJ level.; 
33 
17 
50 
33 
67 
%MRC = percent mediator (white matter lesions) reJated change, ca!Culated as the percent decrease in difference 
in score on the Cognitive Index, wh en comparing the unconditiona! to the conditional model. 
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Subject;;; with cardiovasculal' risk factors had consisten tIy lawer scores on the 
Cognitivc Index than subjccts without cardiovascular risk factors (tabie 3, fitst col-
umn). \\'hen these rclauolls \Vete studied conditional on the severity of bath peri-
vcntricular and subcortical \,!J\{L, the diffcrence in score on the Cognitive Index 
between subjccts \vith or \vithout cardiovascular risk factors decreased 17 to 67 per-
cent (tabIe 3, sccond column). 
Discussion 
In this pop,dation based study among 1084 non-dementcd e1dcrly between thc ages 
60 and 90 ycars we found that cardiovascular factors, including, hypertension, atrial 
fibrillation, plaques in the caratid arteries, periphcral athcrosclerosis and myocardial 
infarction were associatcd with lower cognitive funcuon. Alsa, we found that car-
cliovascular risk factors were related to especially more severe pcriventricular \vhite 
lnatter lesions, whilc the severity of mainly these periventricular white matter lesions 
was associated with lower cognitive function. Finally, we found that 17 to 67 per-
cent of the association between the cardiovascular risk factors and cognitive func-
tion could be mediated via white matter Iesions. 
Onc of the strengths of th is stud)' is its large number of e1derly peoplc from a 
general population. Other strengths are the availabilitJ' of several cardiovascular risk 
factors, the separate ratings of pcriventricular and suhcortical \\'l'vIL, and the de-
tailed neuropsychological tcsting. 
Before we interpret our findings, we have to consider whether the)' are valid. 
The overall response 1'ate \vas 63% , \vhich raises the qllestion of selection bias. Since 
participants \Vere younger and had lo\ver blood pressures than non-participants, it is 
likel)' that non-respondcrs had a higher prevalence of the cardiovascular risk factors, 
as well as higher degrees of white lnatter lesions and worse cognitive function. \"X1e 
could think of no rcason why the assodation bct\veen cardiovascular risk factors, 
white matter lesions and cognitive fUl1ction \vould be different in non-participants. 
l'vlissing data for the EeG or duplex assessmcnts occurred 1110Stly at random and 
will not have introduced bias. However, missing data on measures for peripheral 
athcrosclerosis probably occurred specificall)' among subjects with severe athero-
sc1erosis. However, only 36 subjects had tuissing data on this measure. \"(1ith respect 
to cognitive fLInction, these 36 subjects did not diEEer frol11 subjects whose data \vere 
conlplete. Therefore, if anything, these missing data would on1)' have impeded on 
the detectiol1 of a relation between the carcliovascular risk factors and cognitive 
function. ivlisclassification can also cause biased effect estimates. \,1e probably 111is-
liS 
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classified same subjec.ts with paroxysmal atrial fibrillaUon as Inving no atrial fibrilla-
tion duc to our short EeG recording time.40 \,fe ma)' also have missed some n1yo-
cardial infarctions, in particular if there were no typica! ECG characteristics,30,41 non 
Q-wave infarctions41 ,42 or typica! ECG characteristics had disappeared \vith time.30,41 
Both possibilitics for misclassification were probab!y unrelated to the severity of 
white matter lesions and cognitive function, and \vill have therefore only diminished 
the contrast between the classified risk groups. 
\,fc found that \vithin our stud)' carcliovascular risk factors were consistentl)' 
associated with cognitivc function, which is in line with reports by othcrs.2,14,IS,18,24,26 
The effect estimatcs for the associations between the cardiovascular risk factors aod 
cogl1itive fUOCtiol1 \Vere rather small and not all \Vere statistical significant. However, 
there are several reasons wh)' we ma)' have underestimated these associaUons. These 
include thc misclassifications of the detenninants as referred to abovc; the fact that 
\ve restricted the study-populauon to non-demented elderly, leading to littie varia-
tion in cogllitivc function; and also because the cross-sectionally obtained lneasures 
for cardiovascular risk factors may not be a good reflection of someone's lifetime 
exposure to these risk factors. 
lt has been suggested that the relation between cardiovasclliar risk factors and 
cognitive function is mediated through white matter lesions, although this has never 
been forma11)' evaluated.1,3,18.21 Our results indicate that white matter lesions could 
il1decd be intennediate in this relation because, when we studied the associatioll 
between cardiovascular risk factors and cogllitive function conditional on the sever-
ity of white matter lesions, effect estimates for this associatiol1 decreased consis-
tently. There are at least hvo possible explanauons why the associations did not dis-
appear entircly. It could mean that the rclation behveen cardiovascular risk factors 
and cognitive fUllction is only partly mediated through white matter lesions, and th at 
there are other media tors in this relation, like other structur-al brain features, meta-
bolic, or genetic factors.4.H 'J An alternative explanation is that th is is largely a statisti-
cal phenolnenon due to tlle large variation in all used measures, and the fact that the 
used mcasures are onIy proxies for the actual measut·es under stud)'. 
Ta our kno\vledge, wc are the first to report results c01llpatibIe with a l11ediat-
ing role of whitc matter lesions in the relation bchveen cardiovascular risk factors 
and cognitive function. However, this sludy does not provide evidencc for causality 
of this relationship because of the cross-sectional design of the stud)'. 1'0 dadf)' the 
cascade leading to cognitive decline, serial assessments of risk factors, neuroimaging 
characteristics and cognitive measures are Ileeded. W/hen, in longitudinal studies, the 
lllediating role of white matter Iesions can be confinned, it lilay add to our under-
standing and prospects for prevention of cognitive decline. 
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- Chapter 8 -
GENERAL DISCUSSION 

GHNERAl. DIJel TJSI01\T 
~,e overall and unifying aim of the studies described in this thesis was to provide 
epidemiological kno\vledge on the possible deleterious consequences of cerebral 
\vhite matter lesions. The studies were conducted as patt of the Rotterdm11 Scan 
Stud)', a population-based :rvrRJ Shldy on determinants and consequenccs of age-re-
lated brain changes among 1084 subjects aged 60 to 90 years. 
In the prcvious chapters each inmvidual study has been discussed as to its mer-
its and limitations. This chapter fltst provides some background on ccrebral white 
matter lesÎons. Then the main finclings of these studies will be reviewed. Next, 
methodological issucs that came up dur.ing these shldies will be discussed. Finally, 
sonle clinical u11plications and suggestions for further research are given. 
Background 
With the advent of radiological techniques like computer tomography scanning fol-
lowed by the morc sensitive magnetic resonance ullaging, it became possible to 
visualize the inside of the living brain. It was notcd that the white 111attcr was fre-
quently affected, especially in the elderly.t As this finding was even more frequent in 
paticnts who suffered fr0111 dementia2 and in patients \vhh a late-onset depression3 
thc qucstion arosc whether \vhite matter lesions in healthy elderl)' could be involvcd 
in the ctiology of the above conditions. 
The pathogenesis of \vhitc matter lesions rcmains unclear. Agc, high blood 
pressure and indicators for atherosclerosis have consistently been reported as risk 
factors fOl' white matter lesions.4.7 The same risk factors are established as risk fac-
tors for tllC developl11cnt of vascular dementia, but ma)' also be involvcd in the dc-
velopment of other forms of dementia,B-W alld in the devel0plnent of late-onset dc-
pression,ll,12 
The \vhite matter of the brain can be distinguished into thc pcriventricular re-
gion and thc subcortical region. The periventriclliar region surrounds the fluid-filled 
ventricles at tlle core of tl1C brain, and thc subcortical rcgion is the laycr directl)' un-
derneath thc cortical gray matter, The periventricular and subcortical whitc matter 
differ in respect to anatomy and function, Long associating ncrvc fibers, connccting 
distant cortical areas with each othcr and connccting subcortical with cottical struc-
tm'es are found in the perivcntricular region, whereas short looped U-fibers, 
connecting adjacent cortica} are as arc found in thc subcortical rcgion.13 Jn addition 
to these struchltal differcnces, differcnt risk factors ma)' underlie white matter le-
sions at the distinct locations l4,ls and consequcnccs of lesions in these separate re-
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g1On8 lnay differYj Despite these dissimilatitics, onIy a few studies distinguishcd 
between thc two separate regions. \"'('c considcred it of importanec to stud}' these 
periventricular and subcortical regions separatel}' anel indcpendcntly fr0111 each 
other. 
Main findings 
In thc Rotterdam Scan Study, Înformation on subjectivc cognitive failures, cognitive 
function anel indicators for depression was obtained from 1084 non-dClnented peo-
pIe, aged 60-90 years, who all undenvent magnetic resonancc imaging of thc brain. 
Frequency distrib/ltioll of white matter lesiolls 
j\·lost people had same degree of white matter lesions (84%). Of all participants 20 
percent wete free of periventricular white matter lesÎons anel 8 percent was ftee of 
subcortical white matter lesions. This is in line with thc figlltcs givcn in other studies 
although actual reported prevalcnce figures highly differ depending on the study 
design, stud)' population, imaging techniql1e and rating scale.4-6,17-19 \,Ie considered it 
more lIseful to describe the severity distribution of \vhite lnatter lesions rather than 
l11erely tbc prevalence. Severe periventricular \Vhite matter lesions (grade 3) were 
found in 10 percent and large subcortic-al \vhite lll-atter lestons (>10 mln) \Vcte 
found in 19 percent of the participants. The correlation betwecn perivcntdcular and 
subcortical \vhite matter lesions was cousiderable (Spearman's Rho was 0.6 between 
severit)' of bath regions). Sevcrity of bath periventricular and subcortical white 
matter lesions increased with age. Subcortical white lnatter lesions \vere 
predomin-autly 10C'ated in the fr01ltal and parietal tegions. Gender differcnces wel'e 
sl11a11, though the prevalenee and severity of both periventricular and subcortical 
\vhite mattcr lesions was significantly higher among women. These gender dif-. 
ferences were lnainly due to white lnatter lesions in tlle fr01ltal region. 
Correlates and conseq/lences 
All our studies on tbe clinical correlates of white matter lesions led to one unif)ring 
conclusion, namely: these lesions are not bcnign or trivial. Conscquences of white 
matter leslons diEfer according to thcir location. Petiventricular white lnatter lesions 
lead to cognitivc decline, whereas subcort1cal white matter lesions increase the risk 
for mood disturbances. These conclusions are based on the following cvidence: 
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! / Slib/editie togllili/iefail/llvJ" 
People of all ages report subjective cognitive failures, but the number of reported 
failures increascs "\vith agc (chapter 4.1), as do complaints about cognitive func-
tion.20,21 Therc are reports that people \vho have cognitive complaints indeed have 
an incrcascd risk for developing dementia even if no cognitive impainncnt can be 
detected at that instance,22 although this has been questioned by others.23 \,/e found 
tint all10ng people with a better than average cognitive pcrfonnance, those who 
reported cognitive failures had lnore severe white matter lesions than those who did 
not report cognitive failures. When these people additionally reported that these 
failures had progressed over the past few yeats, white mater lesions were found to 
be even more severe. Por people with alowet than average cognitive performance 
lnore sevete white matter lesions wete found, but fot these people the reporting of 
cognitive failm'es had no relation to the severity of white lnatter lesions. People with 
severe white matter lesions \vere t\vice as likel)' to report p.rogression of cognitive 
failures compared to people \vith no to l110derate white mattcr lesions. These find-
ings are suggestive for a causal link bet\veen white matter lesions and advancing 
stages of cognitive problems. In our study we found that thc correlation bet\veen 
subjective cognitive failm'es and depressive sylnptoms was higher than the corrcla-
tion with cognitive function. It could therefore be argued that subjective cognitive 
failures represcnt dcprcssed mood rather than cognitive problems.24,2s However, 
subjective cognitive failures in our study were particularly related to periventricular 
white matter lesions, as was objective cognitive funcuon (chapter 4.2 and charter 6), 
whereas subcortical \vhite Illatter lesions wete particularly involvcd in deptessioll 
(chapter 5). These distinctive assodations have also been described for Alzheimet's 
disease versus Illajor dcprcssion. 16 Taken together, this suggest that subjective cog-
nitive failures may be a prelude to cognitive dysfunction. 
2/ Cogllilille ffyJjillldioll 
Although white matter lesions have been associated with cognitive dysfunction in 
previous studies,fi,2fi,27 only a few studies distinguished bet\veen petiventricular and 
subcortical regions of white matter lesions.28-J1 The results of these latter studies 
were incollclusive. As can be concluded from the review of all studies on the 
reladon between cerebral white matter lesiotls and cognitive functions (chapter 2), 
one should distinguish d1e different regions of white matter lesions in studying the 
relation \vith cognitive function. Data from the Rotterdatu Scan Study provide 
cvidcnce that only periventricular white matter lesions have au independent relation 
with cognitive function (see figure 1 b, chapter 4.2). \'\7hen the different cognitive 
domaills were addressed, the strongest relations were fotmd wid1 psycholnotor 
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speed. (p",," = 0.003 over quintiles of white matter lesions scverity). Pwple with the 
111QSt severe whitc matter lesions performed neutl}' onc stanclard deviation belo,v 
average on thc tllCasure for pSYChOlllotOt speed. This finding is of mlportance as a 
deneased mental speed is an established corc elclnent of subcortical dysfunction. 32,3] 
3/ Depmsioll 
There is incrcasing evidence for a telatlon bct\veen slnall "lessel disease and 
clcpression. 11 Thc late onset form of dcpression rdates pootl}' with psychological 
anel sodal stressors,ll Structural brain altcrations with avascular origin have been 
attrihutcd to, in particular, late-ons et deprcssion and have led ta thc ncw term of 
vascular depression,l2 Results from chapter 5 indicatc that when severe whitc tnatter 
lesions are present, people were five times as likely to have depressive sytnptoms 
conlpared to people wüh no to moderate white matter lesions. Furthertnore, they 
four tUnes more of ten reported a history of depression with a late onset. These 
associations were foqnd for subcortical white matter lesions, but not fo.r 
periventricular lesions. 
4/ Cogllitille dedim 
Very few stuclies investigated whcther the severity of white lnatter lesions is rclated 
to decline of cognitive perfonnance over time.J4.-37 Results [ron1 these studies are 
conflicting and inconclusive mainly because of sma11 and highly sclected samples. In 
the studl' described in chapter 6 wc tackled this question with nearl)' 600 participants 
who had three to four l11easures for global cognitivc function spaced 2 years apart 
and a I'vIRI assessment within this time. \'(fe found that the severity of periventriclliar 
whitc matter lesions preclicted the ratc of cognitivc decline. The rate of decline for 
peoplc \vith severe periventriclllar white matter lesions was 2.5 times faster than av-
erage (95% Cl 1.1-3.3). There was no independent relation with the scverit)' of sub-
cortical white matter lesions. There are similarities and conu'oversies with the find-
ings of thc Shldy by Swan and coworkers who studied the associatiol1 behveen a 10-
year decline in cognitive function and \vhite matter lesions in 317 elderly hv1ns38• 
Although these investigators found no rclation behveen sevcrity of white matter 
leslons and change in global cognitive fllnction, associations were reported with de-
cline in psychomotor tasks. They however had on1y two lneasurements for cognitive 
function over a 10-year period and they did not distinguish behveen periventricular 
and subcortical regions of \vhite matter lesions. Both these limitations l11ay have 
contributed to a false negative association between severity of white matter lesions 
and global cognitive function. Taken togcther, both our stud)' and the stud)' bl' 
Swan ct al. provide evidence for an association behveen severity of white matter 
lesions and rate of cognitive decline. 
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Cardiovasclliar factors, white matter lesiolls alld cogllitive fimctioll 
No studies have quantified the role of white matter lesions in the relation between 
cardiovascular risk factors and cognitive function, \vhereas this pathway has been 
suggcsted hy several authors. 4,6,39-42 \X/e investigated the role of white matter lesions 
in thc rclation between hypertension, atrial fibrillation, plaques in the carotid 
arteries, pcripheral atherosclcrosis and l11yocardial infarction and global cognitive 
function, WIe fonnd that all the above cardiovasculat risk factors \vere associated 
with Jower cognitive function. AIso, we fotl11d that cardiovascular risk factors were 
related to cspecially more sevcrc periventricular white matter lesions, while tbe 
severity of lnainly these periventricular white matter lesions was associated with 
lo\ver cognitive function (see also chapter 4.2). \,\/hen we studied thc association 
between cardiovascular risk factors and cognitive function conditional on thc 
severily of whitc matter lesions, effect estimates for this assodation dccreased 17 to 
67 percent. This suggests that white matter lesions are in deed au intennediate in thc 
relation between cardiovascular risk factors and cognitive dysfunction. 
M ethodological considerations 
Stlldy design 
The observational studies prescnted in this thesis \vete bascd on cross-sectional and 
longitudinal data. Although cross sectional shIdies are limitcd in thc interpretation 
tegarding causality, they are very useful in generating hypotheses, which then eau he 
tested in, preferably, longitudinal shIdies. In chapter 4.1 ObSelyational rclations of a 
cross-sectional nature arc rcported, howevcr a sel11i-longitudinal component (i.c. 
reporting previous progression of cognitive failures) made same causal interpreta-
tions possible. Causality of the Cl"oss-sectional relations as described in chapter 4.2 
gained plausibility h)' confmnation in the longimdinal ShIdy as presented in chapter 
6, Sünilarly, in chapter 5 both cross-sectional and semi-Iongitudinal evidencc is 
prcsented gaining plausibility for a causal association. 
Choice of the study popltlation 
W/hen selecting a study population for a given research question wc have to think of 
the population we want to attribute our results to, In the Rotterdam Scan Study we 
wanted to test the hypo thesis that white matter lesions are associated with dccreased 
cognitive function, and eventually to an increased incidence of dementia, As this is a 
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unifying hypothesis we had na apparent cxclusion criteria other than prevalent de-
mentia and contrainrucations for .t.,{IU scanning. Two study populatiol1s \Vete cho-
sen reflecting thc average Dutch eldcrly. 
For participation in thc Rotterdam Scan Stud}', \ve invited people [toln two 
population-based studies, the Rotterdam Study and the Zoetermeer Study. These 
two populations \Vete chosen because infonnation was availablc fron1 earlier exatui-
nations. 43,44 Fot people originating Erom the Zoetermeer study, data \vere available 
from as early as 1975, for the Rotterdam Study from 1990. These baseline data in-
cludcd risk factors for cerebrovascular damagc and, for pcoplc originating fron1 thc 
Rotterdam Study, data on cognitive function. The availabilit)' of these historical data 
was of major importance for thc possibility of rclating carmovascular risk factors to 
white matter lesions, and for relating white nlatter lesions to decline in cognitivc 
function. Thc selected agc range of 60 to 90 years was chosen because prevalence of 
both thc determinant (whitc matter lesions anel cerebrovascular risk factors) anel the 
outcotlle (subjective cogllitive failures, cognitive impainnent) is high in this age 
range. 
Validity 
An important issue in an)' research is the validit)' of the results. Validit)' refers to the 
amount of bias or systematic error, which is of ten distinguished in selection bias, 
information bias and confounding. 
S e1edioll bi{/J' 
Selection bias occurs when the relation between the deternlinant (white matter le-
sions) and outcome (cognitive function or depression) \Vould be different for par-
ticipants conlpared to eligible non-participants of the study. \\"lhenever the response 
rate of an invitation to a Shldy is not equal to a 100%, this f011TI of bias can play a 
role. In the Rotterdam Scan Stud)' 63% of all eligible subjects agreed to participate. 
Participants, compared to non-participants, were younger, hael lower blood pres-
sures, higher educationallevcls and a better cognitive function. Although the differ-
ences were smal}, more risk factors for white matter lesions \vere present in the non-
participant group. As cognitive function was also lovver in the llon-participants, it is 
likely that the rclation between determinant anel outC01ne is not different between 
non-participants and participants. In addition, by t11Îssing information of non-par-
ticipants, we most likely tnissed the extremes of the white lnatter lesion and cogni-
tive function distribution. Therefore, missing these subjects probably on 1)' limited 
the statistica} power to detcct a modest relation between white matter lesions anel 
cognitive function. 
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llIfom/{/fioll biaJ 
Incorrect information on the determinant, outcome or confounders will lead to 
misclassification. If information on the detenmnant is not dependent 00 the 
outcome, mlsclassificatio11 of the determinant will be noo-diffcrential. Non-
differential misclassification tends to bias the results to\vards the null, wbich tllakes 
it tllorc difficuit to detect a relation between deten11Înant and outcome. If in forma-
tion on the determinant depends on the outcome, than differentialt11Îsclasslfication 
could occur. Differential nusclassification of the relatioo under study can lead to 
over- or underestimation of the strength, linutiog the validity of the results. 
In an attempt to nununize misclassification of the detenninant, two investiga-
tors independently rated all mcasurcs for wlute matter lesions without knowledge of 
the outcome variabie. Another aclvantage of dual rating was the enhanced precision 
of the measurement. \'(fe assigncd white matter lesions to either the periventriclliar 
or thc subcortical region by careful examining if the largest diameter of a white 
matter lesion was adjacent to thc ventricles or not. If the largest diameter oE a whitc 
matter lesions was adjacent to tbc ventricle it was considered as having o1'iginated 
froln this ventricular lining, if not, it was considered as having evolved from the 
subcortical white matter (see figure). 
This definition could have resulted in some degree of misclassification. Sub-
cortical white mattcr lesions could be l11Îsclassificd as periventricular white matter 
lesions, iE large sllbcortical white matter lesions would progrcss to such an ex tent 
that they became attachcd to the vcntriclliar linlng. AIso, severe periventriclliar white 
matter lesions could progress far ioto the subcortical region thcreby incoiJlorating 
subcortical white matter lesions. Although we cannot exclude that t11Îsclasslfication 
of white matter lesions occurred Ul SOlne instanees, we do oot believe that this has 
played a major role. This is supported by Dur findings that in partieular peri-
ventricular white matter lesions \vere assodated with cognitive dysfunction, whereas 
in partiCldar subcortieal white matter lesions were assodated with depression. IE 
difEerential nusclassification had played a sllbstantial role, thcse distinctive relations 
would not be cxpeetcd. 
1vfeasures of sllbjective cognitive failures, cognitive fllnction and mood status in 
our studies were assessed beEore I'vIIU seannu1g and therefore independently Erom 
knowledge about the deternunant. Therefore the assessment of thc outcome could 
onIy suffer from random error. This error cao have its implieations for precision but 
not for validity. Reducing measurement error, enlarging the sizc of study, and having 
l11ultiple questions for measuring one uutcome ean enhancc precision (as discussed 
in chapter 4.1). In addition, we used a structured ulteivlcw ta state these questlons 
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Figure 
Example of an MRI image, illustrating subcorlical and periventricular white matter lesions. 
instcad of a written questionnaire, thereby obtaining a better estimate of the true 
value of the individual answers and ensuting that all questions wete answered. Pred-
sion in tneasurement of cognitive function was greatly enhanced by perfof1uing 
tnultiple neuropsychoiogieal tests) anel by constructing compound scores for cogni-
tive function from these. 11Ie tests ,vithin one compound score assess the satne 
cognitive domain and act therefore as llmltiple measurement of the same variabie) 
thereby redudng intra-individual vatiability anel giving a better cstimate of tlIe truc 
value per domain. Precision in thc tneasurClnent of depression variables was en-
hanced by thc use of avalid and reliable questionnaire, and by having a structured 
intelview for gathering information on psychiatrie history. The use of antideprcssive 
medication was notcd af ter visual inspection of tbc used tllcdication Ïtself. This 
method tninitnizes tecall bias and aelds to predsion of the recorded data. \,/e are 
weIl aware that the definition we used is not as spedfic as a formal psychiatrie diag-
nosis. This limitation however does not nccd to compromise the validity of the data. 
Confollnding 
Except for cnsuring validity and precision of a detcnninant anel an outcome variabie 
wc have to consider confounding varia bIcs. W'hen wc describe a relation between 
thc deternunant and the outcome, a third varia bie might account for an obselved 
l'clation betwecn detertninant anel outcolne. Becausc in etiologie research we are 
interested in a eausal relation between determinant and outcomc, ,ve have to avoiel 
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confounding:-IS The lnost important confounder in the relation behveen white mat-
tcr Icsions and cognitive function or deprcssion is agc, and potcntially, geneler, level 
of cducation and other neuroitnaging charactcristics. Because of thc large numbcr of 
subjects and the age-and gender stratificd invitation to the Rotterdam Scan Study we 
\Vere able to control for these confounrung varia bIcs \vithout losing toa luuch statis-
tical power. Because white matter lesions are thought to cause both depressiotl and 
cognitivc dysfunction it is not immediately evident that controlling for cognitive 
function when evaluating depression, or vice vcrSa is necessary or v.rÏshfu1. 46 \'(fe 
therefore reportcd results with and \vithout adju~ting for either cognitive function or 
elepression. \'(fe did not adjust for the prcsence of cardiovascular risk factors in the 
relation behveen white mattcr lesions and cognitive functiotl as cardiovascular risk 
factors are thought to cause white matter'lesions. If we \vould adjust for these risk 
factors an existent association behveen white luatter lesions anel cognitive function 
and/ol' depression might disappeal' due to over-adjustment. 
Assessment of cognitive function 
As thc cerebral \vhite matter is a subcortical structurc, lesions in this area are 
thought to re sult in subcortical dysfunction. Core features of subcortical dysfullction 
include cognitive slowing, mel110ry disturbances and mood disturbances.J2 Age-re-
lated cognitive impairment is also thought to result mainly of decline in processing 
speed:17 \\fe therefore focuscd our outcome l11easures to the abovc aspects by con-
structing cOlupound scores for psychomotor speed, memory and global cognitive 
futlct10n (Cognitive Index). The compound scores conslstcd of the lnean of tluce, 
fout, and seven cognitive tcsts, rcspectively, that were individually standardized to 
Z-scores. The neuropsychological tests used in the compound scores \vere chosen 
because of thcir robustness in detecting age-related i111pairtnent and sensitivity to 
subcortical dysfunction. 4s .s1 The measure for psychomotor speed was limited to onIy 
the 1110St basic elcmcnts of psych01notor function as this enabled us to make a strict 
classification of test parameters based on the cognitive uomain that was intended to 
be mcasurcd. For examplc, the Stroop test consists of three subtasks of which we 
used onl)' the simplest (reading) task in most anal)'ses. Thc more complex subtasks 
of the Stroop test (interfcrence) meaSUl'e psychotnotor tasks, but also sensorimotor 
processes as stitnulus encoding and response sclection, which cannot be unraveled 
i11to its components anel are therefore nlore difficuit to interpret. For the memory 
compound score wc used the free rccall capabilities, which are affccted by cortical as 
well as subcortical dys function.32 As measures for global cognitive function wc us cd 
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a combination of above-mencioned tests51 as weIl as tbc widely used Ivlini 1vlental 
State Examination (J'vfI'vISE).52 \,fe chose out tests and sU1111nary scores af ter earcful 
consideratjon, but atber methods of data-rcduction arc clearly possible. Other C0111-
binations of tests cDuld VCi)' weIl provide valuablc answcrs in research on cognitive 
agmg. 
Clinical relevance 
On a cross-scctional level wc found onc stanclard deviation decreasc in cognitive 
performance and a 2.5 times incrcased fate of cognitivc decline when severe white 
matter lesions were present. Onc might question thc clinical significanee of such 
differenccs. However these studies were performed within non-demcnted subjects 
and as such ,ve did not have a lot of contrast in cognitivc function. Although a de-
crease of ane standard deviatiall or a deeline of 0.25 l'vIMSE points per year may be 
of little impartance on an individual level, it is of impartance on the population 
level.8,s3 Above results suggest that reducing dle severity of \vhite tnatter lesions 
might result in an upward shift of the population distributian of cagnitive per-
formance, reducing the proportion of people at risk for dementia. Reducing the 
number of people witl, cognitive impairment will result in a better quality of life far 
the inruvidual anel lcss costs for healthcare. 
In addition ta the passible beneficial effects on cognitive function, reducing the 
severity of white nlatter Icsions might have a beneficial effect on the number of 
people suffering from depressive symptoms, and on the occurrence of late-onset 
dcpression. If true, than reducing the severity of white matter lesions would be of 
enonnous health benefit and certainly certifics further research in the cascade lead-
ing to the devclopment and progl'ession of white matter lesions. 
Future research 
Delnentia and depression unpose a major burden on individuals, caregivers and on 
society. \'\'ithin our aging society, it is an obligation and a necessity to study possible 
modifiabIe risk factors far the develapment of these canditians. Vascular risk fac-
tors nught be among dlese factors and, durulg the last decade, gained interest of re-
searchers \vorldwide.8,I0,54 In this thesis we reported on the luediati11g rele of white 
tnatter lesions in tbe relation between carruovascular risk factors and cognitive 
fllnction, and on the relation between thc severity of white lnatter lesions and cog-
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nitive itnpairinent, cognitive decline and depressed mood. Ho\vever, many questions 
reIuain unanswered, and conHrmation in prospcctive studies is needed, Preferably, 
to overcome biased study results, these questions need to be answercd in a commu-
nity setting. \"'{lithin such a setting, nested case control studies can be cmployed for 
specific research questions if these are thought to be more feasible. In studies on 
causes and consequences of white matter lesions, periventricular and subcortical 
regions need to be distinguished, as results from our studies dearly illustrated the 
itnportance of this distinctÎon. 
\"'{lhcn wc address directions for future research it is perhaps best to begin at 
the start of the proposed cascade leading to dementia. In chapter 7 we discussed the 
linutations of uSlng cardiovascular risk factors as proxies for cerebral abnormal 
haen10dynamics anel hypoperfusion. I'vIore direct non-Învasive measurcs for cerebral 
circulation are to be preferred in these studies. In addition to the plaques in the ca-
rotid arteries the waIl thickness of these arteries has to be studied prospectively as a 
Ineasure far developing atherosderosis. IE thickening of the carotid \vall would go 
accol11panied by increasing severity of white matter lesions this would be an indica-
!:ion for a causal relation. One of these mcthods could be the usc of C02 enhanced 
transcranial Doppier to measure actual vaS0111otor reactivity and blood flow at the 
level of the cerebral vessels. This method has been adopted as a pilot study in the 
Rotterdatn Scan Study and relations between vaSOl11otor reactivity ancl white lnatter 
lesions have been rcported. 55,SG To unravel causes and conscquences using this tcch-
nique, prospectivc studies are essentia!. The same holds for studies using lvIR Spcc-
troscopy. This technique cnables us to stud)' the metabolisnl of the brain at spcci-
fied sites. In a hypoperfuscd area it is expected that metabolism is altered, which 
could prcccde wlute lnatter lesions. This techlliquc has also been employed in a pilat 
study within the Rotterdam Scan Study, but remains to be evaluated.57 
In future studies on the conscquences of white matter lesions prospective 
studies are also of major importallce. Serial neuroimaging assessmcnts will be of 
utmast impartance in dlese prospective studies. If a change in white matter lcsion 
sevcrity ean hc rclated to a change in outcome measures it would greatly enhance 
evidcncc for a causal rclation. A Inajor question remaining to be answered is 
whether whitc mattcr lesions are associated with a higher incidence of dctnentia. 
Also, these studies could darif)' whcthcr subjects who report progression of subjec-
tive cognitive failures are a high-risk group for the development of cognitive dys-
function, and if this transition coincides with increasing scvcrity of white mattcr lc-
sions. Assumptions as dcrived from our cross-sectional studies can be verified by 
relating progression of white matter lesions to a decrease in cogllitivc performance 
or the developmen t of depression. 
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Devcloping mcthods ta evaluatc progression of white mater lesions \vill be a 
challenge for future research. l\lthough several semi-aut01l1ated quantitativc tech-
niques have been developcd for th is ptI11Josc, thc}' are still elaborate and tinlC C011-
suming and sccmingly not suitable for the lIse in large population based studies. 
There is veil' little kno\vledge about how white matter lesions progress. \\'hether 
small lestons gradually dcvelop into large lesions ot that these lesions have a C0111-
pletely different pathophysiology is not known. Serial assessment of other sU'lICtural 
brain changes cDuld also provide insight in eaus es and consequenccs for neurobe-
havioral functioning of (sub)cortical atrophy and other ]\'lRI findings, like silent 
cerebral infarcts, tottuosity of lenticostriatal vessels and widened Virchov-Robin 
spaces. 
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SUMMARY 

StML\ulRY 
rchiS thesis describes the neurobehavioral correlates and conscquences of cercbral 
whitc matter lesions as seen 011 lvIRI scans of eldcrly people. The focus is on cogni-
tive dysfu11ction and on indicators of depressio11. Cognitivc dysfunction is of ten a 
prelude to dementia, and depression of ten coincidcs with cognitive dysfunction. 
Both cognitive dysfunction and dcpression high I)' diminish Ule qualit)' oflife. 
The prevalcnce and severity of white matter lesions in the brain sccms relatcd 
to thc aging proccss. :Moreover white matter lesions are seen more of ten \vithin dc-
mcnted and cldedy depressed patients than in health)' aged matched controls. It is 
suggested tint cardiovascular risk factors are causaHy related to these eerebral white 
matter lesions (see thcsis F.-E. de Leeu\v, 1999) and that these whitc matter lesions 
in turn pla)' a role in the etiology of dementia and late-life depression. If this 
proposcd cascade is truc, this tnight open possibilities for intcrvention in this 
cascade and thereby prevcnt cognitivc impairment to progress. 
Chapter 2 provides a revicw of the studies on whitc tnatter lesÎons and cogni-
tive function from a methodological point of vic\v. lvIerits and limitations of previ-
ous studies are discussed and the prevailing evidence for a rclation bet\veen the t\vo 
is summarized. Several methodological issues are stressed in this review. Firstly, 
whcn choosing a study population it is of importanec not to cxclude people with 
prevalent eardiovasclllar discase, as people with these conditions fonn a high-risk 
grollp for developing whitc matter lesions. Secondly, the relevanee of distinguishing 
pcriventricular anel subcortical regions anel maximizing thc precision of the scverity 
meaSllrctnent of white matter lesions is pointed out. Finally, it is underscored that in 
thc assessmcnt of cognitive function, the cmphasis should be on subcortical brain 
functions, measured with ncuropsychologieal tests sensitivc enough to detcct even 
slight alterations in brain function. 
In chapter 3 we report on the sex differences in the frequency rustributions of 
white matter lesions in the participants from the Rotterdam Scan Study. In total 
1084 randomly selected elderl)' persons, aged between 60 to 90 )'ears, participated in 
th is poplllation based longitudinal MRI stud)' (response 63%). Pcriventriclliar white 
matter lesions \vere rated on a visual seaie in four severity eategories for three sepa-
rate locations (range of the total 0-9). \~~lite matter lesions at subcortical regions 
were countcd per size eategory and per lobe. \'(/e ealculatcd a volume for thc total 
subcortical white matter lesions from these frequencies by assuming every lesion 
had a fixed diameter per size eategory. Bath thc sevcriUes of perivcntricular and 
subcortieal whitc matter lesions had a distribution that was skewcd to the !cft. 1'vlost 
people had some degrce of white matter lesions (84%). Ver)' little people were 
found to have na white matter lesions at all. Severc periventricular white matter le-
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sions (grade 3) \Vete found in 10 percent, while large subcortical white matter les10ns 
\Vete found in 18.6 percent of participants. Thc correlatiol1 between periventricular 
and subcortical \vhitc 1natter lesions was considerable (Spearman's Rho \vas 0.6 bc-
tween severity of both regions). An agc-rclated increase in severity of both perivcn-
U'lcular and subcortical whitc matter les10ns was conftr111cd. In thc distribution of 
subcortical white matter lc510n5 a predominant frontal and parietal pattern was ob-
servcd. Gender differenccs were small but \V0111Cn had slightly morc, and more sc-
vere, white matter lesions than lnen. 
Chapter 4.1 describes thc relation between thc severity of white matter lesions 
and subjective cognitive failures. These subjective cognitive failures arc everyday 
ll1ishaps that are rcported \vhen asked for. Information on these subjective cognitive 
fallures was obtained by a standardized interview about forgetfuhless, concentration 
problellls, planning problems ctc. These failures corrclate bettcr wÏth depressive 
sl'mptOlns (R= 0.35, p<O.OOl) than with cognitive function (R= -0.19, p<O.OOl) 
cross-sectionally, but neverthclcss may preeede cognitive impainnent. People with 
1110re scvcrc white matter lesions more of ten reportcd subjcctive eognitive failures 
than people with less severe white matter lcsÎons. :tvIoreover people with 1110rC se-
vere white 111atter lcsÎons more oftcn rcported that these failures had bCC0111C worse 
over the last five years. Thesc associatÏol1s were lnore 111arked for periventricular 
than for subcortical white mattcr lesions. 
In chapter 4.2 the rclation between severity of \vhite matter lesions atld eognitive 
function was assessed using tl1ultiple neuropsychologieal tcs ts from which we C011-
structed compound scorcs for psychomotor specd. 111emory performance and global 
cognÏtive function. \,!hen analyzed separatcly) bath periventricular and subcortical 
white lnattcr lesÎons were relatcd to all measutes of the neutopsychologieal tests. 
\,!hen periventriculat white mattcr lesions wete analyzed conclitional on subeortical 
\'1J\H ... and vice vcrsa, the relation between periventricular white matter lesions and 
global cognitive function remained llnaltered Ip""'d for qllintiles = 0.001) whereas 
this relation with subcortical \,(1J'v1L disappeared lp","" for quintiles = 0.97). Subjects 
with most severe petiventriculat \\'1vIL pcrfot1ned nearly one standard deviation 
below average on tasks involving psl'chomotor speed (-0.85 SD, P = 0.001), and 
more than half a standard deviation below average for global cognitivc function 
(-0.61 SD, P < 0.001). Tasks that involve speed of cognitive processes appear to be 
1110re affected bl' WlVlL than memol')' tasks. 
In Chapter 5 we investigated tbe relation behveen white matter lesÎons and 
indicators of depression. Cerebral white matter lesions are thought to tepresent vas-
cu lat pathology. In psychiatrie patients white matter lesions have been rclated to 
affective disorders and to a bistory of late onset depression. \,fe found that persons 
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wlth sevete white matter lesions (upper quintile) had 3 to 6 t1tnes as of ten depressive 
sylnptoms as compared to persons w!th only mild or no whitc matter lesions (lowest 
quintile) (subcortical OR=5.8; 95%CI 2.1 to 16.3 and periventricular OR=2.9; 
95% CI 1.7 to 7.6). In addition, individllals with sevet'e subcortical, but not periven-
tdcular, whitc lnattcr lesions (upper quintile) cOlnpared to persons wlth only mild or 
no white matter lesions (lo\vest quintile) had 4 times more aften a history of late 
onset depression (OR=3.9; 95%CI 0.9 to 16.1). We conclude tllat thc scverit)' of 
subcortical \vhlte lnatter lesions is related to the presence of depressive symptoms as 
well as to a history of late onset depression. 
Wfe described the relation betwcen severity of whlte matter lesions anel rate of 
decline of cognitive function over time in chapter 6. :rvlore severe whltc matter le-
sions were associateel with a greater dcclinc in global cognitivc function as 11leasured 
by the lvlini l'vlcntal State Examination scores over a lnean follow up period of 5.5 
yeats (SD 1.5). For subjects with the most severc pedventricular \vhite matter le-
sions, cognitivc function dcclined 2.5 times fastcr than average (95% confidence 
intetval 1.4 ta 3.3). There \vas na relation betwcen severity of subcortical \vhite 
lnatter lesions and rate of cognitivc decline. Pram thesc findings we concludc that 
the severity of periventricular rather than subcortical white lnatter lesions is associ-
ated with declinc of cognitive function. 
Finally in chapter 7 \ve examined whether cerebral white matter lesions medi-
ate the relation between cardiovasclliar risk factors and cognitive function. The rela-
tion bet\veen carruovasclllar risk factors anel cognitive dysfunction has been de-
scribed several times. However, to what extent the relation bet\vecn carcliovascular 
factors and cognitive function is mediateel through \vhite matter Icsions is not 
known. Our data suggestcd, that the relation between scvc.ral cardiovascular risk 
factors (atherosclerosis, hypcrtcnsion, atrial fibrillation anel lnyocardial infarction) 
anel cognitive function is at least partially mediated by ccrcbral white matter lesions. 
In chapter 8 \ve cliscuss the results of the studies presented in this thesis. \'(fe 
conclude that cerebral white lnattcr lesions are not benign. Tbcy probably represent 
vascular damage to the brain and thcy have measurable effects on both cognitive 
fllnction and lnood status. \,fe concllldc that cognitive problems, frolll subjective 
cognitive fallures to overt cognitive impairment, are related to the sevcrity of peri-
ventl'ÏClllar whitc matter lesions, whereas depressive Sytllptoll1S anel minor depres-
sion are associated with the severity of subcortical white matter lesions. Somc of 
these studies were longitudinal, others cross-sectional anel further studies are still 
needed to clucidate the cascade leading from vascular risk factors to dementia. A key 
clement in these [uture studies will be the availability of seriallvllU scans. 
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S.4\fEjVVAITIi\fC 
~t proefschrift beschrijft de gedragsneurologische correlaten en geyolgen 
van wittestofafwijkingen zoals deze voorkomen op rvnU-beeldvorming van de 
hersenen van oudere personen. Het accent ligt op cognitieve dysfunctictekenen van 
depressie. Cognitieve dysfunctie is het voornaamste sytnptoom van detnentie; 
depressie gaat vaak satnen tnet cognitieve dysfunctie. Ons cognitief functioneren en 
onze getnoedstoestand bepalen een groot deel van onze kwaliteit van leven. 
Het vóórkomen en de ernst van wittestofahvijkingen in de hersenen zijn gere-
latecrd aan hct verouderingsproces. Bovendien worden \vittestofafwijkingen vaker 
gezien bij dementen en oudere depressieve personen dan bij gezonde controle-
personen van dezelfde leeftijd. Cardiovasculaire risicofactoren zijn \vaarschijnlijk 
causaal gerelateerd aan wittestofafwijkingen (zie proefschrift F.-E. de Leeuw, 1999) 
en deze wittestofafwijkingen spelen op hun beurt een rol in de etiologie van 
detnentie en depressie ontstaan op latere leeftijd. Als de voorgestelde cascade \vaar 
is) dan opent dit mogelijkheden voor interventie zodat voortschrijdende cognitieve 
achteruitgang \vellicht kan worden voorkomen. 
De studies beschreven in dit proefschrift onderzoeken of de bovengenoemde 
cascade een rol kan spelen in de ontwikkeling van cognitieve achteluÏtgang en 
depressie ontstaan op latere leeftijd. 
In hoofdstuk 2 \vordt een overzicht van studics bctreffende wittestofafwijkingen en 
cognitief functionercn gegcven vanuit een methodologisch standpunt. Een discussie 
ll1et betrekking tot de sterke en zwakke punten van voorafgaande studies en ecn 
samenvatting betreffende het bestaan van een relatie tussen de twee wordt be-
schreven. Diverse aspecten van onderzoeksopzet worden behandeld. Ten eerste) bij 
het kiezcn van een onderzoekspopulatie is het van belang om ook personen lnct 
reeds bestaande cardiovasculaire ziekten te includeren) daar zij een groep vormen 
met een verhoogd risico op het ontwikkelen van wittestofafwijkingen. Tcn t\veede 
wordt het belang van het maken van een regionaal onderscheid van wittestof-
afwijkingen in periventriculaire en subcorticale gebieden en bet maximaliseren van 
de precisie van het tneten van de ernst van wittestofafwijkingen benadlukt. Ten 
slotte wordt benadrukt dat de bepaling van het cognitief functioneren lnoet 
gebeuren door middel van neuropsychologischc testen die gevoelig genoeg zijn om 
zelfs kleinc vcranderingen van met name subcorticale hersenfuncties te detcctcrcn. 
In hoofdstuk 3 rapporteren wij de geslachtsverschillen in de frequentieverde-
ling van deelnemers aan de Rotterdam Scan Studie. In totaal 1084 personen namen 
deel aan deze longitudinale MRI-populatiestudie (respons 63%). De leeftijd van dc 
participanten varieerde van 60 tot 90 jaar. In dit hoofdstuk wordt ook de 
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ontwikkelde scoringsschaal voor \vittestofanvijkingen beschreven en rapporteren wij 
de prevalentie, frequentie en verdeling van de wittestofanvijkingcn per regio zoals 
gevonden in de Rotterdam Scan Studie. Periventriculaire wittestofafwijkingen wer-
den gescoord op een visuele schaal in vier categorieën van ernst voor drie aparte 
locaties (totaalbereik van 0-9). Wittestofafwijkingen in subcorticale gebieden werden 
geteld in drie categorieën van grootte en per hersenkwab. Ecn volume voor de totale 
hoeveelheid subcorticale wittestofafwijkingen \verd berekend 111et de aanname dat 
elke laesie een bolvorm heeft met een vaste cliameter per grootte-categorie. Zowel 
de ernst van periventriculaire als die van sllbcortkale wittestofafwijkingen hadden 
een verdeling die ten opzichte van de normale verdeling verschoven vns naar links. 
De meeste deelnemers hadden wel enige wittestofafwijkingen (84%). Zeer weinig 
deelnemers hadden totaal geen wittestofanvijkingen. Tien procent van de 
deelnemers had ernstige (graad 3) periyentriculaire wittestofafwijkingen en 18.6% 
had grote (diameter groter dan 10 mm) subcorticale wittestofafwijkingen. Er be-
stond een aanzienlijke correlatie tussen periventriculaire en subcorticale wittestof-
afwijkingen (Spearman's Rho=O.6 tussen de ernst van beide gebieden). Een aan 
leeftijd gerelateerde toename in ernst van zowel periventriculaire als subcorticale 
wittestofafwijkingen ,verd bevestigd. In de verdeling van subcorticale wittestof-
af,vijkingen werd een voornall1elijk pariëtaal en frontaal patroon waargenol11cn. 
Ofschoon de verschillen in wittestofafwijkingen tussen mannen en vrouwen klein 
bleken, kwamen wittestofanvijkingen bij vrouwen vaker voor en waren ernstiger dan 
bij mannen. 
Hoofdstuk 4.1 beschrijft de relatie tussen de ernst van wittestofafwijkingen en 
subjectief cognitief falen. Dit subjectief cognitief falen bestaat uit dagelijkse foutjes 
van het cognitief functioneren die gerapporteerd ,vorden wanneer cr specifiek naar 
gevraagd wordt. Informatie betreffende dit subjectief cognitief falen werd verkregen 
door lniddel van een gestandaardiseerd en gestructureerd interview betreffende ver-
geetachtigheid, concentratieproblemen, planningsprobleluen etc. l'vIensen met ernsti-
gere ,vittestofafwijkingen rapporteerden vaker subjectief cognitief falen dan mensen 
met nunder ernstige wittestofanvijkingen. Bovendien rapporteerden mensen met 
ernstigere ,vittestofafwijkingen vaker dat clit falen erger was geworden gedurende de 
laatste vijf jaar. Deze associaties waren overtuigender voor periventriculaire dan 
voor subcorticale wittestofafwijkingen. Dit patroon doet vermoeden dat, hoewel dit 
soort falen cross-sectionecl beter correleert met depressieve symptomen (lt =0.35, 
p<O.OOI) dan met cognitief functioneren (R= -0.19, p<O.OOI), het desalniettemin 
een voorloper zou kunnen zijn van cognitieve achteruitgang. Dit gezien de gelijkenis 
met de bevindingen in hoofdstuk 4.2, waarin de relatie tussen ernst van wittestof-
afwijkingen en het objectief cognitief functioneren werd geëvalueerd, geblUik-
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tuakend van verschillende neuropsychologische testen. Uit de scores op deze testen 
construeerden wij samengestelde scores voor psychot11otorische snelheid, geheugen-
prestatie en globaal cognitief functioneren. Indien periventriculaire en subcorticale 
wittestofafwijkingen apart werden geanalyseerd, was de ernst van de wittestof-
afwijkingen in beide regio's gerelateerd 'a'an het cognitief functioneren. \'\'anneer in 
deze relaties perivcntriculaire wittestofafwijkingen conditioneel op subcorticale 
wittestofaf\vijkingen werden geanalyseerd (en vise versa), bleef de relatie tussen 
pel"iventr.iculaire wittestofanvijkingen en globaal cognitief functioneren bestaan, 
tenvijl de relatie tuct subcorticale \vittestofaf\vijkingen verdween. Personen met 
ernstige periventriculaire \vittestofanvijkingen presteerden op taken betreffende 
psychomotore snelheid bijna één standaarddeviatie onder gemiddeld (-0.85 SD, P = 
0.001) en op taken betreffende globaal functioneren meer dan een halve standaard-
deviatie onder gemiddeld (-0.61 SD, P < 0.001). De ernst van de wittestof-
anvijkingen bleek meer gerelateerd aan de snelheid van het cognitief functioneren 
dan aan geheugenfuncties. 
In hoofdstuk 5 wordt de relatie tussen wittestofaf\vijkingen en indicatoren 
voor depressie beschreven. Van cerebrale wlttestofafwijkingen wordt gedacht dat ze 
vasculaire pathologie vertegenwoordigen. Binnen patiëntenpopulaties is beschreven 
dat \vittestofafwijkingen gerelateerd zijn aan zowel affectieve stoornissen als aan een 
voorgeschiedenis van depressie ontstaan op late leeftijd. Wij vonden dat ook in de 
bevolking personen met ernstige wittestofaf\vijkingen (hoogste quintiel) vergeleken 
t11et personen tuet tnilde of helemaal geen \vittestofanvijkingen Qaagste quintiel) 3 
tot 6 keer (periventriculair: OR=2.9; 95%CI 1.7 tot 7.6; subcorticaal: OR=5.8; 
95%CI 2.1 tot 16.3) zo vaak depressieve symptomen hadden. Bovendien hadden 
personen tuet ernstige subcorticale wittestofanvijkingen vergeleken met personen 
met milde of helemaal geen wittestofaf\vijkingen vier keer (OR=3.9; 95%CI 0.9 tot 
16.1) zo vaak een voorgeschiedenis van depressie ontstaan op latere leeftijd. Dit 
laatste werd niet gevonden voor periventriculaire wittestofafwijkingen. \,(/ij conclu-
deerden dat de ernst van subcorticale -wittestofafwijkingen gerelateerd is aan zowel 
de aanwezigheid van depressieve klachten als aan een voorgeschiedenis van depres-
sie ontstaan op latere leeftijd. 
De relatie tussen de ernst van \vittestofafwijkingen en de snelheid van cogni-
tieve achteruitgang over de tijd wordt beschreven in hoofdstuk 6. l'vleer ernstige 
wittestofafwijkingen waren geassocieerd met een groter verval in globaal cognitief 
functioneren. Voor het verval in cognitief functioneren werd het verval in I'v1ini-
I'vlental-State-Examination-scores gebruikt zoals herhaaldelijk gemeten over een 
periode van gemiddeld 5.5 jaar (SD 1.5). Voor personen met de meeste ernstige 
periventriculaire wittcstofanvijkingen was de snelheid van cognitieve achteruitgang 
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2.5 keer (95%CI 1.4 tot 3.3) sneller dan gemiddeld. Wij vonden geen relatie tussen 
de ernst van subcorticalc wittestofafwijkingen en de snelheid van cognitieve achter-
uitgang. Uit deze bevindingen concluderen wij dat lnct natnc de ernst van peri-
ventriculaire "\vittcstofafwijkingcn gerelateerd is aan de snelheid van cognitieve 
achteruitgang. 
Tenslotte \vordt in hoofdstuk 7 de mediërende rol van cerebrale wittestof-
aS-vijkingcn in de relatie tussen cardiovasculaire risicofactoren en het cognitief func-
tioneren beschreven. Dat cognitieve dysfunctie geassocieerd is tl1ct de aatl\vezigheid 
van cardiovasculaire risicofactoren is verschillende keren beschreven. Echter, in 
hoeverre deze relatie gemedieerd \Vafelt via wittcstofafwijkingen is tot op heden niet 
bekend, ondanks de resultaten van sommige studies die laten zien dat deze cascade 
aannemelijk is. De relatie tussen verschillende cardiovasculaire risicofactoren (athe-
rosclerose, hypertensie, atrimnfibrilleren en myocardinfarct) en cognitieve functie 
zoals gevonden binnen ons onderzoek, kon gedeeltelijk verklaard worden door de 
ernst van wittestofafwijkingen. 
In hoofdstuk 8 worden de belangrijkste resultaten van de onderzoeken die in 
dit proefschrift zijn beschreven geëvalueerd, rekening houdend met de restricties 
van deze onderzoeken. \'I;tij concluderen dat wittestofafwijkingen geen onschuldig 
fenomeen zijn. Zij zijn waarschijnlijk het gevolg van vasculaire schade aan de 
hersenen, hetgeen gevolgen heeft voor het cognitief functioneren en de stemming. 
\,lij concluderen dat cognitieve problemen, van subjectief cognitief falen tot een 
meetbare versnelde cognitieve achtenlitgang, gerelateerd zijn aan de ernst van peri-
ventriculaire wittestofafwijkingen, terwijl depressieve spnptomen en depressie 
ontstaan op oudere leeftijd geassocieerd zijn l11et de ernst van subcorticale wÎttestof-
anvijkingen. Enkele van deze studies waren longitudinaal, andere cross-sectioneel, 
maar toekomstig onderzoek blijft nodig 0111 uit te zoeken hoc de cascade is die vas-
culaire risicofactoren verbindt aan dementie. Een sleutelelement in toekomstige Shl-
dies zal de beschikbaarheid van opeenvolgende MRI-scans zijn. 
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Een bevolkingsonderzoek van deze omvang in geenszins mogelijk zonder de hulp 
van vele nlcnscn. Veel dank gaat uit naar de meer dan duizend ouderen die hebben 
deelgenomen aan dit onderzoek. Na twee uur onderzoek op het onderzockscenttum 
waren zij daarnaast bereid DIn in de avonduren of de weekenden nog lneCt uren te 
geven om de 1\.flU-scan te ondergaan. Het is hartverwarmend dat 1nensen ondanks 
hun 501n5 matige conditie tot yeel bereid zijn 0111 de wetenschap te dienen. 
Behalve de Incnsen op wie dit proefschrift gebaseerd is) zijn er nog vele 
mensen van groot belang geweest voor het slagen van deze ll1issie, Als eerste wil ik 
hierin bedanken mijn promotor professor JoUes. Waarde Jelle, jij hebt mij attent 
gemaakt op deze unieke neuro~ps)'chiatrische studie. Ik ben blij dat onze initiële 
samenwerking in l\.faastricht op deze wijze een vervolg heeft kunnen krijgen. Je niet 
aflatende neuropsycruatrische interesse heeft mij altijd geïnspireerd. Je detaillistische 
kennis vall nClltocognitieve processen is goed voor vele boeiende discussies met 
deze inmiddels epidemiologisch gedoctrineerde promovendus. Ten tweede wil ik 
professor Hoftnan bedanken. Beste Bert, epidemiologische kennis is een zo 
belangrijk deel geworden van elk wetenschappelijk onderzoek, dat ik erg blij ben dat 
je me hierin hebt kunnen vonnen. Ik ben er trots op in 'jouw' instituut gewerkt te 
hebben. Je grote wetenschappelijke interesses in neurodegeneratieve processen is 
een grote stitnulans voor mij geweest. Je bijna obsessieve geloof in een goede afloop 
was een lnooi contrast ten opzichte van l11ijn vaak wat sotnbere instelling. Natuurlijk 
gaat erg veel dank uit naar mijn co-promotor dr Breteler. 1'vlonique, als een heus co-
enz)'l11 heb je het tempo van het onderzoeksproces gekataliseerd. Je inzet voor dit 
onderzoek was altijd intens zelfs toen je 'noodgedwongen' enkele maanden je 
aandacht op maturatie richtte in plaats van op degeneratie. Ik hoop dat Frans het me 
vergeeft dat ik zoveel van je geëist heb. Ik hoop dat onze samenwerking ook in het 
venrolgonderzoek van 'onze' Rotterdam Scan Stud)' voortgang vindt. Dr Launer, 
beste Lenore, jou inzet is voor mij van grote waarde geweest in de opstartfase van 
de studie. Je rol als interim co-promotor vervulde je uitstekend en het is dankzij jou 
dat de start van het onderzoek nauwelijks enige vertraging op heeft gelopen. Good 
luck and happiness in your hom eland. 
Onder de radiologische leiding van professor Mali, Matthijs Oudkerk en Lino 
Ralllos bleek het mogelijk on1 in de avonduren en in de weekenden lvffil-scans te 
kunnen maken. De dagelijkse gang van zaken werd in uitstekende banen geleid door 
Deni Kraus, Bart Schraa en Willeke Rouw. De vele goed belegde broodjes van het 
AZU bleken te zorgen voor een uitstekende sfeer in de wach tluimte van het ~rfiU 
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cOlnplex. Ik dank Eric Achten, Philip Scheltens en John van Swieten voor hun 
onderricht in het lezen van lvIRl-scans en met name voor het onhvikkelcn van de 
scoringsschalcn voor wittestofaf\vijkingen. De radiologische ondersteuning bij het 
scoren van de 65.040 afzonderlijke lvlRI-sneden werd verzorgd door Eric Achten en 
Roel Heijboer. Zonder hun hulp was het niet mogelijk geweest om zoveellvlRI's te 
beoordelen in zo'n korte tijd. Rik, de Gents-Vlaamse gastvrijheid die ik hierbij 
genoot was zeker bourgondisch te naCinen. RoeI, onze genlcenschappelijkc 'ge-
motoriseerde> hobby leidt wellicht nog tot meerdere ontmoetingen. 
Een aparte positie neemt de Maastrichtse groep in. Bij Peter Houx kon ik altijd 
terecht met neuropsychologische vragen, Astrid Quist heeft mij prima ingewerkt in 
de finesses van het afnemen van dergelijke onderzoeken en 1vlartin van Boxtel was 
altijd thuis voor data-reducerende analysetechnieken. 'IvIy man in :rvIaastricht,' Pieter~ 
Jelle Visser, was altijd bereid onderdak te verschaffen (en een i'vlestrichts biertje) ten 
behoeve van cursussen of afspraken in het verre zuiden. De openhartigheid van de 
Maastrichtse groep zorgt e1'Voor dat de fysieke afstand tot de randstad drastisch 
gereduceerd wordt. 
Otn de tneer dan 2500 onderzoeksuren op de onderzoekscentra goed te laten 
verlopen was de hulp van l\gnes van de Voom, Ria Rijneveldshoek, Micheline de 
Haas, Anneke l<ol1ring, Joke Jansen, Inge Haumersen, Hanneke van lvIeurs, Dick 
Slof, alsmede van de vele 'stand-ins' onontbeerlijk. Dankzij hun enOl1ne inzet \vas 
het enthousÎastne van de deelnemers groot en de sfeer goed. Eén alinea in deze tekst 
doet hun hulp zeker te weinig eer aan. 
Een niet te miskennen groep werd gevonnd door de informatiserings-experts. 
Veel heb ik te danken aan Marcel Eijgertnans en René Vermeeren. Zonder hen was 
geen deelnemer uitgenodigd, geen getal ingevoerd en geen computercrash opgelost. 
Bij de opzet en uitvoer van een grootschalig onderzoek kan hun hulp niet vroeg 
genoeg worden ingezet. 
Eén iemand die eigenlijk goed als eerste genoemd had kunnen worden is 
Frank-Erik de Leeuw. Frank-Erik, elke scan is door ons samen beoordeeld, het 
tnerendeel van de deelnemers door ons samen gezien en elk artikel betreffende 'ons' 
onderzoek hebben we samen geschreven. Dat we nu elkaar kunnen steunen in de 
verdediging van het proefschrift is een mooie kroon op onze hopelijk nog 
langdurige band. Arjen Slooter en Casper Bijkerk, al na de eerste dag was duidelijk 
dat onze gemeenschappelijke zoölogische interesse voor een erg gezellige tijd zou 
zorgen. Arjen, onze Haagse tijd zal voor altijd een bijzondere plaats in tnijn 
hippocampus hebben. Jammer dat we het uitzicht op de Dom niet kunnen delen. 
Vier jaar op de 21st~ verdieping is aangenaam vertoeven, tnede dankzij het 
contact met de vele lnede promovendi. Het is helaas niet mogelijk iedereen te 
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bedanken aan \vie ik wanne herinneringen beWaal\ maar Sanjay Harhangi en Ton1 
den Beljef kunnen niet onvernoemd blijven. Jullie komst op de lvlaatschaps-kamer 
heeft tot heerlijke koffie en goede neuroepidemiologische discussies gelei,!' Tom en 
Sarah, veel succes bij het vervolg van het tllooie l'vllU project. De eindstrijd van dit 
proefschrift werd met name veraangenaamd door het groepje (nablijvers'; Iris 
\\lcstendorp, Caroline van Rossum en Raan Ramrattan. Dankzij hen bleven 7.clfs 
:-:cventig-urige werkweken haalbaar en gezellig. l'vlijn paranimf Sandra Kalmijn neemt 
een bijzondere plaats in. Sandra, niet alleen mijn wetenschappelijke problemen kon 
ik altijd bij jou kwijt. Het feit dat jij nu bij de verdediging aan mijn zijde staat past bij 
je rol die je vervulde tijdens andere life events. 
lvfijn ouders wil ik bedanken voor hun niet aflatende steun in luijn persoonlijke 
en wetenschappelijke vorming en vertrouwen in mijn kunnen. Ik heb een prima 
voorbeeld aan jullie en ben trots op jullie 'way of living'. 1'vIijn vrienden uit het 
Utrechtse wil ik bedanken voor hun geduld als ons contact ernstig dreigde te 
versloffen. rvIijn nieuwe Leidsche collegae wil ik bedanken vanwege het accepteren 
van mijn klinische onbenulligheid na enkele slechts digitale jaren. j\an jullie is het te 
danken dat ik me zo snel Vleet thuis kan voelen in mijn nieuwe rol. De laatste hand 
aan mijn boekje werd gelegd door Anna Bosselaar. Anna, hartelijk bedankt dat je 
ondanks een overvol schedule toch nog mijn proefschrift wilde vormgeven. 
Lieve Nicole, deze eindstreep is niet denkbaar zonder jon. Op soms moeizame 
kruisende koersen volgen ook p1'achtige relaxte voor-de-\vindse routes. \'1e zetten 
alle zeilen bij voor de volgende fase in kaltner water. 
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